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_________________________________________________________Poetry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty in words. 
—Edgar Allan Poe 
 
Don‟t tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint of light on broken glass. 
—Anton Chekhov 
 
A bird doesn‟t sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.  
—Maya Angelou 
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Six Haiku 
 

Ben Moeller-Gaa 
 
 
power lines 
over the tree 
under the moon 
 
 
 
 

radio towers 
floating in a stream 

   of clouds 
 
 
 
 
 
lilacs 
the same bee 
in every bloom 
 
 
 
 
 

late autumn 
one last note 
on the wind chime 

 
 
 
 
 

laughing with 
a live tv audience 
from ten years ago 

 
 
 
 
 
clear fall sky 
someone‟s red balloon 
  drifting. . . . 
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“St. Louis Poem” and “the art” 
 

John Samuel Tieman 
 
 

St. Louis Poem 
 
     for Simms 
 
 
carrying out our recycling I meditate 
on the Jewish graveyard down the rise 
so I pray the Pater Noster for a dead Jew I know  
and find the Latin cold as snow 
 
I traveled the whole world just to marry the gal next door 
I live a mile from the old digs 
just up the street from where I was Confirmed 
just a long walk from the family plot 
 
at half past three Phoebe sleep talks to not a soul I know 
which is why I wonder at half past nine 
about temples and churches and neighbors turned wives 
about why we bury our own so close to home 
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the art 
 
 
i 
 
I‟ve never written a poem 
that said what I meant 
 
one means as much as shrapnel 
one means as little as ink 
 
 
ii 
 
I wish I had wisdom 
instead I have lines 
 
silent as a blackboard in summer 
loud as a glacier breaking away 
 
 
iii 
 
I‟ve never known a poem 
to stay where I left it 
 
a prisoner climbing a fence 
a landing light in the sky 
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“Shadow Box” and “Suspension of Disbelief” 
 

C.D. Albin 
 
 
Shadow Box 
 
He brought home no war stories 
from New Guinea, only his 
uniform and few items 
 
now mounted on velvet in 
the shadow box—dog tags and 
souvenir bullet, service 
 
medal, marksman‟s badge.  A sparse 
collection, so after 
he passed we added the flag, 
 
tightly folded, and fading 
photo of him still stateside— 
thin, boyish in uniform, 
 
spectacled.  We grandchildren 
knew only the older man, 
the jaunty gait and soft laugh, 
 
face a bit like Astaire‟s, so 
we never thought to ask what 
kind of war he had, or what 
 
dreams so often woke him to 
sweat drenched bed-linens inside 
a clapboard house of shadows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                            Ryan  Schuessler, “Delicate Arch” 
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Suspension of Disbelief 
 

that willing suspension of disbelief… 
which constitutes poetic faith. 

—Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
 
The sophomore from Introduction 
to Fiction has just been suspended, 
my class the only one he cared to pass. 
 
I leave a message on his machine, send 
an email saying we should meet, discuss 
a path to reinstatement, but I doubt 
 
he‟ll reply.  He was prone to skip, offer 
excuses, turn in last-minute stories 
absent of polish but alive enough 
 
to pull me beyond the page and into 
someone else‟s life.  Caught up in promise, 
I would credit him for possessing gifts 
 
beyond his classmates‟ reach, perhaps because 
he made me consider myself twenty  
years before, a poorly read sophomore 
 
from the Ozarks sitting with seniors 
and grad students who thought me a hick.  Still, 
I shielded a hope of writing truly 
 
about hill people, even helping them  
find eloquence in a dialect our 
nation had shamed through caricature. 
 
This wayward student, raised in a ridge town 
near my own, brings those memories back, prompts 
one more call, another hope against hope. 
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Too Close for Comfort 
(senryu sequence) 

 
Charlotte Digregorio 

 
 
sultry day  
motorcyclist with tattoos 
directs me 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    walking through the zoo  
    i keep my problems 
    in proportion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 beyond, at the psychic fair  
 getting a reading 
 on the psychics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     respite at the greasy spoon… 
     a man relishes 
     his promotion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
café next door… 
caught in the firing line 
of the poetry slam 
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“Momentary Solace” and “Flag Day, circa 1975” 
 

Linda O’Connell  
 
 
Momentary Solace 
 
When stepping stones become roadblocks 
and problems pile mountain-high 
instead of trying to move them, 
I conjure a retreat in my mind. 
 
Proceed to the virtual ocean, 
lie down and float in the sea, 
dissolve knotted-up tension, 
drift shapeless, get quiet, release 
 
concerns that confound and boggle, 
allow rip currents to tug them away.  
I surrender my worries to the spirit, 
feel my master‟s hand at bay. 
 
Volatility absorbed like a teardrop,   
respirations tranquil wrapped, 
I gaze heavenward with calm reflection 
my worries momentarily zapped. 
 
 

Flag Day, circa 1975 
 

Families cheered on Cherokee Street  
at the annual Flag Day parade. 
They came for candy, fun and frolic,  
and to honor sacrifices made. 
 
My children seated at the curb,  
waved their little flags 
at jugglers, clowns and soldiers  
who each had different brags. 
 
As the color guard marched past us,  
I said a silent prayer 
for all our freedom fighters 
who didn‟t make it home from “over there.”   
 
I raised my flag and voice sky high  
and told my kids to stand.  
My toddler took off running  
and he joined the marching band!  
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Four Haiga 
 

Gretchen Graft Batz 
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“On Watching an Old Horse Graze” and Other Poems
 

Mary Kennan Herbert 
 
 
 
On Watching an Old Horse Graze 
  
Two horses were in the pasture, actually. 
Both were chestnuts, their coats shining with spring rain. 
Pals, or siblings, I‟ll never know, because a pair  
like those two might be mates or a construct of my own. 
Every time I saw them, they were grazing in tandem,  
and you can tell I loved them.  Fifty years later 
I still remember both.  One was fit, ready for a ride, 
but his stable-mate was skeletal, all ribs and maybe  
many years carried under that skin.  Still both  
were in synchronicity, grazing in rhythm on 
a Tennessee Sunday.  One would gallop eventually, 
and the other would die.  Most likely, a sign of endings 
and beginnings.  The day inevitably did come  
when I saw just one horse grazing.  Another 
day, just one horse.  Gradually and then suddenly 
I saw how horses teach us the meaning of everything.  
 
  
 
 
 

Giants and Tigers vs. Hurricane Sandy  
 
Waiting for the hurricane while watching 
World Series baseball.  Defend it.  Why not?  
A sweet vice.  Meteorology vs. Big Panda.  
O October heroes, the weather is foul.  Yet, 
thwack!  The sound of bat and ball, a thwump 
into the catcher‟s mitt, a universal thwump  
that gives us meaning, substance to buoy 
our spirits until next April, maybe, joy? 
We want to believe this, before the hiss of winds 
reveals our folly.  No, I won‟t give in.  It‟s art!  
The guy at bat is sweating bullets even tonight, 
because he knows he must deliver my heart, 
this document to Opening Day next spring. 
You do believe this, I hope, before the autumn  
leaves fly even faster while you hear me sing 
off pitch.  Then, a strike, momentum— 
lost?  Then, thwack!  Surprises await, extra innings. 
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You Wonder about Her  
 
I wonder about her. 
The lady poet slumped  
across this poem— 
is she snoozing or even 
dead?  Dead to the world? 
Holding words at bay? 
Ink was essential once. 
I would dip my pen in, 
it would emerge wet 
with promise.  Like a baby, 
a new poem providing you 
with the stuff you dream of: 
ideas, music, rubber stamp 
images of your favorite 
idyllic movie dreams— 
nothing wrong here, 
but your mom once 
crossed the street  
to escort you home. 
Safety so often swaddles, 
strangles a new thought. 
Slam dunk.  It is so hard 
to write sensible poems 
about death and love— 
the latter I know you  
would prefer, a bright  
hint of well-fed breath, 
or a fast-moving image of  
a stealthy pencil or pixel 
easily defeating a poet. 
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“At a Taco Station in Mexico” and Other Poems  
 

Gregory Ramirez   
 
At a Taco Station in Mexico 
 
The night sky lacks stars, 
Barren as this land 
Where roads we take 
From the campground lie cracked 
And dead grass springs  
Through the monotonous earth. 

    
Our van stops at a taco stand 
Where light shines 
Through rotten wood 
And carne asada cooks in a pan  
While cold corn tortillas and queso await.   
With missing teeth, the cashier laughs 
At my broken Spanish as I buy one taco 
Then another and sip a warm soda. 
 
Two women from our group  
Rock plastic chairs to a Journey tune 
While the men lean against the van, 
Conversing and excluding me. 
This leaves my taco to entertain me 
Until only crumbs on my palms remain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summons to My First White Hair 
 
Now that I have spotted you  
While gazing in the bathroom mirror,  
I wonder if you could convince your peers 
Wearing attire black as a judge‟s gown 
To distance me from the boy crying 
At the soaked scarf of a molten snowman, 
From the teenager dismissing  
A squeeze of the bicep from the head coach 
As evidence to join the football team,  
And from the young man believing 
The curly brown lock on the nightstand 
Belonged to his soul mate. 
 
Do this, and all of you will witness 
A man laughing and dancing  
With his children in the living room. 
All of you will witness that same man 
Use words he stumbled with as a child 
To inspire those who appreciate verse.   
All of you will witness that same man 
Enjoy with his wife a sunset— 
Red as her hair when they first met— 
Off the shore of a foreign land  
Finances deprived him of in his youth.   
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A Father’s Love 
for Gabriella Corrine Ramirez 
 
She cries in her crib for Nanny  
As I run water over the stuffed lamb,  
Washing vomit from its wool 
So the scent dissipates 
And no stains stick to her beloved doll. 
 
While drying it, I accidentally  
Yield its jingle then sing along, 
“Jesus loves me, this I know,”  
As I leave the kitchen 
And head for her bedroom. 
 
The Bible says we are made  
In God‟s image, so it is no surprise 
That the night light reveals 
My sick daughter, with big brown eyes 
Many say are like mine, 
 
Crying and reaching for her lamb.   
When I leave her room, 
I smile as her sobbing has subsided, 
Thinking about what I as a father 
Would do for the daughter I love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                             Ryan Schuessler, “Flame” 
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“Ah, Lazarus” and Other Poems 
 

Anna Roberts-Wells 
 
 
Ah, Lazarus 
 
Ah, Lazarus, why are you so silent? 
After the razzle-dazzle of awe and wonder, 
after the hubbub  of the crowd taken aback, 
after the disbelief in what their eyes told them, 
didn‟t anyone think to ask, 
“What was it like? 
Did you know you were coming back? 
Did you see, feel, hear—anything— 
or was it all dark sleeping without dreams?” 
Why so silent when all the world is seeking  
the very answer you possess? 
 
When the searing electric charge ripped through you,  
causing your eyes to flash open in the dark,  
did some message imprint itself on your brain—, 
“Do not tell—that is for Him to do in His own time”? 
Or did someone simply forget to write it down? 
Your sisters, surely they wanted to know.   
Did you whisper the secret to them alone 
in that Martha-cleaned, Mary-blessed house? 
Did you speak in grave voice of the deathly time? 
Ah, Lazarus, your silence is as mysterious 
as your coming forth.  
We cannot know what you knew 
until it is too late to tell. 
 
 
 
 
 

Creator God 
 

Who has called down the stars, 
catapulted the constant sun, 
the now and then moon into a black void, 
twirled the planets on the tips of his fingers, 
and named it His universe? 
 
Who has planted the jungle of algae and protozoa in 
that cypress kneed, jelly watered morass, the swamp  
and commanded that we crawl out of it, 
stand up and walk? 
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Who has domed the earth with atmosphere 
that holds the oxygen breathed out by the trees, 
told us happily to inhale then joyously exhale 
exactly what it is the trees require? 
 
Who is it that drives the heart, 
that creates, compels, permits these questions? 
Who smiles while we seek the  
when and how of how we can commune? 
 
Who has told the heart to reach out to the world 
to those who are like itself and not; 
to seek, struggle, fall and rise again, 
knowing that the falling will go on? 
 
And, 
who withholds full peace until all is at peace with Him? 

 
  
 
 

Sistine Chapel 
 

Two fingers reaching out, 
do not touch, though from the looks 
of things they could.  The Creator  
stretches toward His image,  who   
is unwilling to raise the last effort  
that would bring them into contact. 
 
God gazes intently at the youth 
so languid in his pose, so almost 
interested in touching that holy hand, 
but not able to summon either strength  
or curiosity.  He who would be touched 
by God senses that the consequence  
is beyond his capacity. He lets his finger 
droop and misses his opportunity, 
his destiny.  He cannot meet 
the gaze that beckons him out of self- 
indulgence into obedience and peace.  
  
Down he will tumble through the ages, 
profound in his rejections, eloquent in his denials, 
frantic in his search for meaning.  All that could 
be answered had he raised himself out from his lazy  
pose, cast his eye directly on his creator, 
and placed his finger on the one reaching out. 
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Poems and Images 
 

Carol Sue Horstman  
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I Saw a Shadow Flitting By 

 
I saw a shadow flitting by. 
A hummingbird by name did fly. 
My hat, it was knocked off. 
My hat, I did not doff. 
Hit upside my head, flying to dent, 
it was a tiny airy fairy so very intent.   
The deed was done by the bird well meant. 
She saved her nest, making me circumvent. 
I apologize dear friend—I lament. 
Where is my tiny hummer, 
I know not where you went 
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“Useless Fruit” and Other Poems 
 

John Lambremont, Sr. 
 
 
 
 
Useless Fruit  
  
Like tennis balls in congregation, 
yellow lime-quats sit beneath 
their wretched mother, thorned arms stretched 
in supplication for their fate, 
left on the lawn to rot and waste, 
much too bitter for one taste.  
  
Now she is a twisted lady, 
thirty feet climbed in frustration, 
once the ribboned, potted gift 
of a well-intentioned man who knew  
the treacheries of procreation. 
  
I pitch them hard across the yard, 
and deep into the ditch beyond, 
to keep my right arm tight and strong, 
for I am not an old man yet,  
my will to fight is far from gone.  
 
 
 

Black-eyed Susans   
(an acrostic) 

 
Wastrels reside on the side of the road,  
Idyllic in their indifference;  
Lifting their palms up for alms unknown,  
Do nothing to earn their sustenance;  
Finery of color in ragged clothes,  
Long standing and mostly unnoticed;  
Owners of naught but a lone patch of ground,  
Wave beckons at all our approaches;  
Ever beyond our reckoning, and  
Ragged in their livery, they  
Smile as we drive quickly by.  
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Not Everything Is Fluid 
 
Not everything is fluid, 
even though it seems to be: 
water lilies floating by 
on the back of a falling tide, 
ripples from a nosy bass 
that dives deep under fast, 
the sway of cypress gray beards 
reaching nearly to their knees, 
a bobbing cork being brought in, 
pushed by a wafting wind, 
a landing gait that stays an hour 
until land legs can take over, 
the easy, idle patter 
of late evening camp banter; 
  
but the lone bald eagle perches still 
atop a ragged tree; motionless, 
he views the marsh, 
no mate or nest has he. 
His gaze does not waver 
as we zip by, 
and he waits 
for the waves 
of our wake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Hope of America  
 

A young teen strides suburban streets, 
his cheeks in flush and teeth bared, 
already in a hurry to get there. 
Along the lawns of his neighbors 
he scurries, struggling to hold onto 
an old weed whacker with one hand 
and a used hedge trimmer with the other. 
A new extension cord thrown 
over his narrow shoulder, 
he is hustling deep into August 
to make some hard-earned  
summer bread, some to save,  
some to spend. 
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Ephemeron 
(an acrostic)  
 
Young are you, ne‟er to grow old, 
Esperanza dances with a gait so bold,  
Lively skips as your limbs unfold,  
Life long over before the leaves turn gold, 
Opulent body that no one can hold,  
Wanderlust seems to be your only goal.  
 
Beautiful moment in a barrel roll,  
Undulate gaily as you stir my soul,  
Tantalize daily with a tale untold,  
Tempt me fleetingly to break your mold;  
Evanescent breezes lift you up whole,  
Roses below look up to scold;  
Far away from me is where you‟ll go,  
Last look back for me to behold,  
You are now gone, and now I feel old. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Fresh Rain” 
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The True Teacher 
 

Landon Bland  
 

 
Unassured, yea, uncomposed; 
Rambling, rambling on. 
The point remains hidden in the mist, 
As there has been no preparation. 
 
The learning stops, the waiting starts, 
Waiting, waiting for the end. 
Learning not, falling off 
The cliff of this fiend. 
 
Cutting off, shooting down, 
Your ideas matter not; 
They learned it all with their degree, 
The battle doesn‟t need to be fought. 
 
When learning is not a winding path, 
But a wall for your head to ram. 
If only a true teacher there was to be found! 
There are, but these are shams. 
 
But lo, and look, the sun arises, 
Shedding light upon our thoughts; 
Clearly prepared, ready to make clear 
Anything they can, their subject or not. 
 
So it is not the learning or degree 
That makes a teacher great; 
But that passion to learn, and see others learn , too. 
This is what opens the gate. 
 
For the mind is a gate, either opened or closed 
To the ideas on the outside; 
Teachers can try to force their way in the door, 
Or get the student to let them inside. 
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Three Poems in the Style of Li Po1 
 

Todd Sukany 
 
Gathering 
 
Ozark valley opens below a gentle mountain; 
poets fill a glass room beside a dispirited motel. 
 
Like the evangelist calls to the wayward: 
Fall leaf, crape myrtle, apple, lemon, pear, acorn. 
 
Seven butterflies forage around tables, 
latent blossoms tagged for a garage sale, 
 
a feast of words and nurture, 
yet no promise of an ultimate return. 
 

Lifting 
 
Fog milks the top of buildings 
downtown and even in the country 
 
Apparitions, horses suspended 
in the mist throughout the day 
 
Cardboard signs ask for 
God to bless the hungry 
 
I‟ve seen this for days 
without change 

 
Way to Work 
 
Twenty black birds rest on a power line, 
backs to the bitter north wind. 
 
The city slugs below in neat rows. 
Cold clouds form a thick veil. 
 
In the distance and moments ago, 
church bells alert to its mission. 
 
Stopped and staring straight ahead, 
everyone waits for a green light.  
 
 

1 The Li Po style consists of a title, four couplets (not rhymed and often consisting of a pair of sentences 
exposing a single image), and eight lines of simple language.   
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“Moving On” and Other Poems 
 

Dale Ernst 
 
 
Moving On 
 
It was cold that January 
morning when he left, 
like so many other cold mornings 
when he had done the same. 
 
Being a truck driving man, 
he was always leaving. 
 
He could tell you more  
funny stories of the road 
than anyone I knew. 
 
You know those truck stops, 
all-night diners, waitresses, and 
lord, all the cops along the way. 
 
Usually when he left on cold 
mornings it was just he and his coffee, 
with the sound of the diesel running 
in the background. 
 
This morning the family and some friends 
were there.  The night before it was standing room only 
in that hospital hallway, seems like everyone knew 
he came to say goodbye. 
 
I talked to him a week or so before; 
he told me this life was just the beginning 
of a far grander journey. 
 
He made his leaving almost seem easy, 
maybe because he had done it so many times before. 
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Wild Roses 
 
Blue skies, and those distant 
Hills that go on forever. 
 
These kinds of days it seems 
I can almost touch the eternal. 
 
Even with all that, when I enter 
Our door, and see you standing there, 
 
Placing wild roses 
That you picked down the road, in a vase. 
 
I know my days would be nothing 
Without you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yellowstone 
 
My friend said you should see it; 
even if the traffic is bad now, 
it‟s still worth it. 
 
Taken in by the marvels— the  
canyon looks like it is illuminated 
from the inside out. 
 
Looking into the geysers—clear. 
I swear I could see my aura around 
my shadow.  
 
Of course you need to find a campsite 
early or you‟re out of luck. 
 
Well we didn‟t—what to do? 
You can‟t just park someplace, 
“THE RANGERS WILL GET YOU.” 
 
Salvation comes in strange ways. 
It starts raining, not a sprinkle, 
I mean a deluge—you can barely see to drive. 
 
So we pull over in this parking lot— 
it‟s getting on towards evening anyway. 
Figuring there is no way “The Rangers” 
can see us if we can‟t see them, or they 
probably won‟t care in the deluge, we 
crawl into our camper and go to sleep. 
 
Early in the morning—really it was dawn— 
I get out of the camper, and trudge up a  
little hill.  Gazing through the mist I see a bull 
moose, and shortly after, his mate right behind. 
 
Huge animals seeming almost to be floating 
along on the early morning mist.  
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“Bare Prayer” and Other Poems 
 

Mark Tappmeyer 
 
 
Bare Prayer 
To St. Teresa 
 
“Christ has no body now but your body, no hands, no feet on earth but yours.”  

—St. Teresa 
 
 
She labored to mimic heaven more 
in pen strokes like the cross she bore. 
She stripped her phrases clean to match 
her disrobed heart, alone attached 
to Him who rewards work so fair 
as prose and hearts best bony, spare. 
Ellipses lent her words an ease 
as tight-lipped clauses always please. 
Brevity, her passion, slimmed her heart 
till prose and prayer formed holy art. 
 
 
 
Base Metal 
 
“[T]his poor widow has put in more than all the others.” 

Luke 21:3                                                    
 
 
Two coppers, 
not worth a squat 
to the street, 
not even mint bright  
for a temple chest, 
held tarnished 
years and years,  
then tossed 
not to clang 
their tinny edges 
on the golden pot 
but slip unnoticed in. 
They got away though 
and rang the sides 
like Jordan shooting hoops 
like Bimmers winding out 
like Pavarotti at the Met. 
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Desert Cooking 
 
“[A]nd was led by the Spirit in the wilderness . . . .”   

Luke 4:1 
 
 
Desert fathers 
like Jerome, 
epicure of soul, 
thought a pot of all  
but figs and beans  
dietetically obscene, 
 
preferring,  
what‟s culinarily odd, 
to marinade not food  
but cook 
in Egypt‟s wastes  
and God. 
 
 
First Great Lover 
 
“She also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it.”   

Genesis 3:6 
 
 
Noblest Adam, juiced on love, 
took and ate. 

 
He did not nibble on the skin 
but sank his teeth  

 
till droplets gathered on his chin. 
His choice clear. 

 
He‟d fall with her—whatever  
that should mean.   

 
He‟d be her surest love,  
albeit into the wild beyond, 

 
where thistles—whatever  
they may be—sprout,  

 
where he, undercover, 
would never slump  

 
into a feckless lover. 
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Gethsemane 
 
“My Father, if it is possible, may this cup be taken from me.”   

Matthew 26:39 
 
 
1. 
 
A grove of 
gnarled olive each 
like an old hand 
an ancient face 
and words twisted too 
by the weathering 
of will against will: 
the tedious account 
of our race. 

 
2. 
 
This bowl  
of black basalt 
where husks crack 
and flesh bruises 
this press of stone pillars  
that squeezes into Him  
each self-will 
each earthy cold 
 
before He breaks 
and overflows in 
virgin gold. 
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“The Crosstown Pickup League” and Other Poems 
 

Stephen Manning 
 

 
The Crosstown Pickup League 
 
When just a kid baseball was my game 
my friends and I all dreamed of fame 
There were enough of us on our side of town  
to answer when a challenge was laid down. 
 
We knew which spot to play so never fought 
Jerry was a wide fireplug so he caught 
Donny with the sloping shoulders lean and tall 
I quick, good hands; mostly just we love ball.  
 
Before TV what kept us home was household chores 
so off we‟d go, out the door, out of sight, out of doors 
with bats across the handlebars of the trusty Schwinn 
We raced to the field. Let the game begin. 
 
Back then the South‟s home team was St. Louis 
Their broadcast games we‟d rarely miss 
What a beautiful day when the Cards had won  
and Stan the Man had hit a ton. 
 
Not as much money in the game back then 
and many players were part-time salesmen. 
Oldtimers think that was the Golden Era of 
Mantle, Maris, Whitey Ford and Yogi Berra. 
 
In many towns it must have been the same 
Not for money, or records, but for love of the game, 
We played hard and slept with unsullied dreams 
of when we played for crosstown pickup teams. 
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The Fox 
 
It was just a flash across the road 
but I saw it. 
The bushy tail that streamed behind 
but not the head. 
 
The fox hung in midair for a quick forever 
fastened on the dark by the twin beams of light 
pushed along by a roaring monster. 
 
The fox could have sat by the road  
in the edge of shadow 
safe from both sets of prying eyes. 
It chose not to. 
 
It flashed across the road 
and not into the deeper woods 
where it had drawn the map.  
 
Having played the game, 
it earned a laugh 
from man and fox. 
If foxes can. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brainburn 
 
The story is not over 
while brainburn 
still forges white-hot memories 
now fitted with a context 
to give it meaning 
like a molded vessel 
gives liquid shape. 
 
What were before 
onerous chores, 
some job of work 
thought hard labor by 
a child struggling 
with a heavy pail 
full of needed water, 
or the armload of firewood 
that was actually arms load 
leaving no hand free 
to open the screen door 
without dropping a few logs, 
or the mowing of grass, 
or raking of leaves, 
 
now may be thought 
in manhood to have been 
strengthening of muscles, 
learning and practicing of lessons, 
disciplining of character, 
contributing of self 
to the work of the family.  
What better chore 
than early gathering of peaches and berries 
when no wind stirred but the 
mists were moved 
and a young boy given 
to a sense of wonder 
was ready to believe 
what moved them 
were fairy wings and butterflies. 
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“Curious Captive” and Other Poems 
 

James Maxfield  
 
 
Curious Captive  
 
Most often 
I only catch 
a glimpse, an image 
embedded within 
a flaming granite fragment hurling 
through the universe, 
passing by but once. 
 
Sometimes I 
step right over 
one, stumbling 
among the rocks along 
The Sea of Tranquility, 
or tripping into 
the bowels of a cave. 
 
But 
ever so rarely 
when I least suspect 
I find a poem, 
a shadow, crouching 
in a half-lit corridor— 
I scoop it up… 
 
put it in my pocket. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Deer Crossing 
 
Returning home 
past the marsh at dusk, 
two spotted deer saunter 
and stop 
to look around— 
continuing 
a little more along 
the roadside when 
down I passed a black 
silhouette 
hard set against the sun: 
a deer bounding onto 
a yellow sign. 
 
This is where deer 
must cross… I thought, 
they must already know… 
 
In my rearview mirror 
I watch them  
moving casually 
in that direction. 
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My Heart Cried Out 
 
My heart cried out 
from its prison breast 
of stifling flesh and bone 
as I looked into you deeply 
through crystal eyes ablaze. 
 
I saw the vision briefly— 
a soul pursuing 
goodness 
enveloped in that fixed gaze. 
 
What could I not see 
in eyes dark-deep 
(in love) and all things right 
and restless from lack of 
speech? 
 
I…I saw myself 
in eyes so deep 
reflecting back— 
and the look 
you gave to me 
I‟ll keep 
 
for quiet days…in solitude 
with my own bright spirit.  
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Grandma‟s Garden”
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“Time Has Arrived” and Other Poems  
 

Marcel Toussaint 
 
 
Time Has Arrived 
 
The year starts with expectations 
and many do come to be realized, 
the success that poets and writers hope for— 
recognition of their work with kudos, 
contest awards, scheduled readings, medals, 
features in university literary journals, 
acceptance works. 
 
This demands many efforts in preparations, 
hours spent with the muse pen in hand, 
poetry meetings, readings, conferences, 
hours awake rather than resting, 
not recharging a mind that demands rest. 
This becomes an overload of duties. 
Time for all to stop, an absolute requisite. 
 
No way to hide a worn state of mind. 
The calendar shows August getting close 
the month for getting away 
from all those pressures with deadlines 
with complications that drives one‟s mind 
to rebel and demand a reprieve at once, 
to shed all the mental baggage. 
Time has arrived, I must flee from it all.  Now. 
 
 

Close to the End of a Journey 
 
Close to the end of my journey of life. 
My mobility is not what it was once, 
I avoid driving as much as possible, 
the nights are not inviting for travel. 
My time demands me to write. 
I do not have visitors anymore 
I need the quiet of aging alone 
without pretense or pompousness. 
Alone is best most often. 
This, a decline for any social time 
as the falling leaves mark an Autumn, 
a declining mind marks the age of time 
alone is best for serenity nearing the end. 
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I Want to Get Up before the World Awakens 
 
I want to get up before the world awakens 
before the rising daylight starts to appear 
before the Chanticleer tells us it‟s morning 
before everything is in motion. 
 
It is at that moment that I feel constructive 
that my planning is at its best 
that my thoughts review what to do 
that my energy is at its peak. 
 
At that time, I can write poetry, rhymes or not; 
prose, novels and their plots, 
their characters and their dialogues; 
or quotes of what I dared say in a lifetime. 
 
This is also the time for a drive to the country 
when few are the cars battling each other 
for space, not restricted by an impending traffic, 
when one feels free of obligations. 
 
I want to get up before the world awakens 
before anything can change my plan 
before getting caught in the day‟s whirl 
before any constraint.                    
 
 

Where Am I? 
 
You ask: Where am I?  Who really knows? 
My thoughts travel following the air flows   
here and there to capriciously change course  
and somehow magically return to the source. 
 
Where am I? 
 
I have to pause my journey to think 
after so many detours I am at the brink 
to willingly forget any masquerade 
so as not to answer my mental escapade. 
 
Where am I? 
 
I proceed very far into the realm of the mind 
where all is possible, where no ifs are to be found  
where all goes well better than expected 
for there one is always easily contented. 
 
Where am I? 
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I want to leave it a suspended mystery 
to explain would be pure misery 
it would lose its personal attraction 
for it would not please someone else‟s opinion. 
 
Where am I?  
 
Where alone I find satisfying solace 
in my mind a comfortable place 
where no one has a right to enter, 
private, off limits to a luring betrayer. 

 
 
Dressed for the Hunt 
 
Per chance, Au Bord de L‟eau 
has woods in the back of the house 
all the way to the shoreline. 
For the hunter it is a convenient feast. 
 
Half of the woods are part of the property 
nothing can be closer to satisfy 
a sportsman‟s need for the outdoors 
for quail and duck hunting. 
 
He frequents sportsmen‟s stores 
to be counseled on which outfit to wear: 
camouflage fatigues and near military gear, 
survival kit, as if he is going to war. 
 
He will venture to the edge of the woods 
find an appropriate tree to climb, 
a solid branch to support him safe, 
a good lookout and an aiming position. 
 
I do not know of his hunting prowess, 
but I can vouch for his successful 
dragging and catch of crab crawlers at the Bay, 
of his cooking skills and of eating them well. 
 
He enjoys the country life with its forbearance, 
the slow morning sun over the trees, 
the golden sunset gleaming over waters 
vacillating on its way to reach the distant horizon. 
 
This is where silence interrupted by seagulls, 
lets him meditate and stay in touch with himself. 
Nature is primary and can be enjoyed so well. 
At the fall of night, rest is a return to the farmhouse. 
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“Robot Guy in Outer Space” and Other Poems 
 

Terrie Jacks 
 
Robot Guy in Outer Space 
 
Look! 
Look up! 
Look up in the night sky, 
Robot Guy is there in outer space 
circling the earth, 
protecting the human race. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
But something is going wrong. 
The sky is changing. 
There‟s an imbalance in space. 
What can Robot Guy do? 
“Maybe my blasters will work!” 
thinks Robot Guy. 
 

 
 
He gives a blast,  
Rays shoot from his claws. 
ZAP!  ZAP!  ZAP! 
The rays are working, 
The balance is restored. 
Everything returns to normal 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
All is saved. 
Thanks to Robot Guy                                                                                                                       
in Outer Space. 
 
 

HURRAY! 
FOR ROBOT GUY!  HURRAY!  HURRAY!  HURRAY! 
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Little Snowman 
 
I‟m making a little snowman 
Building him today 
I wish he‟d last forever 
But I know he‟ll melt away. 
He has a carrot nose, 
Eyes made of stone 
And as I placed his hat on 
I think I heard a groan. 
Around his neck I tie a scarf 
To keep away the cold, 
Which is rather silly 
Since my snowman‟s made of snow. 
 
 
January Doldrums 
 
January doldrums have hit 
My life has fallen into a pit 
Just want to climb into bed 
Pull the covers over my head 
And admit the heck with it. 
 
 
Caterpillars 
 
The caterpillar lightly steps 
Upon a sea of green, 
Travels down a road, a branch, 
To a place—unseen. 
Feasting upon a brunch of leaves 
Till stuffed—it hangs around 
Inside a special web, of sorts. 
Till changes are unwound. 
Finally, from the shell, it bursts. 
It leaves its tiny home, 
A graceful, lovely butterfly 
Amongst the garden roams. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pogoer 
 
Bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
bounce 
squeak 
pogo stick 
at play 
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Poems and Images 
 

Donald W. Horstman 
 
 

great balls of birds                                                                           
 
the roadside tree exploded in flight 
exposing barren branches of winter 
 resting birds had suddenly taken 
to the air 
 soaring thru the cold in mass 
  circling high overhead 

forming first a sphere     then 
a curling     undulating serpent in the sky 
 winging wildly over the highway 
above the power lines before becoming a 
frantic ball whirling around the heavens 
 hovering 

then settling into a barren tree 
just over the horizon  
 loudly jostling for space 
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lucky ducky wucky        
                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
slappy  slappy  patty wacky 
mister ducky goes quacky quacky 
his feet go slappy slappy 
in the puddle wuddle 
summer fun has just begun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
miss ducky in the sun 
watching mister ducky run 
dreams of slappy slapping 
in the puddle wuddles 
with this slappy happy clown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
soon sixteen teensy weensy 
slappy happy feetsy weetsy  
follow the slappy happy duckys 
wherever they choosey woozy 
merrily slappy slapping along 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
mr and mrs slappy happy ducky                                                                                     
guard their quacky wacky brood 
running slappy slappy in the puddle wuddle 
without a care to share 
in their slappy happy quacky world 
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rain                                                                                              
 
spattering  
         dripping 
            running 
 rain keeps falling 
day after day 
inundating the earth 
            will it ever stop 
before we all wash away 
       down  
              the  
                 drain  
              what a pain 
 
nature is exploding 
                     growing 
                        growing 
                           growing 
out of control 
creating seeds and berries 
                     birds rejoice 
                           feeding extravagantly 
flowers are beautiful 
                   and bountiful 
vines are creeping 
               in the windows 
reaching 
               under the door 
enveloping 
               my house 
enough already 
               with this rain 
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Collection of Short Poems 
 

 
the Cross like a map 
 pointing skyward in the dark— 
illumination 
 

—Jane Beal 
 
 
 
 
 

Unleaved branch bends 
    beneath a storm-bruised sky, 
      quakes in pulsing wind. 
  
  —C.D. Albin  

 
 
 
 
 
she waits 
quietly 
the moon approves 
 
* 
 
the moon is happy  
the cycle of life 
continues 
 
  —Carol Sue Horstman  
(These two haiku accompany the frog-and-moon painting on the cover)  
 
 
 
 
 

Unspotted  
 
Where are the plumes?  The down? 
The tender tufts that belie 
The heartless carnivore within? 
Owls are never what they're supposed to be. 
 
—Jennie Dodson 
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Cold Spring: A Poetic Exchange  
 

John Samuel Tieman and Walter Bargen 
 

 
a field without name    Even the birds can‟t fly through 
a junco flies by a leaf    such pure white space 
that‟s without a tree    and die in the snow. 
 
  
above the arched    Bloodless this white bandage 
stone bridge the full moon yellows  on the north side of the fence 
halfway up the sky    can‟t keep the shadows alive. 
  
 
outside it‟s snowing    Ice hangs from the eaves. 
inside I feed our fireplace   In the living room the drifts are deep. 
and heed your whisper    Under this whiteness there are words. 
 
(JST)      (WB) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Little Mushrooms” 
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“Ode to Shade” and Other Poems 
 

Charlotte Digregorio 
 

Ode to Shade  
 
Soothe me, after months 
of wasting sun. 
Freshen my face. 
 
Let me walk under 
maple trees shedding 
weightless crimson and gold. 
 
Take me to childhood, 
shuffling through leaves 
of copper beech trees. 
 
Sit with me on a hill 
under poplar spires, 
breezing beneath pale sky 
flecked with sparrows. 
 
Show me secret places in 
a sanctuary touched by trillium. 
Let my thoughts stream 
with clarity and answers. 
 
Share your quietude while 
I breathe zephyrs of pine 
before blizzards efface me. 
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Reaching a Peaceful Place 
 
Somewhere between sunrise 
and midnight there is calm. 
 
Alone at home, I silence 
machines that clamor 
moment by moment.  
I meditate. 
 
In my garden, an oriole flutters 
in a potpourri of color. 
I touch lavender petals, 
breathe fragrant red freesia 
and pink honeysuckle. 
 
An orange butterfly fans 
its white-spotted wings over  
purple and yellow crocuses. 
I savor raspberries and blackberries, 
nurture basil and rosemary. 
 
Through forest glades, 
I walk unencumbered 
on paths where violets 
refuse to hide. 
 
Returning home in darkness, 
a breeze crosses my forehead. 
The crickets‟ chant echoes 
from ear to soul. 
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Skyscrapers 
 
Titans baring concrete, glass, steel 
and stone, stand in defiance of sky. 
They rise to swollen clouds, 
from earth to eternity.  
 
Built ever higher and over-populated, 
they appear desolate and soulless. 
In sunlight, dizzying towers blind with 
sparkle and metal.  In twilight, they loom 
over tired shadows on streets.  
 
Those that inhabit them 
live like prisoners.  
Neighbors are apparitions 
by day, silhouettes by night. 
 
Dwellers are vulnerable, 
facing other skyscrapers 
with strangers looking in. 
 
Their identities are lost  
in those of famous buildings. 
They live anonymously 
seeking quietude. 
 
They can‟t taste fresh air, 
wild with evergreens,  
see pink dahlias and violets, 
grow marigolds in window boxes. 
 
They can‟t doze in hammocks, 
pick pears, plant fig trees, 
watch flitting hummingbirds, 
hear owls camouflaged in poplars. 
 
Come holidays, there are no pumpkins 
lining their entrances, wood fires blowing 
curls of smoke on Thanksgiving, holly trees 
sprinkled with snow on Christmas.  
 
Do nature‟s bits and pieces, 
voices and echoes 
call to dwellers? 
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Muse 
                                                                                                                   
He knocked at the front door one evening, 
as ink gushed from my finger, blotching the paper. 
I was unsure what he was thinking, 
arriving unannounced while I worked. 
He had fine red hair.  Thin as a shadow, 
he stuttered.  When I ignored him, he left. 
 
He had come a few times before,  
walking with me in brisk air 
scented with pine needles. 
We found a brown four-leaf clover 
amid autumn‟s withering red and gold.  
 
He visited after mother‟s death, 
consoling me and reciting Wordsworth.  
We climbed the wooded hills 
in the mist, far from city lights. 
When the downpour began, he ran off.  
 
In winter, we jogged along the frozen lake, 
surrounded by one shade of white.  
Wearing a ski mask, he vanished while 
I looked at branches laden with ice.  
 
Weeks later on the express train, 
he appeared among motionless faces. 
He had a peaceful demeanor and 
wore a knit cap pulled over his ears. 
 
At my stop, he accompanied me 
homeward, humming “Amazing Grace.” 
He abandoned me when the moon‟s shadow 
shined on banks of snow.                                                                           
 
It wasn‟t until summer that we met again, 
strolling in twilight under the old growth. 
We climbed hills with cherry blossoms, 
scattered by warm wind.  
In my garden, we often weeded. 
He wore a wide straw hat, 
and whistled to cats. 
 
Once I found him limping along the road, 
disheveled in overalls.  He was muttering 
when I stopped my car.  I picked him up and 
drove him in darkness along the winding route. 
 
A year after we met, he deserted me 
like the gingerbread boy who bolted.  
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In fog, he caught a bus and yelled from 
the window, “I‟m gone for good.” 
 
Now I am nearly wordless, 
spending hours hunting and 
pecking at the typewriter 
as if the months haven‟t passed. 
 
Each night before I fall asleep,  
his last words haunt me.  
Perhaps they will awaken me 
in the wee hours, knocking at my brain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Large Mushrooms” 
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“Azalea’s Covetous Caress” and Other Poems 
 

Faye Adams 
 

 
Azalea’s Covetous Caress 
(Swap sonnet) 
 
Azalea struts her bloom before the rose 
in early spring, to follow jonquil pose 
and steal respect from phlox‟ expanding plume. 
Before the rose, azalea struts her bloom; 
 
her fervor glows beneath a brilliant sky 
and boldly sends a zealous battle cry 
to power down the honor of the rose. 
Beneath a brilliant sky, her fervor glows, 
 
while rose‟s gift survives the touch of time.  
Her tint, her scent gives hint of vintage wine 
as petals stir, and memory board contrives 
the touch of time, the rose's gift survives. 
 

Azalea‟s burst of color fades to naught 
yet rose‟s blush continues to be sought.  

 
 

 
Winter’s Saving Grace 
 
When winter shows its face, a death occurs; 
those living plants unable to draw breath, 
whose leaves turn brown and wither on the vine 
as freezing winds tear through the grassy land. 
The roses drop their petals one by one, 
the ferns dry up with shrunken, curling fronds 
and shriveled mums transform to brittle stems. 
If we gaze through the window now; we view 
a world so drab, we yearn for spring to rise 
above the hardened soil and pierce the earth 
in hues which veer from dull to rainbow bright. 
Yet as we sigh and sense this winter gloom  
descend, the wind itself damps down and sends 
soft flakes to cover death in shrouds of white; 
a mourning so bewitching, we recant 
all thoughts of spring, but revel in the snow 
and praise the One whose gift can still enchant. 
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Old Claw Hammer 
 
Its handle has darkened with age, 
and split from bottom end up, 
so that it's necessary to hold it 
together, with a tight grip, 
before striking the nail. 
 
“I bought this in Montana,”  
he held up the hammer 
he was using to repair 
my wisteria trellis. 
 
“Whoa,” I said. 
“Can you still use it?” 
 
“Watch,” he said, as he 
drove nails into wood. 
 
He looked at me in triumph, 
hand extended 
toward the arm of the trellis, 
now straight as an arrow. 
 
His eyes spoke to me, 
not of an old hammer‟s worth, 
but of his own unlaureled vitality, 
the promise, 
and the permanence of love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rainy Day Song 
 
A song about raindrops 
shot straight to the top 
like a lightning bolt; 
“Raindrops keep falling on my head, 
they keep falling; 
because I‟m free, 
nothin‟s worryin‟ me.” 
 
Remember that song? 
 
Was that someone who 
just got out of prison? 
Couldn‟t‟ve been written by a woman; 
heavy rain, falling on our heads, 
plasters hair to our scalps 
like swim caps, or a stocking mask— 
unless, we wear natural curls— 
then it shrinks up, kinks up,  
like a wool sweater,  
boiled in hot water. 
 
Today, the raindrops  
weren‟t simply falling,  
they pounded the roof, as if  
they were attempting to mimic hail, 
or, better yet, douse the fires of hell.  
 
Lightning bolts were in it as well, 
flashing light at 4:00 a.m., 
shocking sleep right out of our brains. 
 
But the sound, the sound 
of those raindrops filled the house, 
brought childhood rushing back, 
with the sound of raindrops 
beating a tattoo on that old tin roof. 
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Body and Soul 
 

Jane Beal 
 

 
Healing 
 
I saw the Great Physician cut open 
her heart, and a newborn baby emerged, 
umbilical cord still connecting heart 
and baby-girl once she lay in her arms. 
The little one grew so quickly!  I saw  
she was the mirror image of my friend: 
pale skin, round eyes, brown hair, even glasses! 
Soon she was a toddler, a teenager,  
a woman standing face-to-face with her 
mother, herself, holding both of her hands— 
then they merged.  They stepped into each other! 
They became one.  And the second-born turned, 
the soul inside the body, and looked out: 
baby-memories in her eyes at peace. 
 
 
Work 
 
I saw my friend in a field of cotton, 
pulling white tufts from the grip of the weeds, 
working, working, putting them into her 
leather shoulder bag, head bent to the rows. 
The cotton fields went on forever and 
ever, amen, no end.  She could work there 
for the rest of her life and never be 
done.  But when she looked up, there was a chance! 
As if because she looked, there was a fence, 
a boundary, a border, to this endless 
field: a fence of split-wood rails.  She could go 
and leap over it into open space 
so that no cotton would stand between her 
and the Sun rising over the horizon. 
 
 
Acceptance 
 
She closed her eyes and heard the Spirit say, 
“Relinquish.”  She opened her eyes in tears, 
still wrestling with the truth by the river- 
of-releasing the habit of her work— 
her bending low, her pulling hard, her sweat. 
And, yet, nothing could stop the praise that flowed 
like living water from her inmost being 
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out of her mouth by the kitchen table. 
O, to be born anew from the heart!  O, 
to grow from a newborn to a woman 
who is no longer a slave, but free to be 
and go on a journey toward greater 
freedom, greater grace, that lies just beyond 
the fence that she jumps like a dancer with wings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Mushroom” 
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“Amusement” and Other Poems  
 

Mark Burgh 
 

Amusement  
 
A war, a famine, news of another plague, 
tempests, a flood blooding over a plain, 
conflagration‟s red arms plead their pain, 
some lay down cards only to renege. 
Trials flail us, sore us, leave us skinless 
as a peeled apple left to brown alone 
on a dusty table.  Wail and moan 
about how life always leaves us windless, 
sails sag loose on an indifferent sea. 
Once at El Nopal, I said I would try 
a cheese burrito.  A grinning in-law 
smiled as he said how good it would be 
when nuclear missiles rose up to fly, 
do their work, cure every human flaw. 
 
 

Anger  
 
Nothing is worth the cost of anger‟s pain, 
clenched fists pounding on unyielding wood, 
walls punished from flares that last.  Nothing could 
quench those fires gnarling up again, 
from sparks shorting through the hot wires 
connecting the world to our lank perception. 
We ignore what we see until our connection 
frays into unbearable rejection of desires. 
Quiet, broken by loud engines outside, 
peace abandoned from others‟ inabilities, 
you do it because I can‟t.  Or won‟t.  You must.  
Or just the news that politicians lied, 
people‟s reactions.  Noteworthy disabilities 
to see the truth bawdy as a bird, settled as dust.   

 
 
Fear 
 
I did not see the sun fail tonight.  How 
dark molds over bare oaks. Light speaks, a tongue 
best forgotten.  The voices of cold, young 
murderers croon to each other, shout 
for the joy of a cut vein, bloody gush 
appears on a low ridge outside, quiet 
the children.  Stifle anything.  Hide it 
well, your bright eyes.  Make all hush. 
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Bold spirits, spinning through the night, 
rise on winds so loud.  Sing wind, then.  Keen 
your fierce intentions.  Shoot through time, 
the locked door.  Nothing can stop, or right 
the kilter you employ.  Flicker, moan, stab 
at the crooked corner.  The anodyne 
fails.  The unguent soothes nothing.  Tight  
fists flail.  How emptiness sings.  Cold hands grab.  
 
 

Joy 
 
The botany‟s the thing, they say, I know well 
how sure flora delights the open face. 
Petal‟s fluoresce, shine yellow.  In one place 
green houses wildflowers.  So they tell  
me I should go and see what nature shows, 
& learn to cool off my high-watt twisting, 
give myself to the now and not wishing, 
nor hoping, nor living, but how life goes 
on from sunny morning to starry night, 
how that alone should be more than enough. 
Trees weep their leaves, let them bend & cry, 
Buttercups shine the chin a golden bright, 
proof that love rolls up to spite all that stuff 
you think will keep you still.  But still you try.  

 
 
Satisfaction 
 
Rooms all are wrecks.  Entropy prevails 
over our ambitions as strong as Jello 
& as falsely tinted green or yellow 
to hide the sour truth: perfection fails. 
No line falls straight,  you can‟t make spokes come true, 
The plumb line veers awry against the dirt 
it‟s laid against.  Hubris flees the expert 
that forgets everything she ever knew. 
Lassitude reveals a certain glib charm, 
After all, doing nothing is usually best: 
If you dare to disturb the universe, 
butterflies flit forward all offhand harm, 
waves surge out, an echo never come to rest; 
stay still, take a nap.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Make nothing worse. 
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______________________________________Short Stories 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Cut out all these exclamation points.  An exclamation point is like laughing at your own joke. 
—F. Scott Fitzgerald 
 
Ideas are like rabbits.  You get a couple and learn how to handle them, and pretty soon you have 
a dozen. 
—John Steinbeck 
 
Fiction is the truth inside the lie. 
—Stephen King 
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Understanding Ties 
 

Bethany Altis 
 

 
  The sudden bang of a door swinging open startled her, nearly causing her to drop the small box of 
memories she held tightly against her chest.  She watched her father and brother maneuver an old recliner 
into the back of the moving truck. 

Box after box filled the truck. 
“Why didn‟t they ask me?” she pleaded with herself. 
“Why should they?  You're not the parent.”  Ah, that was right. 
“So?  They know how much this place means to me!” 
“It's just a place.  The new place will become “home” just as quickly as this one did.  Why does it 

matter so much?” 
“I grew up here!  I played here!  I laughed here!  I cried here!”  Her eyes watered. 
“Ah.  So that‟s why.  Ever since he left, you‟ve been empty.  You don‟t want to leave before he 

comes back.” 
“He didn‟t leave me.”  Biting her lip, Joy took a breath to steady herself.  “I drove him out.”  Joy 

willed back her tears.  “We grew up here together.  During those two years... I thought I‟d never see him 
again...”  She smiled bitterly.  “But he came back.  Even then.  Things were finally going back to normal, 
even with us growing up... But now... Now, we‟ll be torn apart forever.  We won't even have a place to 
walk where we can look back.” 

“Do you think that just because you leave this place, he won‟t be able to find you?” 
Her mind went blank. 
“What?” 
“Do you think that he won‟t come after you this time?  That he‟ll just give you up like that?” 
“No...”  A meek answer, trembling like her voice.  “It‟s not like I'm doubting him, it‟s just that I 

don‟t see why he would come after me.  I mean, what reason is there in that?!?” 
“You‟re not worth it, then?  The effort?”  
“Exactly!  I‟m spoiled, selfish, willful, temperamental, stubborn, and all sorts of other things!” 
“Then that makes him a bad judge of character.  Or just naive.” 
“He‟s not naive!  He‟s a great judge of character.... He...” 
Exhausted and confused, Joy leaned against the trunk of the big oak tree in the yard.  Everyone 

had gone inside.  It was okay to cry, so she did. 
  “What kind of contradiction do we have here?” 

Joy jumped up, wiping her eyes with her sleeve.  “What are you doing here?!” 
  “I came to see if you wanted some help.  Seems like I was right.”  He smirked that usual I-told-
you-so grin. 

“I‟m fine.  It‟s just... I‟m going to miss you...” 
“You‟re so silly.  How can you miss someone if he‟s always with you?” 
Joy‟s eyes widened.  The corners of her lips slipped upwards, and she laughed a little.  She closed 

the gap between them and whispered a “thank you” while he held her close. 
“That‟s more like the Joy I know,” he said.  “You‟ll always be my Joy.” 
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Black Friday 
 

Victoria L. Scheibe  
 
 

Black Friday—the day everyone gets up at an ungodly hour to spend just a little less money on 
their gift list for Christmas.  No one with a right mind should have to wake up that early.  So, why am I at 
Target dodging shoes and fighting moms?  My best friend, Kate, or former best friend, drug me out of my 
cozy little bed to this hell.  She promised me Starbucks, okay?  I honestly can‟t say “no” to Starbucks.  
Now, I just have to drag her away from the clothes aisle abounding with crazy fellow women to the 
Starbucks counter. 
  “Kate…” I tug on her sleeve, much like a child. 
  She sighs and looks reluctantly away from the neon lace dress in her hands.  I grimace at the 
monstrosity.  “Yes?” 
  “I want my coffee,” I say with a pout. 
  Kate gives me the look.  Yes, the one that tells me I‟m being annoying.  But, honestly, I don‟t 
really care about anything until I get my caffeinated goodness.  
  Rolling her eyes, Kate insists that she tries on the dress first.  So, being the dutiful best friend that 
I am, I follow her to the dressing room.  I try to wait patiently, but I can‟t help the tapping of my right 
foot and the conspicuous glances towards the clock on the wall.  Finally, she exits the room. 

“You done?” I ask. 
  All I need is a nod before I tug her arm and force her to the Starbucks counter. 
  “Honestly!” she exhales while giving in to my wishes.  She‟s such a good friend. 
  Everything was going smoothly.  I was so close to tasting that coffee.  Then, I see him. 
  “Eek!” I tug Kate in front of me, shielding me from the object of my affections. 
  “Wha?  Jamie?”  Kate looks behind at me. 
  “Shhh!  He‟ll hear you!” I whisper vehemently. 
  Kate searches the crowd of people, before I assume she‟s spotted him, because here comes her 
trademark eye roll.  “Jamie, just order your coffee.” 
  “I can‟t!” I exclaim as quietly as I can. 
  “And why not?” she says sternly with her hands on her hips turning more towards me with every 
word that comes out of her mouth.  I move to keep myself hidden.  Well, as hidden as I can be behind a 
five-foot-two-inch girl, when I‟m four inches taller. 

“Kate,” I whine, “Don‟t you care about me?” 
  She just stares at me, obviously realizing the silliness of my question. 
  “Please, just order the coffee for me!” I beg.  “I‟ll do anything… Wait!  I take that back!  
I‟ll…umm…I‟ll clean your car!” 
  “Jamie, just order your coffee,” she says to me quietly and comfortingly, “There‟s nothing to 
worry about.” 
  “What?  Nothing to worry about?  Says you!  I‟ll make a fool of myself again!  I always say the 
stupidest things around him!” 
  Kate grabs my shoulders to make sure that my focus is directly on her.  “Look, if he doesn‟t like 
your fumbles and word vomit, then you deserve better.” 
  I groan, “Only you can say that.” 

Kate pushes me towards the counter through the crowd of people.  “Just do it.” 
  I mumble, “Okay.”  I am even more nervous than I was before.  I mean every time I see this guy I 
do something completely stupid.   

The first time I saw him, I was so in awe of his shy smile and cute wave that I ran into an open 
classroom door.  A stream of expletives left my mouth.  Embarrassed, I looked at him and realized that he 
didn‟t even notice anything.  
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Not my swearing and not the clunk that my head made against the door.  Thankfully, Kate was 
there to play nurse.  Not that I was bleeding or anything.  She just tended to my wounded feelings.  She‟s 
too nice. 

The second time I saw him was at the park by our school.  I was sitting on a bench reading, while 
he was playing basketball with his friends.  Before I knew it, the ball was rolling towards me.  So, like a 
desperate chick, I picked up the ball and threw it to them hoping that maybe he would notice me and 
remember me as “the girl that threw me the ball at the park that one day.”  “Heads up!”  I shouted.  But I 
didn‟t really calculate my throw, and it hit him in the face.  I thought it strange that he seemed to not hear 
me.  I never felt so bad in my life.  I ran away. 

The third time I saw him was at Starbucks.  He makes all of the drinks and never waits on 
customers.  I always wondered why.  So, I told the girl at the counter my order and waited for my 
caffeinated drink.  I spotted him whipping up the concoction and immediately felt my nerves acting up.  I 
had to say something to him, perhaps apologize for my clumsy throw and not shouting loud enough.  But, 
as soon as he turned to hand me my drink, my mouth ran dry.  I cleared my throat.  “Thanks,” I said.  He 
just nodded with a smile, and he turned away.  “Wait!”  He didn‟t respond.  “Wait!  I‟m sorry about the 
other day!” I said eagerly. 

He still didn‟t acknowledge me and I wondered why.  Was he mad at me?  Surely he would have 
forgotten by now?  Disheartened, I left and tried to renew my craving for coffee. 

So, here I am at the Starbucks inside Target on Black Friday.  He‟s standing there behind the 
same chick who took my order the last time I was here, and all I can think to say is how beautiful his eyes 
are.  He ignores me.  Just smack my face already.   

I clear my throat awkwardly, “Umm, uh…can I have a Venti Café Mocha?”  What?  I told you 
that I like my caffeine! 

I vaguely hear the cashier tell me the price and hand her the change, my attention on the boy 
making my drink.   

“Here‟s the mooney…er…I mean money,” I stutter, handing her the correct amount of change.  
Even around him I still say stupid things. 

The girl laughs at me and I feel my face heating up.  I wait for him to finish and am determined to 
have a proper conversation with him this time.  He hands me the drink with a shy smile. 

“I‟ve seen you before,” he tells me. 
“Yeah, three times,” I say stupidly.  I really am a creeper.  
He laughs silently.   
He grabs a napkin and a pen, scribbles something down and thrusts it into my hand.  It reads “text 

me” followed by his number. 
Call me oblivious but it was later, after our first date, when I realized why he never seemed to 

hear what I was saying.  He was deaf. 
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The Time of War 
 

Alex “Brick” Mathis 
 
 

War.  It‟s intoxicating.  You feel the adrenaline coursing through your veins and the knowledge 
of death‟s embrace mere moments away.  No one hears us, we have nothing to say.  Tools for the 
warmongering elitist, our blood forming the statistics they love so dearly.  We march, day and night, 
powering ever onwards, no stopping; no injury or hunger will pause or break us.  We are perfect.  We 
number in the thousands, wives, children, homes and loved ones, all forgotten as we march towards our 
own destruction.  We are everything, and we are nothing. 

The clock ticks. 
     We approach our target.  A village, small, defenseless.  Nothing but the innocent reside here, but 
they are of no consequence to our masters, the fat, drooling pigs who puppeteer us.  We are seen coming, 
our numbers cannot be hidden.  A few men scramble out with makeshift spears and swords.  A pointless 
waste of life, they try to defend, but they number a few hundred to our several thousand.  There is no 
honor here, no glory, and no valiant battle.  Simply slaughter.  The pigs who command us do not see the 
tears or hear the screams...only a new village under their control, ready to begin reconstruction and mass 
production.  The screaming is so loud that it runs through me, tearing into my mind.  Not the screams of 
the innocent, or the dead, but the screams escaping from my own mouth, and on the tongues of my 
brothers.  We scream for those who can scream no longer.  Because of us. 

The clock ticks. 
      Months of violence, destruction, and chaos has brought us to this point.  We stand looking at the 
greatness that is world domination.  Only the enemy stands between us.  Our puppet master commands us 
to destroy, and we will.  We stand alongside the soldiers from the other puppet masters, the friends of our 
own.  They have united us to fight the enemy.  The enemy...not ours, but theirs.  We are soldiers, mass 
produced by those in power, to fight wars we know nothing of.  We fly a banner on our horses and spears, 
colorful, signifying our united forces.  Some of the other armies draw great pride from these banners.  
Ours does not, for we cannot be forgiven, nor can we forgive, the slaughter and death reigned in its name.  
We can see the enemy on the horizon.  Death sniffs the air impatiently, waiting for its fill. 

The clock ticks. 
      We stand face to face with the enemy, our distance measured in meters now.  The puppet masters 
edge us closer, waiting for the moment to begin.  This is honorable, an honorable battle; no one will strike 
until the agreed upon time.  This...there is no honor in this; there is no honor in war.  There is only death, 
and those who survive, will have died regardless.  We wait. 

The clock ticks. 
      The cavalry charge.  We are infantry; we do not partake in their “glorious” rush.  We run, though 
our speed seems slow compared to the horses charging around us.  I see a horse without a rider; his rider 
has fallen, but he cannot stop, he is caught up in the charge.  I watch, as he is forced onto the enemies 
spears, by our own forces.  Our own, glorious charge.  We run, towards death, towards freedom, 
towards...Glory. 

The clock ticks. 
      Chaos reigns.  Some men fall, some men rise. I wander the battlefield, I do neither. Arrows fly 
past my head, nearly taking it off.  I laugh, a dry, humorless laugh.  I do not fear death; I welcome it, 
though it seems no man on this battlefield will slay me.  I wander, and before I knew it, it was all over, 
our puppet master was calling us back.  We were to be stationed in various key villages, throughout the 
frontier, to defend against enemy counter attacks. 

The clock ticks. 
      I saw them today.  Noblemen, a squad of them passed through the village we are defending.  The 
only lives the puppet masters value.  They had a personal escort of heavy cavalry, almost four thousand, 
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headed to the front lines.  Those troops probably are worth more than this village we are defending.  Most 
of them will die, we know it, and we salute the living dead as they ride past.  They don‟t return it.  We are 
just infantry, not worthy of their time.  We allow them their arrogance; we won‟t have to suffer it for 
long. 

The clock ticks. 
      A year has passed. A year of war, and it feels like a lifetime, and a moment.  We have seen little 
combat since the start of the war, though now we are being deployed to defend key villages that have 
been taken from the enemy, in the heart of their territory.  We will see what lies ahead.  For now, we 
march. 

The clock ticks. 
      For the first time I have seen what we have done.  We have entered the broken city we are to 
defend, and have stepped over the fallen citizens entering the gate.  My heart strains, we heard stories, but 
to see what we have done.  Death runs rampant in the streets.  War is brutal, but even for war, this is an 
atrocity.  So much loss, to take so little.  The enemy is coming; we receive word from the puppet master.  
This place is not worth the death it has seen, we are godless, and we are soulless.  We curse the name of 
those who sent us to fight their war. 

The clock ticks. 
      The puppet master has been brought to the fallen cities.  He sees the death and destruction, and is 
silent.  I glare at him; my eyes are full of hate.  Not for him, but for me. He looks at me and he laughs, the 
same humorless laugh that I have, that I will always have, as he says, “It‟s all just a game, and we won.  
We won.” 
      He falls over the dead under his feet.  He falls over his own victory. 
 The clock stops. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Passion Flower” 
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The Homeless: Matt 
 

Bri Jones  
 
 

His frozen fingers plucked the guitar strings with ease.  He sat on the sidewalk, his hunched back 
against a run-down building.  The wall seemed to welcome him every day to play his melancholy songs. 

I saw him daily as I was making the journey from my prestigious career on the fifteenth floor to 
my car.  The cold nipped at my face as it always did this time of the year.  I did my duty by tossing a few 
spare coins and dollars from the day‟s coffee into his worn guitar case.  Each day I turned my back on his 
desperation. 

The wind picked up as I reluctantly took my hand out of the warmth of my pocket.  The dollar 
that was intended for the man whipped out of my hand.  I snatched for it, but it was already a lost cause.  I 
glared at the bill as the wind carried it across the street and along the side of my building.  Wasteful.  My 
anger flashed towards the man who hadn‟t even glanced up from his guitar while I had struggled for him. 
How dare he! 
 My selfishness shocked me.  Who am I to say such things?  Who am I to be so angry over a 
dollar? 
 Today should be different; my resolve was firm all of a sudden.  For what, I wasn‟t sure. 
 For days I had watched the man‟s beard grow long and turn gray.  I watched his eyes grow weary.  
I watched his body hunch over in hopelessness.  I watched his heart drown in loneliness. 
 My feet stopped.  I was standing right over him.  When he looked up, we stared into each other‟s 
eyes, man to man. I wondered if he knew who I was: what my title was fifteen floors up, that I was a 
husband, a father, a Christian.  I was important.  

My eyes stared into the realization that he might be those things, too.  My knees bent as I slowly, 
almost reluctantly, sat down against the rough wall next to him.  I could feel the bricks pull the fibers on 
my custom winter coat.  My wife is going to kill me for ruining this coat.  

He stared. 
 “I‟m Brian,” I said. 
 “Matt,” his rough voice claimed.  The closer I was to the man, the more pungent the smell of the 
homeless became and the more weather worn his features were.  His clothes were so tattered that I 
wondered how they were staying on his body.   
 Matt had stopped playing. 
 “You play well,” I filled the silence, trying to drown out the doubt flooding my mind.  

He grunted and continued to play softly.  His guitar was his only friend in this world. 
 “I have a wife,” I said, “and two children.”  
 His eyes moved from his guitar to the tops of the buildings, glistening.  His voice was heavy with 
grief.  “I had those, too.” 
 Silence. 
 “This was my wife‟s guitar.” 
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_______________________________________________Nonfiction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I still believe nonfiction is the most important literature to come out of the second half of the 20th 
century. 
—Tom Wolfe 
 
I could talk more directly in a nonfiction voice than I could in fiction. 
—Joan Didion 
 
Every time I write a nonfiction book I get sued. 
—Joseph Wambaugh 
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A New Beginning in a New World 
 

Marcel Toussaint 
 
 
 I arrived in Saint Louis on Independence Day.  It was the year of my twenty-first birthday.   
 Pleasant memories of a well-rounded French childhood in Morocco, along with dreams of a 
career in the arts, accompanied my several pieces of luggage.  Left behind were my father‟s expectation 
that I would pursue a career in engineering and any lingering sadness in leaving my birth country. 
 As I settled into my new world, it was time to think about pursuing a career.  During my youth I 
had studied various art forms.  Dance had held a particular interest for me.  Having had some experience 
in that field, I decided on dance instruction.  It would also provide good physical exercise.  Arthur Murray 
Dance Studio seemed a logical place to start, and I was promptly hired.  Following instructor training, it 
was not very long before I was teaching my own students. 
 Dancing was a main attraction on The Admiral as she glided up and down the Mississippi.  The 
excursions, full of fun, always seemed to end too soon.  This, of course, also had something to do with the 
fact that, at its farthest destination point, the bright lights of the Saint Louis skyline could still be seen.  
 The bands with their engaging rhythms enticed us onto the expansive dance floor.  Seasoned 
dancers teamed with their professional partners to further their thespian skills.  The exhibition dancers 
commanded a sizable portion of the floor to accommodate their awesome performances— ladies in their 
elegant gowns gliding elusively about, their thespian skills and turns creating intricate patterns.  
 Hoofers, as we dance enthusiasts were called, often started an evening at one dance venue before 
going on to another, and then another—stretching the evening into early morning.  When Saint Louis 
closed at night, we moved on to the clubs on the east side of the river.  There, the Latin rhythms were all 
the rage.  The best dance teachers from both sides of the river mingled with the “Who‟s Who” of 
instructors—Arthur Murray and Quinlan were considered to be the two most noted studios—to dance, 
teach, and learn the new trends.  It was a paradise for the more unabashed, dancing non-stop until they 
were drenched in perspiration. 
 I was comfortably settled into my career at Arthur Murray when, one day, I received a telephone 
call from my sister Odette, who was also living in Saint Louis.  Our mutual friend, a French teacher at 
Villa Duschene, Madame Anne-Marie de Moret, had recommended me to a societal Grande Dame who 
was interested in organizing dance and deportment classes for her younger children and their friends.  Her 
preference was finding someone French, and someone with the style of the much beloved late Jacob 
Mahler, the last in a long line of Old World dancing masters.  Madame seemed interested, and an 
introduction was arranged at her home in the Central West End. 
 The weather created some complications just before the highly anticipated meeting.  Finding 
Madame‟s home during the midst of a downpour proved daunting.  Getting into Portland Place through 
the wrought iron gates, then on to the impressive mansion was another challenge.  At last I found myself 
inside the foyer, and face to face with Madame Skinner.  “I had thought you were not coming,” she 
murmured, slightly perturbed.  A hasty glance at my drenched suit seemed to reveal a plausible 
explanation. 
 In spite of wet clothing and the delay, the meeting went well, and I was hired.  Before long, the 
children were responding well, and Madame began recommending me to her fellow society matrons.  In 
no time, I was giving private classes in a large number of other homes as well.  

After a while, I segued from teaching in homes of clients to leasing a studio, The Embassy 
Ballroom. It would be a few more years before the grand opening of my own Conservatoire.  This was an 
era of festive partying that included private events in the grandiose mansions still inhabited by the 
legendary families of Saint Louis.  Because of their sponsorship, my Embassy Ballroom was recognized 
in Holiday Magazine as part of the new spirit of Saint Louis: 
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The nationally syndicated Arthur Murray Show helped keep ballroom dancing at the 
forefront and groups like the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra in great demand locally.  Each 
group was known for its specialty—Swings and Jitterbugs native to our shores, the 
classic Fox Trot and Waltz from Europe, Latin Rumbas from Cuba, moody Boleros and 
carnival-style Sambas from Brazil, and the more sedate Cha Chas from just across the 
border.  This was the start of relaxed waistlines swaying freely when men let go of their 
inhibitions for an evening of rejuvenation, letting the rhythmic vibrations demand active 
participation of the whole body. 
 

 Major events were held at the Chase Park Plaza‟s Khorassan Room, among them the Veiled 
Prophet Ball, where we danced to the melodies of popular orchestras.  Society women wanted dancers at 
the grandiose balls.  Many were married to tycoons who excelled in the stock market but froze on the 
dance floor.   
 In time, I found myself invited to join the exclusive Friday Night Dance Club, a formal white- 
and black-tie affair that met at various ballrooms.  One of the Grand Dames involved in organizing these 
affairs selected the bands.  Madame Dobler bestowed on me the coveted invitation to be seated at her 
table.  Although I was one of her favorite tango partners, a long-time, talented dance mate was generally 
her first choice for other dances. 

My leased studio was traded in for my own Conservatoire, where weekly dance and deportment 
classes continued to be conducted.  Dancing took me to galas at the various country clubs across town 
where parents of my students were always gracious to include me at their table.  As the Dance Master at 
the City‟s most elite affairs, my social calendar included all the grand functions imaginable in a city that 
loved listening and dancing to the sounds of the Big Bands.  It seemed, without ever purposefully having 
set out to do so, I had indeed become some version of the late Jacob Mahler. 
 Oh, those were exciting, invigorating times!  Then, the Twist crept in.  Dance aficionados resisted 
it at first, but then gradually welcomed the new craze.  There was little need for dance classes since the 
desire to learn to synchronize one‟s steps with a partner had all but disappeared.  Now partners were 
dancing far apart, shaking all that they had—bodies distorted and pointed in all directions. 
 Dancing became disjointed.  Music became cacophonic.  Suave melodies increasingly gave way 
to a shouting approach—average singers belting out mispronounced words and lyrics that the traditional 
music lovers found unappealing.  The vocalists had the appearance of having just crawled out of bed, not 
yet refreshed by a morning bathe.  Patrons arrived at clubs in work jeans and faded, worn-out clothing, 
the staple of the new dress code. 
 A new generation was emerging.  Because of this free spirit of expression, the deportment classes 
had less appeal for the very young, wanting no restrictions in their behavior, whether on the dance floor or 
in their budding social circumstances.  The rules of elegance once considered de rigueur by their parents 
had suddenly become passé, lost to the appalling influences of the blue-jeans, tie-less-shirt generation 
rebelling to social mores.  Chubby Checker‟s Let’s Do the Twist became the rallying cry to lure the 
socialites, their formal attire in disarray, into shaking their bones about at the galas. 
 Every decade brought on change, usually in a subdued, gradual manner, rarely with a bang.  The 
Twist was a powerful exception; it revolutionized a new form of dancing.  Yet even the Twist and its 
descendants would never completely stamp out the enthusiasm for ballroom dancing.  Couples continue 
to enroll in lessons, mastering the steps to the rhythms that entwine them arm in arm, all the while moving 
in unison.  Human nature subscribes to uniquely different parts of an intricate network that defines 
listening and dancing pleasure.  Dancing always has been and remains a lasting embodiment of our need 
for physical expression, gradually transitioning as new trends emerge.   
 As a young man finding his way in a new country, I could not have predicted, when choosing 
dance instruction for a career, the events waiting to unfold just around a fateful corner or two.  Some 
would call it destiny; others, pure luck.  I call it an experience of a lifetime.  The perspective of that new 
beginning has continued to change over the years, but one thing has not: I am still dancing—just not as 
fast. 
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Changing Faces, Facing Changes 
 

Robert David Grotjohn 
 
 

A few months ago, I met with friends and family for dinner.  My friend‟s daughter, who is in the 
fifth grade, was part of the group.  As the adults were chatting, she sat at the table, drawing in her 
notebook.  I saw that she is a very talented artist, but I also noticed that no one in the drawings looked like 
her.  All the female figures had very big, round eyes and v-shaped faces.  Those drawings made me see 
my friend‟s daughter with different eyes, or see her eyes differently.  I had never consciously noticed that 
she does not have double-folded eyelids.  I thought that she is about to become a quite beautiful young 
woman, and that one of her most lovely features will be her eyes.  However, she has clearly internalized 
the idea that attractive people do not look like her. 

What will that do to her self-image?  How long will it be until she feels pressured to change her 
eyes through cosmetic surgery?  When will she begin to think that her beautiful Korean eyes are ugly?  
Who will encourage that feeling in her?   When did being Korean start to mean being unattractive?  
 When I first came to live in Korea, as a much younger man in 1981, a frequently heard 
descriptive and derogatory term for white people was kojaengi, which was usually translated as “big 
nose.”  Needless to say, Western noses were not considered beautiful then.  When I returned to live in 
Korea again in 2009, I noticed lots of Western-style noses on Korean faces, lots of Koreans who looked 
more like kojaengi, nose-wise. 

Many people used to think of cosmetic surgery as a procedure for aging movie stars, mostly 
female, or for people with disfigurements, congenital or accidental.  These days, however, it seems to 
have become a more or less standard procedure for generally attractive, perfectly healthy young Korean 
people.  Some estimates suggest that over half of college-age women in Korea have had some sort of 
cosmetic surgery.  People get their eyes widened, their eyelids folded, their noses heightened, their breasts 
enlarged, their jaws rebuilt, their faces reshaped.  Why is there so much popularity for aesthetic medical 
procedures? 

Perhaps, as Jon Heur argued in a Korea Times column in 2009, Koreans are just not very good-
looking people in their natural state.  Heur compares the “heavenly beauty” of Korean (female) television 
and movie stars to the “incredibly plain” appearance of normal Korean women.  He notes that surgically 
enhanced “perfectly featured mothers” are “saddled with ugly-faced offspring.”  For him, “plain” shifts 
easily to “ugly,” and ugly children become a kind of social burden.  I am reminded of the student who 
saved her money from her part-time job to get double-eyelid surgery because her father often mocked her, 
asking how she could possibly see out of her narrow eyes. 

Perhaps Heur was attempting irony, but it read more like what W. E. B. Du Bois identified as a 
kind of “double consciousness” in which non-white people measure themselves against white standards 
and find themselves lacking, inferior.  It is an undeserved double consciousness.  I tested Heur‟s theory of 
natural Korean plainness by looking through my old photographs of Korean friends and students from the 
1980s.  Those were some good-looking people, just as good-looking as today‟s students, and they were 
good-looking Koreans, not imitation Caucasians.  A more prominent bridge on one‟s nose may be better 
in preventing one‟s glasses from sliding down one‟s face, but it does not make a person more beautiful, in 
my opinion, and sometimes those “cute” pointy noses are, well, just pointy.  One danger of cosmetic 
surgery seems to be that some of the surgeons just are not very good at it.  Too often, I see a nose, eyes, or 
a jaw that does not even look natural much less movie-star beautiful. 

I generally believe in “live-and-let-live,” and I really have no particular problem with cosmetic 
surgery.  If someone wants to change his or her appearance, that should be his or her business.  However, 
I do wonder about a society that puts so much pressure on people to conform to external standards of 
beauty—and that is not an exclusively Korean concern.  The images of beauty that some Koreans 
internalize come from the West, and those images of beauty are also problematic for Western women 
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(and men).  In the United States, those artificial standards of beauty too often lead to severe life-
threatening diseases, such as bulimia and anorexia.  Yet, if cosmetic surgery can give a person the self-
confidence to avoid such problems, then he or she should have it. 

It is easy to tell people that they should be happy with themselves as they are, that true beauty is 
inner beauty, but just telling someone to be happy cannot actually make them happy, not in a world that 
values external appearance so highly.  We all make concessions to that world—I hate shaving every 
morning, but I do it because the professional world expects it.  People who are considered good-looking, 
especially women, have more opportunities for success in the work world than do people who are 
considered unattractive.  Also, with these challenging times to find work in Korea, as elsewhere, I 
understand why someone would alter his or her looks for this practical purpose. 

Cosmetic surgery is not just good for an individual‟s economic prospects; it is also good for the 
Korean economy as a whole.  People come from all over Asia as aesthetic-medical tourists.  They come to 
Seoul, fix their eyes, and go shopping in Myeongdong.  That is not just good for the surgeons but for 
hotels, restaurants, and merchants of all kinds.  However, I am not sure that is good for the soul of the 
Korean people.  

On the other hand, Western advertising and popular culture seem to have decided what is good 
for the Korean appearance, and I am pretty sure another Westerner (me) is not the one to decide what is 
good for the Korean soul.  Heur wrote that “it is not uncommon for foreigners to notice that beautiful 
mothers are often accompanied by their rather not-so-beautiful children,” grounding his perception as a 
Korean on what he thought about how Westerners think about Koreans‟ appearance.  Maybe more 
Koreans should think their own thoughts (just like more Americans should).  Maybe all those thoughts 
will not be the same, and maybe there will be more desired variety in eyes and noses, traditional and 
modern, natural and enhanced.  Maybe then my friend‟s daughter will see very clearly from her beautiful 
natural eyes, and she will see that those eyes are, indeed, beautiful. 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Plumeria” 
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My Walk with Nina 
 

Bill Byrne 
 

 
We walk a lot, partly for my own septuagenarian need for exercise and partly for hers.  We take a 

series of prescribed paths in our small, suburban Michigan town, the Village of the City of Clarkston, 
some thirty miles north of Detroit, population about a thousand.   When I walk with her, she is the kind of 
dog that elicits villager comments such as “What kind of dog is that?” and “She looks like the dog in that 
movie Winn Dixie.”  Truth is we do not know what her breed is—part Irish Wolf Hound and part Border 
Collie, we think.   She has not been on the silver screen as far as we know.  In fact, we know little of her 
prior five-year life before my wife found her picture on a Lansing, Michigan, rescue league website and 
contacted the league about adopting her.  Two years into her life with us has us asking ourselves how did 
we get so lucky?   

The movie The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance has a classic line about why a “legend” is 
sometimes more interesting and relevant than the facts.  A newspaper reporter in the movie is trying to 
find out how the notorious outlaw died, and upon hearing the truth, tears up his notes and remarks, “This 
is the West.  When the legend becomes fact, print the legend.”  So what we know of Nina prior to our 
rescuing her is a mixture of facts reported to us and our observations and conjectures.  It‟s the legend we 
recite when anyone inquires about her origins. 

She was within one day of being euthanized, we were told.  She rarely barks.  I only have 
occasion to hear her vocalize if another dog, either on our walks or in the local dog park, gets aggressive 
with her or threatens me.  She would eat all day, given the chance.  Fearing that they will never eat again, 
all dogs, rescue dogs in particular, are that way.  The Lansing league referred to her as a “Velcro” dog, for 
her need to be with people.  On our walks, it is not unusual to see a jogger interrupt his or her routine and 
stop to pet her.  Nina always obliges.   

While most dogs will eagerly chase a ball or Frisbee, Nina will have none of it.  She is a “sight 
hound,” though, and will lunge on the leash to pursue an unwary squirrel, rabbit, or ground hog she might 
espy.  My wife and I believe that that play was denied her because she may have been tied up and left 
alone a good deal of her early life.  In fact, one of the stipulations from the rescue league was that we not 
do that.  She will play briefly with her few plush toys, but soon abandons them.  When I ask her to get my 
“shoes,” she hears “toys,” attaching her duck or alligator before we head out the door.  When Nina was 
introduced to our short-haired black cat, she accepted Wane right away.  What we knew we had to do was 
feed Wane in a place high enough to keep his food away from Nina.  Our kitchen counters are a little over 
three feet high and proved to be no challenge for Nina.  We devised another cat food plan.   

Nina is the most sociable of dogs.  On our walks she will insist on greeting everyone, dogs in tow 
or not.  She will even pause at some of the homes where some of her distant relatives live.  That trait has 
allowed us to get to know a DogBook group of owners and other neighbors.     

We vary our route every day.  The beauty of the small village/city of Clarkston is that we can do 
that.  Across from my home lives a retired entrepreneur, who built up his tool-and-die company and then 
sold it for a price that allowed him to walk away.  He has two labs, yellow and brown, Micky and Mocha.  
Both are substantial examples of the breed and are pretty much allowed to be free spirits.  When I 
mentioned Caesar Milan‟s approach to dog training, my neighbor scoffed at it, seeing it as “too 
controlling.”  Both dogs are friendly and insist on greeting me when they spot me, as my neighbor 
struggles to keep them from overpowering him. 

A family of three Border Collie show dogs live a short distance up the street from me.  When 
Nina and I are within sight of any one of them, they begin a chorus of loud barking and keep it up until 
we disappear up the road.  I have dubbed them “the Barker” family.  

Julie, a single mom, is a cancer survivor who is studying to be an RN.  She owns two purebreds, a 
Bernese Sheepdog, Enzo, and an American Bulldog with a menacing underbite, Gibson.  Enzo is a big, 
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lovable example of the breed, who at six years is beginning to experiencing dysplasia of his rear quarter.  
Gibson is unfriendly and with lowered head warns you not to get too close.  Julie thinks Gibson is a little 
overprotective of her or Enzo or both, but we keep our distance. 

We frequently encounter a big-time trial attorney, who, before setting off to his Detroit office, 
walks his brown lab, in season and out, in the Clarkston morning.  When Mollie spots us, she makes a bee 
line for us and greets us both with a slobbery nuzzling. 

One of those new breed of college teachers, the ones who conduct all their classes online, has a 
fluffy, black toy poodle named Simone.  Simone recognizes Nina and makes a big fuss about greeting her 
and me.  What accounts for that, I think, is her household, which consists of three cats, all of whom 
outweigh and outrank her. 

The most energetic dog we meet is a female Spuds McKenzie named Luna.  She is a bundle of 
kinetic activity, a beautiful example of the breed.  Her owner, Russ, a retired General Motors engineer, 
constantly apologizes to me for her behavior as he struggles to control her, but I tell him not to worry.  
Luna will quiet down as she matures, and in any case, Nina lets her know when she has frolicked too far.   

When I first met Henry‟s owner, I thought he was a New York Yankees fan, in this bastion of 
Detroit Tigers followers.  He was wearing a Mickey Mantle jersey, but he let me know that his love for 
the Yankees only extended to his devotion to The Mick.  Otherwise, he was a fan of the “Old English D.”  
His dog is a small Lahsa Apso, whom we both enjoy meeting every so often.  I tell his owner that if he 
ever wants to give Henry away, I‟m first in line to take him. 

Wyatt, a German Shorthaired Pointer, patrols his fenced-in compound which serves as home to a 
travelling light “Hogs Wild for Jesus” Church.   Wyatt aggressively asserts himself by continuous barking 
whenever Nina and I approach.  I always enjoyed fruitlessly commanding him with “Quiet, Wyatt.”  That 
is until recently when he stopped barking on my command.  I thought I finally I had gotten his attention, 
until I later found out that his owner had installed an anti-barking collar on him.  So much for my “puppet 
master” aura. 

Moxie, a mixed breed German shepherd, greets us briefly as he roams the neighborhood.  I 
learned his name by overhearing his owner call him one day.  When I use his name on him, he gives me 
the most quizzical look, as if he is asking me, “How do you know my name?”  His name always conjures 
up my childhood memory of the slightly bitter gentian extract drink marketed as a “nerve” antidote.  “Ya 
gotta have Moxie!”  

One of our favorite dogs, a Labradoodle and perpetual motion machine, fell victim to Michigan‟s 
depressed economy.  His master lost his job, could not keep up the mortgage payments on his home, and 
was forced to relocate.  We miss chasing Karma around his yard. 

Sometimes, our route takes us past the home of a middle-aged man recovering from his bout with 
bladder cancer.  Jim does not have a dog, but he keeps a box of dog biscuits in his garage on the chance 
that we will pass by.  I think he uses contact with Nina as a form of therapy and a reminder of how much 
a good dog contributes to one‟s life.  That makes two of us. 
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Diversity and the Gospel 
 

Andy Chambers  
 

 
A Christian university should care even more about diversity than an accrediting body asks of us, 

because of what God says about diversity.  His concern for the different ethnic or people groups He 
created is a major theme in Scripture, as the following truths demonstrate.  

First, God made the nations.  “From one man He made every nation of men, that they should 
inhabit the whole earth” (Acts 17:26).  The Greek word for nation in Acts 17:26 is ethnos.  Do not think 
modern nation states, which are bound by political institutions, but often quite diverse ethnically.  The 
emphasis of ethnos is on distinct ethnicities, or people groups, as direct purposeful creations of God.  
Every nation (or ethnic group) has its origin in God‟s will and design.  Every person bears God‟s image 
as Genesis 1:26 teaches us.  Together, our diversity as image bearers reflects the glorious creativity of our 
Creator.  It is to God‟s glory that we are alike as image bearers, and it is also as much to His glory that we 
are different ethnically too.  We should celebrate diversity as integral to how God made every person 
from every nation in His image.  

Second, sin creates hostility between people(s).  “For Jews do not associate with Samaritans” 
(John 4:9).  God‟s purpose for Israel was to bless the nations through her (Genesis 12:3).  However, Israel 
became proud of her status as God‟s elect people.  They resented Samaritans and anyone else who was 
not like them.  Jesus rejected Israel‟s ethnocentrism.  He reached out to those who were not like fellow 
Jews and commanded His followers to do the same in His Great Commission to make disciples of all 
nations (see Matthew 28:19).  The Great Commission cannot be obeyed without engaging diversity.  

The diversity issue in the New Testament revolved around the differences between Jews and 
Gentiles.  Much tension existed within the early church between Jewish believers in Jesus and Gentile 
believers, who were not ethnically or culturally Jewish.  The two groups eventually settled their 
differences, but the early Jewish church never got comfortable with how different Gentiles were from 
them.  They remained within their ethnic and cultural comfort zone and eventually passed off the stage of 
world history.  The New Testament follows the Gentile Christian movement, whose members learned 
from the beginning that in Christ there is neither Jew nor Gentile, male nor female, slave nor free, but all 
are one in Christ (Galatians 3:28).  

I am afraid that it is easier for me to remain among people who are like me.  Pride, politics, fear, 
ignorance, apathy, stereotypes, and past hurts—perceived and real—can make us reluctant to break out of 
our comfort zone.  However, if we name Jesus as Lord, engaging diversity is not an option.  It is 
following the pattern of the Master.  But where do we find the power to overcome the differences 
between people and love others the way Jesus did?   

Third, the gospel can overcome our differences.  “For He Himself is our peace, who has made 
the two one and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility…through the cross” (Ephesians 
2:14-16).  The two groups Paul has in mind here are the Jews and the Gentiles, whom the Jews did not 
like.  Paul says that in Christ there is no “us” and “them,” because through the cross God destroyed the 
dividing wall of hostility and made the two one.  Horizontal reconciliation between alienated people(s) 
happens through vertical reconciliation with God through the cross of Jesus Christ.  

The gospel is the power of God to save (Romans 1:16), but it is also the power of God to love 
others well.  The New Testament church was incredibly diverse ethnically and socio-economically.  
Greeks, Italians, Egyptians, Syrians, Arabs worshiped together.  Roman citizens and slaves stood as 
brothers before the cross of Christ, where the ground is always level.  Christians in higher education 
should start with the gospel, when we think about overcoming our differences so we can engage our 
diversity. If we will do this, we will be prepared for the rich diversity of heaven.  

Fourth, heaven will reflect the diversity of God’s people on earth.  “By your blood you 
ransomed people for God from every tribe and language and people and nation” (Revelation 5:9).  
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Engaging diversity today is preparation for diversity in heaven.  The people John describes worshiping 
before the throne of the Lamb are from every corner of the earth.  We miss out on so much in life when 
we fail to see the rich tapestry of our differences and how together they reveal the beauty of all God has 
made.  In heaven, the beauty of diversity will unfold in living color when together we worship the Lamb 
who was slain for us all with people from every tribe, language, and nation.  

May God illuminate our hearts to see the engagement of diversity as one of the great privileges of 
being a Christian university that is built upon the gospel of Jesus Christ.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Somewhere in Canada” 
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Proof of Al-gebr Plot: 
News Flash from the World Watch Associated Press 

 
James Maxfield 

 
 

Most of us can recall that mathematics was developed in the cradle of civilization—the Middle 
East and northern India, and that the word algebra is from the Arabic word al-gebr.  But it is not just 
algebra that is not taken seriously enough in school, but all branches of mathematics are not taken 
seriously enough—or perhaps too seriously, as the following story may prove.  I have been asked to read 
to you the following: 

 
News Flash from the Wide World Watch Associated Press… 

[an Internet random error report further instigated by James Maxfield] 
 

A suspected terrorist was detained today at Yellow Springs International Airport— 
 

Proof of Al-gebr Plot— 
(Calculating Points of Similarity and Omni-Dimensional Symmetry) 

 
It was reported today that at Yellow Springs International Airport, an individual, later discovered 

to be a public school teacher, was arrested trying to board a flight while in possession of a ruler, a 
protractor, a T-square, a calculator, and a slide rule.  At a morning press conference, a Presidential 
spokesperson announced that the man is believed to be a member of the notorious Al-gebr movement.  He 
is being charged by the FBI with carrying known quantities of weapons of math instruction.  This could 
become a problem of geometric proportions, with assumptions and corollaries that may require 
multiplicable solutions of unknown variables. 

This is not an imaginary problem, but an integral expression of incommensurable magnitude.  
Quoting President Bush, the press secretary said that “the acuteness of the situation cannot be estimated in 
round numbers.  Al-gebr is indeed a fearsome cult.  They desire average solutions by means and 
extremes, and sometimes go off on tangents in a search of absolute value.”  Other authorities on the 
subject say that these deviants and variants from the Q‟adratic Spheres of Influence frequently employ 
anonymous code names like “x” and “y” and refer to themselves as “unknowns.”  Further regression 
analysis indicates that the ratio of members of this subset is inversely proportional to the mean of their 
non-denominational counterparts. 

But further de-numerations have determined they belong to a common denominator of the axis of 
medieval cipherers who employ associative functional coordinates in every country and follow a most 
whole-ly radical leader later known by his French name, Déscartes.  Their influence is unparalleled and 
seemingly without limits.  The President asserts that “it is your government‟s function to draw a perimeter 
around their defined areas and measure the distance and the limits of their geometric divisions and to 
assess the value of their equal counting measures.”  But this may be a difficult proof, for as the famous 
Greek philanderer Isosceles used to say, “There are three sides to every triangle.”   

Verily, this is an obtuse sine of R… times differentials of free radicals!  We have witnessed their 
vectors!  We have monitored their range of circular co-motions, their co-ordinates, their cosines, their co-
tangents, and their coefficients.  Various derivative groups of these string theorizers are co-mingling and 
attempting to add members to one side of the equator while reducing the other side by a like number of 
integers and hypothesizers.  This, in sum, is their irrational and ruthless method of maintaining some 
greater than or less than notation, some uncertain measure of equality—and even reducing civilization to 
chaos by setting everything equal to nothing—in effect, what we have is a paradigm shift of zero-sum 
proportions with random probabilities.   
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If we make disassociative polynomial assumptions that the syllogists who employ such negative 
notations in their Q‟adratic sea change of fundamental plus or minus expressions, then no single term 
solution or one of greater power will solve the problem.  We must find their prime—their root and 
rationalize them once and for all.  We must number them and integrate them into our social set of infinite 
equations and positive power-raising consciousness, or we shall all surely be sloping toward Bethlehem. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Stray Cat”
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Above, Under, and Through 
 

Marcel Toussaint 
 
 

When I was a child, my interests were bridges, caves, and tunnels.  My passion was to get into 
and under the earth.  To me, trains had to have tunnels on their routes.  Subways had to cross cities from  
underground.  Wine had to be kept in caves in the country hills…. My captivation was to pass over or 
mostly under what we saw every day.  There was hope to find some treasures pathways that led to 
mysterious chambers.  Tunnels led to expectations of adventures in a world that was not on the surface of 
the earth—a world that did not exist for most of us. 

What was at the other end of the tunnel?   At fourteen, my four months in England were filled 
with trips by trains.  No well-meaning English railroad would think of bypassing an elevation.  It 
preferred to go through the obstacle with rail tracks in a dark smoky tunnel that required to close all 
windows before entering the smoke-darkened tunnel.  The train whistle warned approaching the opening.  
The rumbling of the metal-to-metal wheels on tracks was deafening.  No conversation could be held.  The 
sideways rocking of the wagons was more pronounced.  Passengers wanting the fresh air of the English 
countryside knew the routes so well that robots pulled on the leather strap that lifted the pane up and tight.  
Coming from the Mediterranean sunshine, I regretted those windows when open.  They brought in the 
coldest of air.  Cinders got into my eyes to redden them for a week.  The unbearable stale air remained so 
until we had rolled along prairies.  What a misery that renewed itself! 

At home, it was easy to get under the stairs, sit still, and experience the silence.  My senses of 
touch and hearing sharpened.  They went wild, creating moments of imaginative explorations with 
discoveries that could be there.  Would there be a hidden life in this darkened world?  Who would be 
strong enough to sustain the humid and cold that found their way to the bones?  Fires would have to be 
on, day and night.  Wood would have to be brought in from the outside.  Two stones would have to be 
stricken right to spark and set leaves on fire.  Heat was at a premium. 

In my mental story, all cavemen had to be hunters.  They had to be fast on their feet, sharp with 
their aim, giving some meaningful blow to a wild animal.  Only precision and adequate timing did 
succeed.  Their lives kept them on the edge.  Someone had to tend to the fire at night.  Someone had to be 
a warrior to oppose intruders roaming the hills.  Actions and reactions were guided by survival necessities 
and obsessions. 

My summer vacations took me to my aunt in Casablanca.   She lived in the middle of town in an 
apartment with the luxury of a large balcony.  From there I found myself imagining being on a bridge and 
looking down the way to an active buzzing of passerby, trucks and cars, horse driven carriages, even 
some donkey used to transport a delivery to a destination.  Its owner lightly pounded a stick to motivate 
moving with a direction. 

It is there that my sense of observation got an official start.  There was so much happening below.  
People waited for friends at street corners.  Businessmen were fast moving to their obligations.  Buses 
were the main transport and taxis were reasonable tor hire.  Most elegant was to take a calèche, a coach 
with a horse or two and a driver high on his elevated seat.  The whip was long enough to reach the very 
front and touch the horses‟ necks. 

How the carriages of time past, the modern bicycles, motorcycles, cars, truck and a myriad of 
horse-driven flat beds could get to where they were meant to go is a miracle that only an African traffic 
maze can allow.  Toward the evening, the business traffic would end its impact.  As the sun slowly set 
down, its rays brought on the night—an end of work for most. 

People started appearing in their evenings‟ best.  Ladies‟ men had their shoes shined by the 
traveling young shoeshine boys still wanting to work.  Women with jewels splashed sparkles of reflecting 
light.  It was time to go to the movies, it was time to walk the boulevard with a dashing date at ones‟ arm, 
it was the time for dinner at an elegant curb side café, it was time to meet with friends for conversations 
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and friendship.  It was time to observe everyone. 
As for me, I was a teenager trapped within my imagination of tunnels, caves, bridges.  Came the 

time of night to recognize people and objects by their “Chinese Shadow Shapes.”  This was a game that I 
loved to play.  I searched for shadows, observed the outlines, described what they were from. 

To this day I still do it.  When someone cries out, “I cannot see anything,” I rely on my Chinese 
Shadow Game.  I do not have to see what it is—my observation technique of outlines tells me 
immediately.  How many senses do we have?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Puget Sound” 
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My Full-Serve Summers 
 

Bill Byrne 
 
  

On a recent refueling trip, I found myself wondering whatever became of those “Full Serve” 
islands that were part of our decision-making process whenever we pulled in.  Do they still exist in some 
remote stations in places like Keokuk, Iowa, or have they gone the way of the Horn and Hardart 
cafeterias?  Was it that long ago that, desiring a little respite from  pumping gas, cleaning our windshield, 
and checking our fluids, we had the attendant get his or her hands dirty for a quarter tip?  Now, if I see 
maybe one in ten motorists bother with those amenities, it is a lot.  Too rushed!  In and Out!  Pump and 
Munch!  
 It also occurred to me that there are some young drivers out there who never had to make the 
“full” or “self” decision.  Back then, you opted not to pump your own gas or look under the hood in most 
stations if you chose “full service.”  You also faced the scorn of the attendant who exited the cover of the 
station to attend your beast—no matter what the weather—if you realized your error and beat a hasty 
retreat to the “self” aisle.  For motorists filling up along the New York Thruway in the early 1970s, their 
only choice was “full service,” and I was one of the afternoon shift attendants at the Ardsley Travel Plaza.   
To supplement my nine-month high school English salary, I filled in my summers for three years by 
attending to tourists‟ basic automotive needs.  My Chevron coveralls proclaimed that I knew something 
about cars, but believe me, my expertise stopped at the gas or oil filler cap.  
 As I recall, the Ardsley plaza had sixteen pumps, regular and high test.  In the center of the island 
closest to the Thruway exit was a small shack with a selection of oil and engine products and equipped 
with a manual credit card swiping machine.  The shack proved to be a godsend in bad weather and a 
convenient cover for some of the station thievery.  Remember, this was the New York State Thruway, and 
the transient motorists were committed to travelling one way, toll ticket in hand, and the Tappan Zee 
Bridge looming in the near distance.  On top of that, about ten percent were Canadian drivers who half-
expected to be ripped off in their transit through New York.  Yet, even if travelers discovered they had 
been taken, it was too late and inconvenient to backtrack. 
 The Ardsley Travel Plaza attracted a number of highwaymen eager to do business, shady or 
legitimate.  I had my suspicions.  There was the “numbers” guy, “Jerry,” who took bets on the last three 
digits of the daily pari-mutual take at Aqueduct or Belmont Racetrack.  The station manager, who referred 
to me as “Teach,” played that illegal game heavily.  I dabbled to the tune of fifty cents sometimes, and 
even won several hundred dollars once by playing my apartment address.  I was not even aware I had 
won, and Jerry opined ruefully that “if I hadn‟t told you, you wouldn‟t have known.”  I stopped playing 
after that interchange. 
 A travelling trunk show appeared unannounced from time to time, opening up the trunk to behold 
the riches that “accidentally fell off some truck” somewhere.  Music tapes, tool sets, portable radios, and 
kitchen appliances were displayed in neat rows under the cover of the rear trunk lid, prices negotiable.   
From time to time, a van would pull in and display racks of designer dresses, always a highlight for our 
womanizing manager.  I looked but never bought. 
 This was a busy station, so personal interchanges were kept to a minimum.  I worked with Cal 
and Harry, but cannot tell you much about them either, except what I observed.  Cal, who was some years 
my senior, was a good mechanic, an asset to any motorist whose car was disabled on our stretch of 
highway.  He had my back on several occasions.  Harry, who was about my age and whom the station 
management wanted us to emulate in some ways, was a thief. 
 Harry made a very good living at the plaza.  He realized the opportunity he had to rip off the 
transients, and he did it with aplomb.  He routinely “short-sticked” the customers, a practice of inserting 
the dip stick part-way in the crankcase and showing the unsuspecting driver that he or she was “a quart 
down.”  On his shift, he could generally sell three or four cases of motor oil.  No telling what damage he 
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did to the cars from this practice, but Harry never worried about that.  He was getting a commission on 
every quart.  He got a better commission if he convinced a motorist that he or she could use additives like 
Gunk or Slick 50 or new wiper blades.  He outsold all of us on station products by a wide margin.  His 
favorite marks were women drivers whom he could flimflam and Chinese drivers who (he once asked me 
to agree with him) “are rich, aren‟t they, Bill?”  At another time, Harry tried to convince me that it would 
be in both of our interests if we worked as a team—he would check under the hood while I pumped the 
gas.  I told him what he could do with that idea! 
 The two most profitable Harry deceptions were short-changing customers and running two copies 
of credit card receipts for every credit card sale.  With the latter, he would deposit the real slip into the 
station‟s receipts for the shift and save the other for some bogus transaction a few days hence and pocket 
the cash.  He also was a master at short-changing customers.  If you gave Harry a twenty-dollar bill, he 
would play the forgetful attendant to the hilt.  Most customers paid in cash, and we attendants carried 
around a goodly stash during a shift.  Harry would give you change for ten dollars and, only if you 
remembered, surrender the remaining ten while he apologized for the oversight.  If you did not remember, 
and I suspect that it happened far too frequently, well then… 
 I more than “suspected” he did this.  I came on a four o‟clock shift one afternoon and was 
immediately pinned against a pump by an irate customer.  His words were simple and direct: “I give you 
all my money if I want, but if you steal a penny from me, I kill you!”  He had been had by Harry, and he 
drove quite a distance before he realized what happened.  He retraced his steps, a rare occurrence, and 
mistook me for Harry.  Luckily, Cal was there to confirm that he grabbed the wrong attendant, and the 
angry driver apologized to me for the rough treatment.  I wonder what he would have done to Harry had it 
not been a shift change. 
 In this fluid setting, you got a glimpse of the misery that confronted some travelers.  Their “ride” 
told a story, or their story was waiting to be written as they traversed this way station along the Thruway.   
You tried to be briefly sympathetic, but you had to service people who were in a hurry to get somewhere.   
Sometimes you made the mistake of getting involved. 
 The Ardsley station sits on a little embankment on the northbound side of the six lanes of the 
Thruway, three going in each opposite direction.  A two-foot guardrail divided the six lanes.  It was 
treacherous to cross the six lanes on foot if you parked on the right-side southbound shoulder, but it 
happened on occasion that a motorist got stranded there.  
 As I worked my shift one afternoon, I was approached by a young man who said he was broke 
and needed a few gallons of gasoline.  I asked him where his car was, and he pointed to the southbound 
shoulder, directly opposite the station.  I gave him a couple of gallons—no big deal at the then going price 
of 50 cents a gallon. 
 I watched him dodge traffic, this time juggling the station‟s gas can, and reach his Beetle parked 
on the shoulder.  I was servicing several other cars in the interim, but I again glanced over to see how 
things were progressing.  When I looked, he had stripped to his jockey shorts and was frantically looking 
for something in the area.  
 He was at my shoulder, clothed now, and he began asking me if I possibly had picked up some 
cash from the ground.  I said “No.”  I could sense that he believed I had.  He told me it belonged to his 
boss, all $126 of it, and he was on his way to deliver it to him.  When I asked him where he kept the 
money, he said he put it in his underwear for safe keeping.  That explained the highway strip act.  He 
would lose his job, he added, unless he turned in the money.  
 Together, we scoured the station area, not finding any.  I suggested he retrace his steps across the 
Thruway, and that maybe he lost it dodging traffic.  He tried that briefly.  That proved to be a losing 
proposition, given the speed of most cars and trucks going both ways.  Then he was back at my shoulder, 
now with an accusatory tone.  “I know you have it.  C‟mon, give me my money.  I‟m going to lose my 
job.  My boss will kill me.  C‟mon, man, give me my money.”  It was proving futile to assure him I had 
not taken his boss‟s money.  Ironically, I was carrying a bundle of bills from customer gas transactions, so 
in his mind that was where I disguised my find. 
 Cal called the State Troopers, who patrolled the Thruway, and they succeeded in convincing my 
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distraught accuser to leave.  I later found out that he returned the next morning to the plaza and wanted to 
know my home phone number, presumably to convince me to return the money I did not take.  Even as 
you read this, I believe that somewhere along that stretch of highway is the money that exited his BVDs. 
 Three summers was enough of my life to devote to dispensing fossil fuels.  I visited the station 
one afternoon after I left teaching high school and had taken a full-time job with Volkswagen of America.   
Harry was still there and busy doing what he did best.  I washed the grease from my soul and have never 
looked back, until now.   
 Still, I am left to wonder what will become of these necessary visits we make.  With an increasing 
emphasis on electric cars, are we looking at a sea change for these locations?   Where I live there are 
several empty, abandoned stations, pumps at attention but unused.  Will they be replaced by plug-in docks, 
and will there have to be an electrical engineer on duty?  More to the point, will MDI engineering and 
TATA motors produce a viable “airmobile” that will allow us to fill our tanks as we adjust the 
compressed air in our tires?  Then what? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Summer Lotus” 
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American Horizons: The Civil War Monument 
 

Timothy S. Sedore 
 
 
 The stereotype about English teachers is that we are preoccupied with grammar and that we read 
a lot of books.  There is a certain truth in those stereotypes: I do pay attention to grammar; I do read 
books.  However, I do not judge people‟s grammar.  I am off-duty when I am off-campus, but words have 
something of a spectacle about them, whether they are in print or digital form.  More to the point, words 
spoken are, almost by definition, the outpouring of our life‟s breath.  They come from the deepest 
measure of our being. 
 I also read between the lines of words—“reading between the lines,” as they say.  I am very 
interested in space: in silence, the night time, when the moments of decision occur or the hours of 
preparation—or rest or worry—take place.  Naturally we think of the grand occasions in daylight, in 
public—the wedding, or birth, or job offer, or graduation, or retirement, or holiday—as the big moments 
of life, as the remembered moments.  But life is waged—it is won or lost, it is lived—in the close 
moments, day to day, in the smallest details of silence or night.   

It is perhaps that kind of preoccupation with detail that led me on a quest to travel to the Civil 
War monuments in Virginia.  Ultimately I traveled to virtually all of them, large and small, to every 
county seat and battlefield.  It took eight years worth of weekends and summer excursions, but I found 
four hundred monuments, nearly all Confederate, and took note of every last word of every text down to 
the last comma and period.  

All of this led to a book on the subject.  An Illustrated Guide to Virginia’s Confederate 
Monuments was published by Southern Illinois University Press in 2011.  I have been gratified by the 
interest the book generated and pleased to present my work in this area to various conferences and groups.  
But I imagined being content with the fulfillment of that quest, and I was wrong.  I was led to Tennessee, 
to do the same thing for a second book, to travel to about four hundred monuments across the state, Union 
and Confederate, and again to research every county, county seat, battlefield and cemetery, as well as the 
state capitol.   

The subject vexes me.  In part this is because there is something of a mystery to the causes, 
complexity and legacy of the Civil War that eludes final judgment.  I have come to recognize how 
shockingly ordinary cemeteries are, and yet how in the ordinary is something mysterious, intriguing, and 
baffling.  Cemeteries stand on the edge of what Shakespeare calls the “undiscovered country,” and the 
silence there is sometimes enormous.  To be there is like standing on the edge of the Grand Canyon—an 
enormous, yawning, quiet threshold between the ordinary and the unknown, the earthly and the abstract.  
They are at once intimate and aloof--formed of cold stone yet invested with a rhetoric of life emotions.  
They are fixed in marble, bronze, or granite, but they are dynamic in ideology, interpretation and 
evocation.   

Civil War monuments are still the most common form of public commemoration in the United 
States, not just in cemeteries and battlefields but at roadsides, county seats, state capitols, and public 
squares and parks.   Boston‟s equestrian figure of General Joseph Hooker stands just outside the 
Massachusetts statehouse; the gold clad equestrian statue of General William T. Sherman stands in 
midtown Manhattan, on Fifth Avenue, facing south.  Monuments stand at numerous county seats in the 
northeast.  There are fewer of them as one travels west, but the Jefferson Davis Highway, like its Lincoln 
highway counterpart, stretches across the country, and a roadside monument still stands in the desert 
outside Mesa, Arizona, as well as the state capitol grounds in Phoenix. 

There are hundreds of statues of soldiers in the South.  One historian observes that “If the South 
has a symbol, it is the statue of the Confederate soldier which stands in the county seat.... Hands resting 
on the barrel of his grounded rifle, knapsack and blanket roll on his back, he stares in stony silence to the 
north whence came the invading Yankee armies.”  
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They do not all “stare in stony silence to the north.”  That is another myth.  In Tennessee, the 
Jefferson Davis statue in Memphis faces east; the Franklin Confederate soldier faces south, as does the 
Kirby-Smith figure at Sewanee, and the Chattanooga Confederate cemetery obelisk faces west.  They face 
in all directions, frankly. 

 
 

 
 

[Fig. 1 Statue of Confederate Soldier, Gallatin, Tennessee, dedicated September 19, 1903] 
 
 

Do they all “stare in stony silence”?  No.  Some do, and the figures all seem vigilant enough, but 
there is myth here as well.  In general, they do not look particularly military or militant.  The statues of 
soldiers tend to slouch; they look un-martial, un-bellicose, practical—ordinary.  They defy deification.  
They are uplifted; they stand on pedestals, but they are not quite messianic, no.  There is something 
exalted and pragmatic about them. 

Further, the Confederate soldiers do not necessarily claim to be Confederates.  Many monuments 
identify their soldiers by state origin, with no reference to the Confederacy.  Virginia‟s soldiers—not 
Confederates—on the Stonewall Cemetery obelisk in Winchester, for example, fell in defense of 
“Constitutional Liberty” and the “Sovereignty of This State.”  They are not called Confederates, and they 
did not fight for the Confederacy—not by this testimony. 

In Virginia, the Charles City courthouse obelisk is dedicated to “Defenders of Constitutional 
Liberty and the Right of Self Government.”  The county courthouse in Montross calls attention to those 
 

WHO FELL IN DEFENCE OF VIRGINIA, 
AND IN THE CAUSE OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY. 

 
The Marion, Virginia monument praises “The Defenders of State Sovereignty” for being “Faithful Unto 
Death.” 

Another common myth is the one applied to equestrian monuments, that one upraised hoof means 
that the rider was wounded in action, two upraised hooves means that the rider was killed in action, and 
so forth—all myth.   

I had my own misconceptions.  The subject is more dynamic than I expected.  Monuments 
continue to be erected in the South, and more can be expected during the sesquicentennial of the war 
between now and 2015.  My assumption that the monument landscape is fixed was incorrect.  The Texas 
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monument in Winchester, Virginia‟s Stonewall Cemetery was dedicated June 6, 2005, and presides over 
six graves of Texas soldiers stationed in the Shenandoah Valley during the war.    

 
 

 
 

[Fig. 2 Texas, Stonewall Cemetery, Winchester, Virginia, dedicated June 6, 2005] 
 
 

 
 

[Fig. 3 Texas, Stonewall Cemetery, Winchester, dedicated July 22, 2012] 
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No monument stood there at all for 137 years, but this one was replaced, of all things, by a new 
monument, dedicated July 22, 2012, by the Texas Division Children of the Confederacy.  Norfolk, 
Virginia‟s Elmwood Cemetery monument, erected November 7, 1912, was a restrained, solemn shaft with 
a terse, provocative inscription.  For almost ninety-five years it proclaimed, “Our Confederate Dead.”  It 
still does, but a thousand-pound statue of a Confederate soldier, carved at a granite quarry in China was 
placed atop the shaft on February 1, 2007. 
 

 
 

[Fig. 4 Monument Shaft, Elmwood Cemetery, Norfolk, Virginia, erected November 7, 1912] 
 

 
 

[Fig. 5 Statue of Confederate soldier, Elmwood Cemetery, erected February 1, 2007] 
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There are also complex omissions.  In my research I found that the only use of the word slavery 
on a Civil War monument of any kind—Northern or Southern—is in Boston‟s Common and Public 
Garden, on the Soldiers & Sailors Monument.  Erected in 1779, the obelisk inscription reads, in part, that 
the destruction of slavery was one of the laudable outcomes of the war.  “To The Men Of Boston” it says, 

 
 WHO DIED FOR THEIR COUNTRY ON LAND AND SEA  
IN THE WAR WHICH KEPT THE UNION WHOLE  
DESTROYED SLAVERY AND MAINTAINED THE CONSTITUTION;  
 

Monument inscriptions give a great deal of attention to states rights, to service and honor, and to 
justification and sacrifice. 

The subject is not avoided entirely; it is, arguably, an implicit sub-textual element.  The tribute to 
the United States Colored Troops” (“USCT”) at the national cemetery in Nashville is a conspicuous 
exception.  There are a few others. 

To judge by these monuments the war was about slavery, but not solely about slavery.  The war 
was about states‟ rights, but not solely about states‟ rights.  Slavery was present and tolerated; racism 
persisted and persists.   The truth, as this writer sees it, is more frightening: they were decent, flawed 
people, capable of greatness and profound misjudgments.  Those misjudgments included a tolerance of a 
host of inequities that included slavery but that tolerance exacted a toll in blood, much as the inequities of 
our time will leave an unfortunate legacy for our descendants to resolve. 

I do not mean to be grim.  I see in these monuments a striving of successive generations to 
reconcile the tension between word, deed, import, legacy and memory.  In a sense, every generation faces 
this challenge.  “Our Confederate Dead,” the women of the United Daughters of the Confederacy declare 
on the granite shaft at Marshall, Virginia, dedicated in 1928, claiming the dead for their own, even sixty-
three years after the war‟s end.  

The women of the United Daughters of the Confederacy of Marshall are gone—all of them.  The 
chapter no longer exists, but their words and deeds—and the time and the affections they expressed—are 
in granite, and they remain in place. 

Even granite moves, however. 
Monuments seem static, but I believe it is more accurate to say that they are in fact ceaseless, in 

constant tension, much as a bridge is always in tension and maintains its integrity only by sustaining that 
tension.  There is about them the “dwelling in possibility,” that New England poet Emily Dickinson 
writes about.  Or it may be said that they are fixed in a pose or look but are consummate in possibility, 
poised between past, present and future.  

At a surface rhetorical level, many Union monuments display a distinctive kind of 
triumphalism—or “glorious contentment,” as historian Stuart McConnell puts it.1   

One Union soldier veteran summarizes the content of Northern post-war rhetoric with a certain 
wit, I think, observing that their message is this: “we were eternally right and…they were eternally 
wrong.”  Perhaps. 

Confederate monuments have their own distinctions, as you might expect, but again by 
omission—by what they do not say as much as what they do say.  For example, in Virginia, Robert E. 
Lee, Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson and J. E. B. Stuart preside over the Virginia landscape in grand 
equestrian form at Richmond, Manassas or Charlottesville, but no such adulation attends the memory and 
reputation of Tennessee generals.   

In Tennessee Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy, has a statue in Memphis, as does that 
brilliant and notorious Tennessee general, Nathan Bedford Forrest.  Some solid, reputable officers are 
commemorated: Kirby Smith at Sewanee, A. P. Stewart at Chattanooga, Robert Hatton at Lebanon.  But 
the senior military leadership of the Confederate Army of Tennessee, which suffered repeated defeats at 
the hands of the Union Army, is not given the tribute of a statue.  They are acknowledged; they are 
respected, but they are not idolized.  In Tennessee the common soldier is the most prominent figure.   
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[Fig. 6 Statue of Soldier, 77th Pennsylvania, the Shiloh Battlefield, Tennessee] 
 

 

 
 

[Fig. 7 Statue of Soldier, Michigan, the Shiloh Battlefield, Tennessee] 
 
 

Union monuments are heavily concentrated on the battlefields of Chattanooga—83 monuments—
and Shiloh—no fewer than 130.  Relatively few Confederate soldiers were erected on the battlefields 
where the Union prevailed, but statues of Confederate soldiers have the towns, however, and they vastly 
outnumber Union monuments there. 

The myth that history is told by the victors is, arguably, not true.  In fact, there are more Union 
monuments than their Confederate counterparts in Tennessee.  That is my biggest research find to date, 
but that statistic is deceiving.  There is a way of looking at this that can lead one to conclude that the north 
won the military victory but not the political conflict—that in the end the political victory was won by the 
South.  The South defeated?  Yes, militarily.  But statues of Confederate soldiers stand in towns from 
Mulberry, Tennessee, population 1700, to Knoxville, population 155,000.  A statue of the Confederate 
soldier Sam Davis, martyred when he was hanged by Union soldiers after his capture, stands outside the 
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state capitol in Nashville.  He has another statue in Pulaski, a third monument at Minor Hill, Tennessee 
where he was captured, and his home in Smyrna is a state-owned museum. 

One can examine this in terms of cause, of victory or defeat or personality or architectural 
features.  In the end, for this writer, the subject has another, deeper dimension.  The years of study have 
yielded the conclusion that these monuments transcend their time.  To look at them closely—the words, 
images, the design features—is something like the experience of looking at a photograph of ones loved 
ones or relatives from long ago.  Those who erected monuments and those who are commemorated know 
a past that we cannot know; they are privy to a world we cannot approach, but we, in turn, know a future 
they cannot see.  They know the years that came before us; we know the years that came after them.  
There is an unbridgeable gulf or chasm between us, but the medium of a photograph or, in this instance, 
words and images carved into granite or marble or bronze, permits a glimpse across the chasm. 
 
 
Note 
 
1 The phrase is taken from Stuart McConnell‟s Glorious Contentment: The Grand Army of the Republic, 
1865-1900 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1992). 
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Life Abroad @ Handong 
 

Cordell P. Schulten 
 
 
After ten years practicing law and another fourteen teaching at universities in Saint Louis, Missouri, I was 
invited to teach American law at Handong Global University, an evangelical Christian institution in 
Pohang, South Korea.  In the following selections from my blog, I recount more experiences and lessons 
learned during my life abroad @ Handong.  —Author 
 

 
 

     
 
 
Continued from the 2012 issue of Cantos… 
 
 
12 February 2012 
“People of Yangon, I Perceive That in Every Way You Are Very Religious.”   
 

I‟ve just returned to Handong after spending 16 days in Myanmar—“the Land of the Golden 
Pagodas.”  The first photo on the next page was taken during my walk through the shrines of Shwedagon 
Pagoda, the largest Buddhist pagoda in the entire world.  I felt that I had a greater sense of what Paul 
experienced when he walked through the shrines and temples of Athens (Acts 17:16-34).  I was invited to 
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Myanmar to help teach and train pastors, church leaders, and missionaries who serve among the ethnic 
tribes and native Burmese.  What I found, though, was a study in contrasts. 

Myanmar (formerly known as Burma) was once one of the most well-developed countries in all 
of Southeast Asia.  Now, it is reemerging from third-world status that has characterized it over the past 50 
years.  As a result, contrasts between wealth and poverty abound.  On one street, you may find a brand-
new high-rise building under construction next to a derelict, dilapidated structure.  Rather than repair and 
renovate them, most buildings are left to deteriorate.  On one side of the river, a modern city is rising, 
while on the other side, the people of a primitive village eek out an agrarian existence. 

But the greatest contrast of all is a spiritual one.  The vast majority of people are cultural 
Buddhists, and over 1.8 million are monks or nuns who daily walk the streets offering prayers in 
exchange for gifts of rice, fruits, and vegetables.  There is, though, a substantial minority of Christians 
who are the spiritual children of such servants of God as Adoniram Judson (1788-1850).  While their 
numbers may be small in contrast to the followers of other faiths, the devotion of believers in Myanmar 
was a true encouragement and challenge to my heart. 
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Many of these believers gather in small home churches in the villages to worship and hear God‟s 
Word.  Others meet in well-established churches within Yangon and other cities.  Bible colleges and 
seminaries have been founded throughout the country to form and equip leaders for the churches and 
workers who take the Gospel to the unreached Burmese Buddhists in the villages.  As I visited among the 
believers in Myanmar, I realized that the needs of the churches in this country are, in fact, the same needs 
that exist in churches in all countries, whether developed or emerging.  

 

 
 
There is first the need for servant leaders among the churches.  The church in Burma, as well as 

in Korea and America, already has its fill of men and women who seek to dominate and compel the 
obedience of others not by their Christ-like example, but by an appeal to institutional position and 
title.  What is truly needed, though, are followers of Christ who seek to serve others according to the 
pattern of Christ‟s life—by bearing the burdens of others. 

Second, there is the desperate need for the teaching of God‟s Word.  All too often, ministries are 
started and churches are operated according to human ideas and worldly practices.  There is a sad lack of 
Biblical teaching beyond the fundamental truths of the Gospel.  When church policy decisions must be 
made, most appeal to the intuition of men rather than to the principles of Scripture.  And once decisions 
are made, there is a lack of willingness to subject those decisions to the scrutiny of Scripture.  These two 
needs, though, are no more prominent in the churches of Myanmar than they are in the churches of 
America.  

In contrast to what I‟ve found in American churches, however, Myanmar has in abundance 
among its believers those who desire and are willing to follow their Lord wherever He leads without 
attachment to this present world.  And it is the evidence of that desire in the words and actions of these 
dear brothers and sisters that compels my heart to remain open to future calls for further service to the 
people of this beautiful land.  
 
 
29 February 2012 
Some Might Say, “Well, It’s about Time!!”  
 

Here I am at the beginning of my fifth semester of teaching at Handong.  When I first was 
thinking about teaching abroad (more than three years ago), colleagues who had done so strongly urged 
me to make the most of my experience by learning the language of my host country.  
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But I‟ve never been very good at learning, and even worse at speaking, modern languages.  Give 
me Koine Greek or Classical Latin—you know, those dead languages that no one speaks any 
more!!  Semper ubi sub ubi!!  I still remember that maxim from my high school Latin teacher at St. Paul‟s 
in Concordia. 

So I‟ve resisted the counsel of my colleagues and the advice of my loving spouse, who, by the 
way, started her language lessons within two weeks of arrival here in the Spring of 2010.  Within one 
semester, she had already excelled far beyond my An yong ha se yo? (How are you?) and Gam sa ham ni 
da! (Thank you!)—which have been my main stays for the past two years!  

I‟ve resisted, that is, until now.  This evening, I experienced my first lesson in Korean! 
And while I‟ve been told that Korean is one of the most difficult languages to learn, and even 

with my built-in, hard-wired, left brain/right brain disability with language-learning (primarily, I would 
contend, because I‟m a visual rather than an auditory learner), I found my lesson this evening to be 
exceptionally fascinating as well as intellectually stimulating.  

Korean is a very “scientific language”—that is, the formation of both the consonant and vowel 
sounds follow a very rational, logical progression.  My tutor demonstrated how the vowel sounds progress 
from those made with the mouth wide open to those made with it increasingly closed.  As I saw the 
sounds being produced and heard them expressed, they began to make sense even to this lingua-
dummie!   

Now, I must confess that I find other Asian languages, such as Chinese and the Chin language of 
Myanmar, to be much more melodious.  But the precision of Korean is beginning to rival what I had 
previously believed to be only the province of the ancient classical tongues. 

There was, however, one very disappointing discovery.  I say disappointing, but it was also a very 
enlightening insight into how language shapes our view of the world.  I asked my tutor to tell me the 
Korean word for “dove.”  The word is 비둘기 (pronounced bi dool gi).  It means “pigeon.”   

There is no separate word in Korean for “dove.”  So if I were to quote the Song of Solomon to my 
beautiful wife telling her that she had “dove‟s eyes” (see Song of Songs 1:15), I would say  in Korean, 
“You have pigeon‟s eyes.”  Not as romantic as Solomon‟s words to the Shulamite. 

So, in this case, it might not work for me to advise my young male Korean students to master the 
poetry of Solomon as they make their preparations to woo the woman of their dreams.  Well, so much for 
Korean as a language of love—at least, that is, in translation.   

I hear, though, that I still have much to learn both about and from the Korean language, which 
admonition I readily accept and yield to.  So…off to start my homework!  It is indeed about time that I 
started! 
 
 
20 March 2012 
Though He Fall, He Will Not Be Utterly Cast Down.  
 

I have done my fair share of stupid things, but this past Friday afternoon will have to go down in 
the annals of my life experiences as one of my stupidest.  Here is the picture of the “unbalanced man.”  I 
was hurrying across campus heading back to my apartment.  In one hand, I was carrying an overweight 
bag of groceries and in the other, my mobile phone. 

My first mistake: hurrying. My second: carrying too many groceries in just one bag rather than 
separating them out into two.  My third: attempting to retrieve a text message while walking too fast and 
carrying too many groceries in one bag.  These three added together, causing me to be distracted from the 
path I was upon and consequently, to completely lose my balance when I stepped on a large rock that 
leads up a small hill along a shortcut to the faculty apartments. 

In this unbalanced state, I fell backward and to my left, landing with a resounding thump upon the 
cold, hard Handong ground.  The mid-section of my left rib cage absorbed the brunt of the impact, and 
pain immediately followed.  How more stupid could I have been?  That was the persistent question that 
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pressed hard upon my dizzying thoughts as I lay there catching the breath that had been knocked out of 
me.  In time, I rolled over and sat up, still a bit light-headed, though. 

Eventually, I regained my footing, gathered up the groceries that had been strewn about by the 
fall, and resumed my journey, now walking much more slowly and deliberately along the sidewalk and up 
the road to my apartment.  I was able to prepare the lunch that I had been rushing to complete, but with a 
new found awareness of the realities of life—a new thorn in my flesh for which I now need Christ‟s 
sustaining grace all the more to bear. 

 

 
 

After heeding the wise advice of a caring colleague, I went later in the afternoon to the hospital 
and found from the doctor‟s exam and x-rays that the fall had caused nearly inch-long cracks in two of 
my left ribs.  Now, four days later, the pain in my side persists, reminding me night and day of my 
ongoing need to slow down and give thanks for the goodness of our God. 

That goodness has been lavished upon this poor miserable, stupid, unbalanced man by the 
gracious, tender kindnesses of his students, family, and friends who have been attending to his care with 
many visits, thoughtful prayers, meal preparations, dish washings, house cleanings, telephone calls, and 
the sweetest text and Facebook messages throughout his days and pain-filled nights. 

Through these and in so many other ways, I have been overcome by the love of our God who 
promises that, though I fall, and surely I do every day, I will not be utterly cast down, because the Lord 
upholds me by His hand (Psalm 37:24).   
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A Cat Present for Miss Betty1 

 
Betty Hindes 

 
 
“Are there any cats in Korea?  I had never seen one,” I asked this question at the Blackhorse Inn 

at the 19th Field Artillery officer‟s Mess, Son Jur Ri, Korea, 1961.  “We see them in the field,” said Lt. 
Sweet.  “I‟ll bring you one next time we are out.” 
            And he did!  I was later presented with a kitten on my lap. 
            “A baby kitten for me!” I thanked him as I tried to cuddle her in my lap.   

“Now you have one of your own.  What will you name her?”   
            “How do you say baby in Korean?” 
            “It‟s eggi.” 
            “I don‟t like that.  How do you say miracle?” 
            “Keejeok.” 
            “That‟s much better.  I think I‟ll call her Keeki for short.”  She was a tabby with gray and white 
stripes, white legs, and a white ruff around her neck.  She was very beautiful but not very cuddly; she kept 
squirming in my lap.   
            “She‟s just frightened by all the noise in here,” Mr. Kwan (the waiter) said as he went back into 
the dining hall and started serving customers. 
            “You can‟t keep her at Caravelle Hall,” Jodie let me know.  “No pets allowed.” 
            “I‟ll keep her for you,” Captain Sandi stood up and took 
her from my arms. 
            Having a friend to keep her worked well while I was at 
First Cavalry.  I could often visit her in Capt. Sandi‟s hooch tent, 
yet Keeki never became very friendly.  She never recognized me 
as her mother.  She wasn‟t very friendly to the Captain either.  
Though we kept her fed and provided clean litter, she wouldn‟t sit 
on our laps.  She didn‟t like our petting, nor did she purr very often 
for us.  I was convinced she never got over the terror of her first 
night.  We kept her anyway and provided her with a home, love, 
and affection.  She did like to roughhouse; biting and scratching 
were her favorite activities. 

Capt. Noble, my doctor friend, warned me to wear gloves 
when I played with her: “You can catch cat scratch fever from her 
if you‟re not careful.”   
            “I‟ve never heard of such a thing; you‟re making it up to 
tease me.  Is it related to the mouse mite bite?”  I wanted to know. 
            “Only in that they are both real diseases,” he said.  “I keep telling you that the mouse mite refers 
to a mite that is carried on mice and rats; you won‟t like that bite either.  Cat scratch fever causes your 
lymph nodes to swell.  You can experience fever, headache, fatigue, and a poor appetite.  You wouldn‟t 
be happy if you caught one of them.  Wear gloves anyway; it‟s better for you.”   
            In mid-January, I was transferred to Camp Santa Barbara.  I wrote ahead about my cat; I was 
informed she could come with me.  General Smith said I could keep a cat at the Women‟s BWQ. 
            Most of my belongings were sent northeast by truck.  I flew with an overnight bag and Keeki from 
Alpha 18.  Though she was given the royal treatment, she didn‟t act like royalty and scratched me several 
times during the flight.  I tried to reassure her that flying was better than a long bumpy ride in a truck, 
especially if she decided to run away.  She never seemed to understand that a kind lap was better than a 
kimchi pot. 
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            Once settled in at Camp Santa Barbara, the Mamasans helped me to care for her and keep her as 
happy and confined as possible.   
            Word got around that I was a cat lover.  Another kitten was found and presented to me for 
safekeeping.  She looked just like Keeki‟s yeodongsaeng (little sister).  I decided to name her Bo-Bae, the 
Korean word for precious.  She was precious, too; she had a much better disposition than my first cat.  
Bo-Bae would sit on my lap and purr as long as I would pet her or scratch her behind her ears.  This time 
I was doing the scratching.  The two cats loved playing and fighting together.  There was no jealousy 

between them.   
            The peace didn‟t last too long before Keeki began to yowl 
and howl.  She was keeping others awake at night.  The worry of 
having to turn her out in the freezing winter was beginning to trouble 
me. 
            Miss Kim would say, “Keeki cat need papasan cat, make eggi 
cat.”  
            “Where can I find papasan cat?” I asked.  Miss Kim just 
shrugged; she didn‟t know. 
            News of the yowling cat became known around camp.  A SP4 
from the motor pool came to our Red Cross office.  “Hi, I‟m Jeff 
Rose.  I hear you have a problem with your cat.  I know a family a 
few miles away with a male cat.  Would you like to ride with me and 
see if they will loan him to you?” 
            All the DD‟s were up for the idea.  “Go, Betty, please go.  We 
can‟t stand the noise any longer.”  
             I went off that moment with SP4 Rose in his truck.  We 
drove the back roads over ditches and a small bridge, into a village, 

then pulled up to a hut beside a creek.  We knocked and were invited in.  Their cat was a large beautiful 
male.  He was tied with a leash around his neck.  He could make his way around the room but could not 
run away.  “What a strange way to keep a cat!” I thought.  Being from the “Land of the Free,” having had 
cats as pets my whole life, I wondered how a cat could be kept tethered in one place.  
            Jeff explained to me, “He is a really good mouser.  He keeps this family‟s home free from mice.  
They don‟t want him to escape.”  
            I told them in my best Pidgin English why I was there.  “I need papasan cat for mamasan cat, 
make number one eggi cat.”  

We promised to be very careful and return their cat.  Once in the truck we waved goodbye with 
many hopes for good luck. 

We bounced our way back to Santa Barbara, returning just before dusk.  I proudly entered our 
Donut Dolly office with the male prize held high.  Miss Keeki was waiting for us.  We locked the two in 
the bakery for their overnight romp.  We headed back to BWQ, changed, and went to the Officer‟s Club.  
Glasses were held high, and toast went around for the success of their romance.  Back at the BWQ, we all 
had the most peaceful night of sleep we had in days. 

In the office, things were not that quiet.  During the cats‟ affair, they knocked the phone off the 
hook.  The telephone operators kept asking for the number they wanted to call.  The operators laughed all 
night listening to the antics of the cats. 

The next morning, on returning to the office, I was shocked to find Keeki had been stood up.  No 
one had thought to warn our bakers of the lockup.  When they opened the office that morning, Mr. Cat 
bolted out the door. 

I was stunned and very upset that I had lost a number one stud that had been entrusted to me.  I 
called Jeff and gave him the money to return to the family for their cat.  I prayed more that the beautiful 
male would remember his way safely over the icy frozen roads to his home.  I didn‟t want the kimchi pot 
to find this wonderful mouser or a child to lose their pet.  
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Keeki calmed down after her visit, while we waited to see if “fait accompli” had taken place.  A 
few weeks passed, and we realized that the one-night stand had been successful.   
            Yet there were more problems.  I hated Camp Santa Barbara.  It was like Sodom and Gomorrah to 
me.  I just couldn‟t stay there.  I had spent a lot of time in Catholic schools, and this place was against a 
lot of my moral principles.  The general kept a girlfriend from the village with him and called our place 
“The Cat House.”  The chaplain was worse than the General: he slept in the village.    

It was hard to get to Seoul for a weekend escape.  The answer was to call the “head honchos of 
the ARC in Seoul.”   

“You have to get me out of here, or else I want to go home.”             
They had many reasons they could send me home.  I could have dated a married man, I could 

have disgraced the Red Cross uniform, but in reality I was being disgraced.  Sins were swirling around me 
on a daily basis.  The answer for me was to say I wanted to go home because of the sin and debauchery.  I 
had finally found the “magic words.”   
            An opening suddenly appeared for me at 7th Division.  Seventh Heaven was the name of the 
BWQ.  No pets were allowed.  What to do with Keeki with all her kittens about to be born?  What to do 
with little sister Bo-Bae?   
            Possessing a sweet disposition, Bo-Bae wasn‟t hard to find a home for.  The general said she 
could stay at the BWQ and become the mascot.  The Mamasans would care for her.  It wasn‟t my worry if 
she needed a boyfriend. 
            Thankfully, I had another friend, 1st Lt. Frank Walters, an MP from Camp Kaiser.  He would keep 
my cat, allow her to give birth in his houch, and I had visitation rights. 
            The birth happened shortly after my transfer.  The babies, unlike their mother, were sweet and 
loving.  Camp Kaiser was a long drive from 7th Division, yet I was able to visit a few times.  I hoped that 
my presence—holding the eggies and providing them with kisses and a warm lap—helped them in their 
future life.  
            I left Korea six weeks after the kittens were born.  I said a prayer that they would contribute to the 
mousers and rat catchers of South Korea. 
 
 
Editor’s Note 
 
1 The essay was originally entitled “A Ko-yang-ee Present for Miss Betty.”  For better readability, we 
have replaced ko-yang-ee with cat (고양이 in Korean) throughout the text.  “Papasan cat,” “mamasan cat,” 
and “eggi cat” mean “daddy cat,” “mommy cat,” and “baby cat,” respectively.   
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Book Review 
 

Ashley Anthony  
 
 

Dean Koontz.  Relentless.  New York: Bantam, 2009.  464 pages, $9.99 
 

As a successful author, Dean Koontz has had many books rank as number-one New York Times 
bestsellers.  Generally in the genre of thriller or horror, Koontz‟s novels cover ideas and themes extending 
beyond those of the “sensational novel,” infusing his Catholic beliefs with his bestselling material to 
create works that make readers consider the world around them.  In his novel Relentless, Dean Koontz 
considers themes reoccurring in his works, including good and evil, life and death, family, culture, and 
science.  

Cubby Boom has had a pretty fantastic life, guided by what he believes is his guardian angel 
named Ralph.  He is married to Penny Boom, an acclaimed children‟s writer, has a son nicknamed Milo, a 
child genius, and owns a dog called Lassie, an intelligent-seeming, actually non-Collie mix rescued from 
the pound by Milo.  As a writer, Cubby has had unprecedented success, as his first book became a major 
bestseller.  Regardless, he has still had his share of positive and negative reviews, but the positive 
generally outweighed the negative, at least until he received a derisive and inaccurate review by a 
particularly important and mysterious critic: Shearman Waxx. Penny tells Cubby to let it go.  Cubby‟s 
publisher, Hud, is excited that Cubby has reached the point where he is actually reviewed by Shearman 
Waxx.  But when Cubby enacts a spy mission at a local restaurant to get a glimpse of the critic, the two 
have a seemingly trivial run-in until Waxx leaves, looks at Cubby, and simply states, “Doom.”  

Cubby is simply embarrassed about the run-in until that same night, when after chasing Waxx out 
of the Boom family home, Cubby finds his family‟s picture in the overheated oven. And after Cubby 
takes a call from a man who was in a similar situation with Waxx, a situation that left his wife and two 
daughters dead, Cubby realizes that Waxx is determined to do more than just scare him. Waxx wants to 
humiliate and destroy Cubby and his family, and as Cubby finds out soon after he and his family become 
fugitives to survive, the mysterious critic is not acting alone and his crimes are not as few as they first 
suspected.  

Koontz instills several trademarks into his novel, including limited cursing, absence of graphic 
sexuality, and humorous writing style.  He also includes an uncannily aware dog and the virtuous woman.  
Lassie, the Boom family‟s dog, seems to be able to understand the needs of the Boom family with a 
consciousness unusual for a dog.  In his other novels that include dogs, they are generally “good,” 
showing up when rescue or comfort is needed.  The virtuous woman is also a reoccurring image in 
Koontz‟s writing, suggesting his appreciation of women, but they are generally not passive or helpless.  
Penny Boom is a resilient woman with clear individuality not based on her husband‟s character.  She kills 
to save her family and is intimidating in general, exuding a strong female presence.  

As a Catholic, Koontz recognizes the contrast between good and evil, revealing in an interview 
why he includes evil in his novels: “Evil walks among us.  We don‟t always see it.  Each of us, in our 
daily lives, encounters evil; we are tempted to evil every day of our lives.  If we don‟t want to read about 
it or think about it, I don‟t think that‟s a truly Christian point of view.  We have to acknowledge it, face it 
and defeat it.  That‟s what each of my books is about.”  In their attempts to resist the evil power of Waxx 
and his posse, the Boom family proves their innate goodness, especially in contrast to the cruelty and evil 
of Waxx.  Although not perfect, the Boom family shows their love and care for each other.  Cubby and 
Penny are willing to do everything in order to save the other and their son, including sacrificing their own 
lives.  Although complex characters, the three are likeable and the apparent personification of good.  
However, Koontz makes it evident that the family is fighting a losing battle: they are outnumbered and 
caught unaware, and do not have adequate or comparable resources.  Regardless, in the battle of good 
against evil, Koontz makes it clear who wins: the good, every time.  
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In Relentless, Koontz contemplates the “method behind the madness,” considering why people 
kill to defend and advance cultural and intellectual movements.  Shearman Waxx is the overseer of such 
an intellectual movement.  He believes that humans are a “disease of the dust” and that life is 
meaningless, and he is willing to sacrifice anyone who promotes a more positive portrayal of human 
nature.  Although Waxx‟s movement seems unstoppable, Koontz provides a symbol of familial love and 
intellectual understanding to oppose Waxx, suggesting that his movement is not as invincible as it may 
seem.  Koontz provides a complex novel depicting a war of good against evil and love against hate, and 
although Koontz recognizes that evil is relentless, he depicts that good is also relentless against evil.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Blooming Lotus” 
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Book Reviews 
 

Jessica L. Kostelic 
 
 

Douglas Wilson.  Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for the Writing Life.  Moscow, ID: Canon Press, 
2011.  120 pages, $11.20 
 
 Many writers feel the need, while suffering from writer‟s block, to read books of writer‟s tips. 
Typically, these books give the readers inspiration or encouragement to continue the task.  Douglas 
Wilson‟s book Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for the Writing Life is not that type of book. What writers will find 
is many tips that have slightly deprecating humorous edges.  Some of the tips are found in other 
collections of writing tips.  There are only so many ways the tip “Try to push through writers block” or 
“Carry a notebook around to write down notes when inspiration hits” can be rewritten.  However, Wilson 
does write these tips with insight into why he recommends them for other writers.  
 Several of Wilson‟s tips can help readers feel more secure in their own writing process, and their 
written work.  Wilson‟s tips vary from the tried and true writing tips, to tips he personally felt helped him 
develop his writing.  One such tip was aimed towards his readers developing themselves as members of 
society and that they learn about everything that they can, so that they can write about what it is like to be 
a human being.  The idea behind this tip is that if his readers only learn and know about one topic, they 
will only be able to write for one audience.  This tip both helps readers who want to have a large audience 
reading their work and those who are learning how to research topics they want to write about. 
 One issue that Wilson does face is a political bias.  Some of the explanations for his tips become 
sidetracked by the author‟s own political preference and views.  While not necessarily negative, it can be 
distracting for the readers, as he appears to be very steadfast in his belief in one political party.  Within his 
tips, he does tell the readers not to avoid removing their own bias from their writing, but within his own 
writing, his belief in leaving his own bias can alienate his readers.  While not offensive, it can make some 
tips within his book somewhat awkward to read, and thus distracting.  

Overall, this book may be just the type of thing that some readers need to get themselves going, 
but it does have some flaws.  If the reader can get over the political nature of some of the tips, it would be 
worth having a copy of on the bookshelf.  For those readers who might not feel as comfortable with the 
political nature of some of the tips, it might be worth reading with an open mind, but borrowed from a 
local library or classmate.  Overall, it is worth reading at least once, just for some of the humor and 
interesting twists on older tips and ideas about the writing process.  
 

 
 
 
Lackey, Mercedes.  The Sleeping Beauty.  Tales of the Five Hundred Kingdoms, Book 5. 
New York: LUNA Books, 2010.  416 pages, $7.19 
 

Children grow up with stories of fantasy and excitement that always end with a happy ending.  As 
they grow up, they are told and shown that this “Happily Ever After” ending does not always exist.  The 
brothers Grimm showed their readers through tales like “How Children Played Slaughtering Together,” 
“The Girl without Hands,” or “The Mouse, the Bird, and the Sausage.”  Lackey, however, does not allow 
her stories to take quite the negative turn that the brothers Grimm produced and instead lets her characters 
develop their own ending with a mixture of positive and negative experiences. 
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In her Five Hundred Kingdoms Series, Lackey allows her audience to experience fairy tales 
again, but she keeps in mind that they are no longer children.  The idea that the prince would choose the 
princess based on their proximity alone is not going to convince her audience, let alone inspire them to 
continue reading.  She includes themes found in modern adult lives.  Single women are typically not 
surrounded by desirable single men, but surrounded by men who might be single, old, married, 
overweight, gay, or far too young for them.  Lackey addresses this within the spectrum of fairy tales, 
discussing how not every prince is just waiting to marry a princess and ride off into the sunset together.  

Lackey also addresses that there are few modern women who are waiting their prince charming to 
come sweep them off their feet, and most are out living their lives.  Her princesses, like Rosa, are learning 
their own survival tactics, so that when they are taken into a new and unexpected world (like Rosa being 
taken in by the dwarves), they can be self-sufficient.  Even Rosa‟s ultimate choice in a mate shows this 
independence, as she chooses the man who helps her assert her own independence and not a man who 
showers her in gifts.  

However, Lackey does not address one core issue with her novels: They leave a lot to be desired 
in respect to the plot.  While enjoyable, her novels can be considered trash fiction.  Her characters make 
decisions that follow a set plot, boy meets girl, they begin to like one another, tragedy strikes, they come 
out together and victorious.  While her novels all share the common element referred to as “The 
Tradition” which guides them towards living in ways that fulfill fairy tales, this “Tradition” is seen in her 
writing as well, which molds her characters to also follow strict life paths.  Her female and male 
characters find love, the kingdom is saved from evil, and the Fairy Godmother can continue to help other 
helpless characters. 
  While Lackey writes a somewhat predictable novel, it is worth picking up if someone has time to 
relaxingly read.  Her novel will not help readers reassess their life goals, inspire them to help the needy, 
or provide insight into life in the modern world, but it will provide them entertainment.  If the reader is 
looking for a novel to provide mental stimulation, it would be best to look elsewhere.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ryan Schuessler, “Day Lily” 
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Book Reviews 
 

John J. Han 
 
 

Kyung-sook Shin.  Please Look After Mom.  Trans. Chi-Young Kim.  New York: Knopf, 
2011.  237 pages, $24.95  
 

Upon publication in 2011, Please Look After Mom became an instant bestselling novel in and 
outside South Korea.  The Korean edition sold more than 1.5 million copies, and the English translation 
has ranked around the 100th on the Amazon.com bestsellers list at its peak.  The worldwide appeal of this 
work likely comes from the author‟s ability to universalize the self-sacrificial love, pain, and sufferings of 
all mothers through Park So-nyo, an illiterate countrywoman in Korea.  Throughout her life, Park stood 
by her unappreciative, wayward husband, worked hard to nourish her family, and raised successful 
children against all odds.   

The mother, at age sixty-nine and suffering from dementia, disappeared at Seoul Station, and will 
never be found, yet her presence is felt on every page of the novel.  Only after her disappearance in Seoul 
does the family begin to truly appreciate her.  The novel consists of four parts and an epilogue.  In the 
first three parts, the unnamed narrator tells the mother‟s story as related to three important family 
members: the eldest son who is a high-ranking businessman, the eldest daughter famed as a novelist, and 
her ineffective husband.  The accusing, rebuking tone of the narrator‟s voice likely represents the voice of 
each family member‟s conscience.  Part four is narrated from the perspective of the mother, who tells her 
life story, which includes a secret about her confidante who supported her whenever she faced difficulties 
in life.  In the epilogue, her novelist daughter visits the Vatican, where she purchases a rosewood rosary 
her mother always wanted to have.  Kneeling before the Pietà, she finds affinity between the pain on the 
Holy Mother‟s face and her own mother‟s.        

The novel portrays in detail how hard the mother‟s life has been and how much she was dedicated 
to the welfare of her family, although everyone took her for granted.  Like most Koreans born in the late 
1930s, she lived in a poor country controlled by colonial Japan and then ravaged by the Korean War.  As 
a teenager, she married her husband for fear of being abducted by North Korean soldiers, who were 
rumored to hide in the mountains during the day and sneak into villages at night, kidnapping unmarried 
women.  She had met her future husband only once before her marriage.  Like most traditional Korean 
marriages, theirs was based on convenience, not on love, and spousal affection was developed after the 
marriage.   

The author realistically describes all the things the mother did for the family and all the pain she 
endured amidst the selfishness and busyness of her family.  It is no wonder the left behind feel guilty 
about their lack of attention to her needs.  Now that she has permanently disappeared (her missing could 
be construed as her symbolic absence in the lives of her husband and her grown-up children), there is no 
way for them to redeem themselves.  As a didactic story, the novel appeals to the reader to “look after 
Mom” before it becomes too late.    

The mother‟s disappearance happens in Seoul at the beginning of the 21st century.  However, the 
novel is mainly set in Chongup, a rural town in southwestern South Korea, and many incidents come from 
the 1960s and 1970s—a difficult time period before the “Miracle on the Han River” elevated the national 
economy to the 15th and the 12th in the world by nominal GDP and by purchasing power parity (PPP), 
respectively.  Poverty was widespread, and eating three times a day was a challenge for many families, 
especially in the countryside.  Therefore, it should be noted that the rural poverty described in the novel is 
not typical of South Korea today.  Nowadays many rural Koreans are affluent enough to travel abroad (at 
least to China, Japan, or Southeast Asia) for sightseeing, and some farmers drive their cars or trucks when 
they go to work.   
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Considering that Korean women have suffered gender discrimination for centuries, mothers of all 
generations deserve recognition and appreciation.  However, since the industrialization of South Korea in 
the late 20th century, society has changed dramatically.  Traditional values do not hold society together: 
respect for the elderly has largely disappeared, parents tend to fend for their own happiness, and many 
married siblings become estranged from each other over money or over who should take care of their 
aging parents.  Although women deserve respect, an increasing number of husbands also suffer from 
verbal and physical abuses from their wives.  It is not difficult to encounter newspaper headlines such as 
“Hidden grievances: number of battered husbands has doubled from two years ago” (Munwha Ilbo, 
7/25/12; my translation).  It is high time someone wrote a novel about the pain and sufferings of Korean 
husbands living in the 21st century, and the novel should be entitled Please Look After Dad.              
 

 
 
 
John Grisham.  The Confession: A Novel.  2010.  Dell Mass Market Ed.  New York: Dell, 
2011.  528 pages, $9.99  
  

The Confession is a typical John Grisham story—a story that contains many twists and turns and 
ends with a big surprise, which leaves readers speechless.  As the novel opens, a shabbily dressed man 
named Travis Boyette visits St. Mark‟s Lutheran Church in Topeka, Kansas, and insists on seeing the 
pastor, the Reverend Keith Schroeder.  In his talk with the pastor, Travis introduces himself as a career 
criminal that has spent most of his 44-year life in prison.  He also says that he is a terminal brain cancer 
patient with only a few months to live and that he raped and killed Nikki Yarber, a high school 
cheerleader, in Slone, Texas, a decade ago.     

The detectives, prosecutors, and all-white jury in Texas wrongly identified a black football player 
at Nikki‟s school, Donté Drumm, as her killer.  Donté has been on death row for nine years; all the legal 
efforts to exonerate him have failed, and he has only four days to live.  The main suspense of the novel 
lies in whether Donté will be successfully acquitted or not.  After many legal battles, a stay of execution 
is denied because it was filed seven minutes after the deadline.  The state of Texas executes him by lethal 
injection, and Donté meets his death with stoic resignation.  It does not take long before the truth surfaces, 
and those who wrongfully criminalized Donté suffer disgrace.  Unfortunately, Donté‟s name is cleared 
only after execution.    

As a legal thriller, The Confession is a general success.  The story is packed with moments of 
suspense—some convincing, others unconvincing.  The author‟s ability to leave Donté‟s life hanging in 
the balance almost throughout the novel is remarkable.  The biggest surprise—a disappointing surprise—
takes place when Travis turns out to have faked his cancer.  As a fictional technique, it can catch readers 
by surprise.  On the other hand, it can make readers feel that they have been tricked by a career criminal‟s 
prank.  Until the very end of the story, Travis appears to be a repentant criminal who, in his final days of 
life, does something good for society.  After wavering a few times, he agrees to go to Texas to reveal 
himself as Nikki‟s true killer.  That is supposedly why he sought an interview with the minister in the first 
place.   

The problem is that if Travis truly wanted to save Donté‟s life, he could have acted more 
quickly—at least a few hours earlier.  On the way to Texas, he does not cooperate—and the author seems 
to make him not cooperate—with the pastor, who transports him.  Also, by traveling to Texas, Travis 
must have given up any hope for freedom.  However, he manages to escape; more accurately, Grisham 
allows him to escape.  The author did not have to end the story on a didactic note by presenting Travis as 
a repentant criminal.  Yet, the fact that Travis faked his illness throughout the novel and that he tries to 
abduct another woman makes his characterization implausible. 
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As the story progresses, it becomes clear that The Confession is a thesis novel—a novel 
promoting and defending a thesis—on the death penalty, an issue that has been controversial in the United 
States for decades.  Most educated people know the pros and cons of the controversy, and Americans are 
divided along ideological, and mostly, racial lines.  It is not an issue that allows overgeneralization or can 
be solved easily.  Certainly, an increasing number of states are abolishing capital punishment.  Maryland 
is the latest state that has abolished capital punishment, but the states practicing capital punishment still 
outnumber the states that do not.  According to the website of the Death Penalty Information Center 
(3/16/13), thirty-three states still maintain the death penalty; they include all the states in the South and in 
the Great Plains.   

Grisham seems to present the death penalty as a black-and-white issue, disregarding its moral 
complexities.  One of the rules of argument is to avoid overgeneralization based on an isolated case.  
Donté is a victim, a man who represents those who have been executed for the crimes they did not 
commit, who deserves sympathy.  However, the novel launches a continuous tirade against capital 
punishment while largely disregarding the other side‟s arguments.  As a thesis novel, The Confession is a 
failure, not because it fails to defend the author‟s position but because it disregards the opposite view of 
the issue.  

Further undercutting the novel‟s credibility is one-sided characterization. (The main characters in 
his novels tend to be either totally good or totally evil.)  Donté, his family, and his supporters are 
portrayed glowingly: Donté dies a martyr‟s death, his family maintains dignity, and his lawyers heroically 
fight an evil system against all odds.  There is not much positive in the characters on the other side.  For 
example, Reeva, Nikki‟s mother, is portrayed as a hypocritical, self-righteous drama queen who puts her 
daughter on a pedestal.  The author shows little sympathy toward the woman who has lost her beloved 
daughter nine years ago.  The detectives and prosecutors pointed to Donté as the killer, and multiple 
jurors have convicted Donté as the killer.  Admittedly, his jury was all white, and he did not have fair 
trials.  On the part of Reeve, however, she had no reason not to believe Donté was the killer.  She was not 
an investigator or served on the jury; she gave the Texas criminal justice system the benefit of the doubt. 

Grisham is a gifted storyteller, and as a committed Baptist layman, he embodies his Christian 
morals—such as helping the needy, feeding the hungry, defending the defenseless, and exposing social 
injustice—in his fiction.  His stories are fast-paced, clean, and inspiring.  The downside is that they 
sometimes become too preachy and tend to preach to the choir, almost insulting the reader‟s intelligence.  
The Confession is one of those novels in which the author‟s moral message becomes so overwhelming 
that readers can lose patience.  It is an interesting read but not one of his best novels.  Considering 
Grisham‟s apparently strong position on capital punishment, part of The Confession could have been 
turned into nonfiction in which the author openly argues his points.    
 

 
 
 
Natsume Sōseki.  Kokoro.  Trans. Meredith McKinney.  New York: Penguin, 2010.  256 
pages, $15.00 
  

Soseki‟s classical Japanese novel Kokoro (こころ, The Heart), first serialized in the Asahi 
Shimbun newspaper in 1914, was initially translated into English by Edwin McClellan in 1957 (Regnery 
Publishing); McClellan‟s translation is available online at http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/ns/soseki.html 
and was reprinted by CreateSpace in 2010.  The Penguin edition is a new translation of Soseki‟s novel, 
which testifies to Kokoro‟s enduring popularity in the English-speaking world.  The Australian translator 
Meredith McKinney, who holds a Ph.D. in medieval Japanese literature from the Australian National 
University, taught in Japan for twenty years and has translated several other Japanese texts.  

http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/ns/soseki.html
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In translating the novel, McKinney uses mostly different words, but his diction is substantially 
similar to McClellan‟s.  For example, the first three sentences in McClellan‟s translation (“I always called 
him „Sensei.‟  I shall therefore refer to him simply as „Sensei,‟ and not by his real name.  It is not because 
I consider it more discreet, but it is because I find it more natural that I do so.”) are rendered  in 
McKinney‟s version as “I always called him Sensei, and so I shall do in these pages, rather than reveal his 
name.  It is not that I wish to shield him from public scrutiny—simply that it feels more natural” (3).  For 
lay readers, these two translations are minimally different.  

Kokoro is a typical Japanese work in that it moves slowly and not much takes place.  Similar to 
many other Japanese novels (Yasunari Kawabata‟s Snow Country and Yukio Mishima‟s The Temple of 
the Golden Pavilion come to mind), it is filled with sadness and sorrow.  In its pensive, contemplative 
atmosphere, it is contrasted with action-oriented, adventurous Western fiction, such as Gulliver’s 
Travels, Robinson Crusoe, Candide, Moby-Dick, Dracula, and The Old Man and the Sea.  Soseki‟s main 
character, Sensei, suffers lifelong guilt toward K—his roommate, dear friend, and romantic rival—who 
commits suicide when Sensei announces that he has obtained permission to marry Ojosan, the woman 
both men love.  A depressed man preoccupied with death and dying, Sensei also kills himself although he 
is not entirely responsible for K‟s suicide.   

By falling in love with the woman Sensei loves, K may not win the applause from readers at first.  
However, near the end of the novel, he powerfully elicits sympathy.  Both men are drawn to the same 
woman as if by destiny, their friendship turns sour, and they end their pain of love through suicide.  
Ironically, Ojosan does not know why the two men died in succession and what they really felt about her.  
In his suicide note, K does not mention Ojosan to prevent Sensei from being implicated.  Sensei, who 
eventually marries Ojosan, does not tell her why K committed suicide and why he himself follows suit: 
because he loves her dearly, he does not want to soil her purity and innocence.    

In addition to being a mystery love story, Kokoro concerns Japan‟s cultural environment in the 
1910s, when Japan completed its Westernization process yet still retained some of its traditional 
values.  People drink tea and beer, play the go game and chess, and eat steamed rice and ice cream.  In his 
behavioral pattern, Sensei is both feudal and modern as well.  Upon Emperor Meiji‟s death in 1912, 
General Nogi Maresuke commits ritual suicide (junshi), which is followed by Sensei‟s suicide.  At the 
same time, Sensei represents the lonely modern man.  At the beginning of the novel, he comes across as 
aloof and mysterious: “Sensei‟s demeanor was rather forbidding.  He would arrive [at the beach] at the 
same time each day, with an unapproachable air, and depart just as punctually and aloofly.  He seemed 
quite indifferent to the noisy throng that surrounded him. […] Sensei was always alone” (7).  Sensei also 
tells the narrator about how loneliness is part of modernity: “We who are born into this age of freedom 
and independence and the self must undergo this loneliness.  It‟s the price we pay for these times of ours” 
(30).  Sensei is a man caught between the pre-modern and modern ethos, both culturally and personally, 
and readers can understand his course of action only at the novel‟s end.  Kokoro may depress some 
readers but can be an intriguing window into modern Japanese culture.  
 

 
 
 
Leslie Pockell, ed.  The 100 Best Poems of All Time.  Special sales ed.  New York: Grand 
Central Publishing, 2005.  189 pages, $4.99 
  

Anyone who wants an inexpensive anthology of great world poetry will find this small book 
rewarding.  This volume showcases a variety of poetic types—epic, ballad, haiku, hymn, love lyric, verse 
narrative, nonsense poetry, free verse, and philosophical poetry, among many others.  It also illustrates 
some universal themes of poetry: carpe diem, love, faith, death and dying, the beauty and wonders of 
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nature, patriotism, and many others.  The editor provides a brief note to each poem, which helps readers 
understand its context.   

Browsing the selections will reveal the general development of poetry since the ancient times.  
Admittedly, poetry will always be poetry no matter in what time period it is written; all poems include 
some common themes and concerns.  Compared with their premodern counterparts, however, twentieth-
century poems tend to be self-revelatory, defiant, and assertive.  Confessional poems by Anne Sexton and 
Sylvia Plath (“Wanting to Die” and “Daddy,” respectively) reveal the authors‟ innermost thoughts, Maya 
Angelou‟s “Still I Rise” reflects the poet‟s pride in her womanhood and race, and Dylan Thomas‟s 
villanelle “Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night” encourages the poet‟s aging father to fight death to 
the end.  Modern poetry also tends to be primarily free verse.  Instead of following rules for composition, 
modern poets write in open form.  In a way, their practice is a declaration of independence from the 
traditional rules which premodern poets had no choice but to respect.  Free verse is different from prose in 
its use of musicality and poetic language, but it also frees the poet from many stifling rules.        

Although a clever attention-getter, the title The 100 Best Poems of All Time sounds hyperbolic; it 
is virtually impossible to maintain objectivity in selecting 100 “best” poems in human history.  Pockell‟s 
selections heavily come from Western Europe and the United States; one can find only several token 
figures from the non-Western world—three Chinese, two Japanese, one Persian, one Indian, and one 
Chilean.  A poems elected for this volume is “This Land Is Your Land” by Woody Guthrie.  This 
folksong is immensely popular (and inspiring), yet one wonders if it can be called one of the 100 best 
poems in human history.  Interestingly, there is no poem from Africa, which boasts of world-class poets, 
such as Léopold Sédor Senghor (1906-2001, Senegal), Wole Soyinka (b. 1934, Nigeria), and Ama Ata 
Aidoo (b.1940, Ghana).   

In the introduction to the volume, the editor acknowledges that “naming anthologies 
appropriately is not easy” (xi), adding that his main purpose was “to provide a small, easily portable 
volume that would contain the essential works that most readers would expect to find in a book of the best 
poems, along with some less familiar but equally gratifying selections” (xi).  Unfortunately, the criterion 
suggested here begs the question: Is it possible to select “the best poems” without bias?  How is Rumi—
the Sufi poet of love—less important than, say, Robert Louis Stevenson as a poet?  This is not a matter of 
political correctness; this is a matter of fairness hard to maintain in an anthology that includes only 100 
poems.  A poem meaningful in one culture may not be so in another culture.    

Other than this inevitable, unavoidable limitation, this anthology is a good primer for those who 
wish to know more about poetry.  While garnering admiration from academics and other intellectuals, 
some modern poets alienated many readers with their impenetrable, obscure poems. (Pedantic obscurity 
still pervades some highbrow poetry journals.)  Pockell‟s small volume will help reassure that there are 
many excellent but approachable poems that can be read for instruction, inspiration, and entertainment. 
 

 
 
 
Nicholas Sparks.  The Choice.  2007.  NY: Laurel-Leaf, 2009.  192 pages, $6.99    
 

The Choice is a classic Sparks romance story—a sentimental, somewhat unrealistic page-turner 
free of gratuitous sex and violence.  Like many other novels by Sparks, it is set on North Carolina‟s 
coastline which the author obviously loves.  As the story opens, we encounter two main characters: 
Gabby Holland, a physician assistant in her late twenties, and Travis Parker, a veterinarian in his early 
thirties.  Next-door neighbors, they are attractive and successful in their professions.  Gabby has a 
boyfriend, Kevin, who keeps delaying his marriage proposal to her, and Travis has no girlfriend at this 
point.  Those who have read Sparks‟ romance novels know how his story generally goes: a chance 
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encounter of a man and a woman, their gradual attraction toward each other, some ups and downs in their 
relationship, and the final outcome, which is usually happy or, at least, uplifting.  After reading the first 
few chapters of The Choice, readers can predict that Gabby and Travis will fall in love—and they do.   

In the first two-thirds of the novel, Gabby and Travis flirt, fall in love, and then marry.  Not much 
tension exists, so Sparks fills the space with many details not directly related to the main plot—Southern 
womanhood, the beauty of North Carolina, family values, human sexuality, sexual harassment at work, 
parasailing, veterinary knowledge, traveling overseas, the psychology of man and woman in love, etc.  
Clichés and aphorisms abound: “Life [is] unpredictable,” “Parents might believe themselves to be the 
bosses, but in the end it [is] the kids who [make] the rules,” “The more you play with [the] kids, the more 
they love you,” and “Love is a wonderful thing.  It makes life worthwhile.  I love being in love” (13, 14, 
104, 133, 154).  Clearly, these comments on life and society reflect Sparks‟ own view.  Although they are 
not always fresh, they offer something for readers to ponder. 

The story becomes more interesting in Part Two, the final one-third of the novel.  After being 
happily married with two daughters (six and eight) for eleven years, Travis drives speedily on a rainy day, 
causing an accident.  Travis is slightly injured, but Gabby‟s injury is so serious that she stays in a coma 
for seven months.  In his persistent belief that his beloved wife will regain consciousness, he refuses to 
take her to a nursing home.  His faith pays off: One day, she miraculously wakes up, and the couple 
regains their conjugal happiness.  The moment of their reunion is portrayed in typical Sparks style.  As 
expected, many tears are shed:  

 
  He sat on the bed beside her. 

“Where were you?” she asked, the words slurry but nonetheless full of love, 
unmistakably full of life.  Awake.  “I didn‟t know where you were.” 

“I‟m here now,” Travis said, and at that he broke down, his sobs coming out in 
heaving bursts.  He leaned toward Gabby, aching for her to hold him, and when he felt 
her hand on his back, he began to cry even harder.  He wasn‟t dreaming.  Gabby was 
holding him; she knew who he was and how much she meant to him.  It‟s real, was all he 
could think, this time, it‟s real…. (313)   

 
Thus, the Snow White figure wakes up from angelic sleep, her faithful knight is overjoyed, and the couple 
will live happily ever after.   

The title of the novel alludes to many choices Gabby and Travis must make, most importantly, 
Gabby‟s choice between Kevin and Travis and Travis‟s decision not to honor Gabby‟s living will that 
dictates that, in case she falls into a persistent vegetative state, the feeding tube must be pulled.  Gabby 
loves Kevin, but from the beginning it is clear that they are not meant for each other.  Kevin is a wooden 
character who plays the role of Travis‟s romantic rival doomed to lose his girlfriend.     

The Choice is a romanticized story that offers little substance or insight.  On the other hand, many 
details in the story make it interesting to read.  Returning from a long-term coma is rare, yet it can 
happen.  It is a good story to read on the beach or on an airplane for those who believe in love as destiny.    
 

 
 
 
Mian Mian.  Candy.  Trans. Andrea Lingenfelter.  Boston: Little, Brown, 2003.  304 pages, 
$13.95 
 

As the world‟s second largest economy, China is changing rapidly in many areas, including 
literature.  The novels published in China today are a far cry from the ideologically oriented ones such as 
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The Hurricane (by Zhou Libo, 1908-79) and The Sun Shines over the Sanggan River (by Ding Ling, 
1904-86), both of which advocate Communist land reforms.  Although Socialist realism is alive and well 
(politically, China is still a Communist country), its heyday clearly has passed.  Influenced by Western 
ideals of personal freedom and civil liberty, many contemporary Chinese writers pursue their 
individualistic visions of life.  Mian Mian‟s avant-garde novel Candy exemplifies the sweeping changes 
that have taken place in China since Mao Zedong‟s death in 1978.   

This semi-autobiographical novel is set in “the South,” which represents Shenzhen, located 
approximately 11 miles northwest of Hong Kong, and Shanghai.  Shenzhen is a boomtown built in 1979 
as one of the five Special Economic Zones to experiment with capitalism in China.  The largest and most 
cosmopolitan city in China, Shanghai has been the country‟s economic and cultural center for more than a 
century.  Born in 1962, the author lived in Shenzhen, a place of both hope and despair, in the early and 
mid-1990s and currently lives in Shanghai.  Candy records a young woman‟s life and her observations of 
youth culture in both places.     

In her note to the novel, Mian Mian states that her book “represents some of the tears I couldn‟t 
cry, some of the terror behind my smiling eyes.  This book exists because one morning as the sun was 
coming up I told myself that I had to swallow up all of the fear and garbage around me, and once it was 
inside me I had to transform it all into candy.”  Eventually, like the author herself, the main character 
pulls her life together through writing: “I‟ve been defeated, so writing is all I have” (270).  Thus, Candy  
(糖, which can also be translated as “Sweets” or “Sugar”) is a female Bildungsroman set in post-Mao 
China, and writing as a therapy looms as a prominent theme.       

The novel‟s main plot is simple: The narrator Hong, a Shanghai-born woman in her twenties, tells 
of her turbulent life in the 1990s.  She first appears as a 22-year-old woman with no purpose in life; by the 
novel‟s end, she is 29 and reaches equilibrium for the first time in her life.  The center of her life is 
Saining, a rock artist with whom she maintains a rocky relationship.  Hopelessly in love with him, she 
lives on the money he receives from his divorced mother in Japan. (Mian Mian‟s parents divorced as 
well.)  Together, they live like American hippies in the 1960s, pursuing personal freedom and meaning in 
life.  Unhinged from traditional values (those of both Confucianism and Communism), they drift along 
with the current of urban life, a life marked by rock music, free sex, drugs, gang violence, gambling, 
suicide, theft, and prostitution.  More importantly, Hong and Saining suffer from existential ennui, 
depression, and despair—the kind of things Chinese people under Communism could not afford to 
imagine having.  While Candy is not a didactic novel, it proves that a spiritual void among humans cannot 
be cured by prosperity or unbridled freedom.    
 The first half of the novel can be exhausting to read.  The many pages devoted to the hopeless 
wanderings of the narrator and other characters are sometimes unbearable.  On the other hand, the novel 
can be eye-opening to those who wish to know what is really happening in contemporary China, 
especially the lifestyles and values of youngsters who did not experience poverty or political oppression 
in the Mao era.  Some Western readers may be surprised to learn that contemporary Chinese learn violin 
and guitar, love Western pop musicians, discuss Mozart and Chopin, and drink coffee.  In fact, the novel 
itself shows the heavy influence of Western fiction in its techniques, especially in its use of stream of 
consciousness and multiple points of view, which can sometimes confuse the reader.  Overall, Candy is a 
depressing but good read.  At least, we see the two main characters gain some degree of maturity by the 
end of the story.    
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_________________________________________On Writing 
Creatively  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A writer is someone for whom writing is more difficult than it is for other people. 
—Thomas Mann 
 
If you don‟t have time to read, you don‟t have the time (or the tools) to write.  Simple as that. 
—Stephen King 
 
You can make anything by writing. 
—C.S. Lewis 
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So You Want to Be a Poet: Poetry 101, the Views of a Poet 
and Editor from Both Sides Now 

 
 

John Lambremont, Sr. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
     I am not a professional poet, nor am I a teacher of English or Creative Writing; rather, I am a 
lawyer and former English major who chose law school over an MFA in poetry writing. I am also a poet 
who returned to writing after a thirty-year hiatus, who has over the last four years gotten poems published 
extensively at home and abroad, and who has been nominated for The Pushcart Prize.  I am additionally 
the founder and editor of Big River Poetry Review, an on-line and print poetry journal in Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana (see bigriverpoetry.com).  The goal of this paper is to provide guidance to new and aspiring 
poets in writing poems and getting them published, and I share with the reader my insights into these 
areas from my perspectives both as a poet and as an editor of fine poetry. 
 
 
What do I write about? 
    

One of the earliest adages given to me by my college writing professors was, “Write what you 
know. Write what you see.”  This advice has stuck with me, and is paramount in all forms of creative 
writing.  What can we be more passionate about than that which is familiar to us and which we care 
about?  Examples of what we know include our lives, our pasts, our experiences, our professions, our 
environs and natural surroundings, our likes and dislikes, our hopes, our goals, our families and friends, 
our loves and passions, our feelings.  To be a good writer, you need to be convincing, not just 
conversational.  When you write about something you know well and have strong feelings about, your 
knowledge and fervor will lend strength and genuineness to your voice, elevating your poem. 
    Open wide your eyes.  Poetry is all around you, still and in motion.  What will you see every day 
is beauty and ugliness, kindness and meanness, saints and sinners, social injustice and poetic justice, life‟s 
little ironies and epiphanies.  A poet is a reporter of what he sees, feels, and thinks, and an imparter of 
what thought, wisdom, or emotion can be gleaned from his poems.  Vignettes of everyday I have turned 
repeatedly into poems.  The girl sitting at the red light sobs uncontrollably behind the wheel of her old, 
beat-up car.  The cop and the arrestee in handcuffs share a joke just before the ride downtown to the 
station.  Fifty sea gulls give me the stare-down because I had the temerity to walk on their section of 
beach.  Watch for what poets call “haiku” moments, and make a mental or written note about that 
interesting, unusual, strange, or disturbing thing you saw today, then think about how you would write a 
poem about it, using your imagination to fill in the details.  Many poems, like most haiku, derive directly 
from nature, and almost every haiku I write documents my observance of nature in a passing glance. 
    Other good sources of poems are history, world culture, and popular culture.  I once wrote an 
entire series of rhyming and metered acrostic poems as tributes to jazz and rock musicians I‟d long 
admired, forming their names out of the first letters of each line.  Some poems about culture are about 
particular pieces of art or music.  These are called ekphrastic poems.  Again, it comes down to what 
inspires you. Whether it‟s Joan of Arc or Joan Armatrading, write about something you feel deeply about. 
    If you want to write about something that is not familiar to you, research it thoroughly before you 
write. The Internet in general and Wikipedia in particular are good resources in this regard.  Nothing can 
ruin a poem faster than glaring inaccuracies in locale, custom, or dialect.  For example, few outside 
Louisiana know or realize that most natives of New Orleans do not have a typical Southern accent.  The 
New Orleans local‟s accent is flat and staccato, and similar to that of a native of Brooklyn or Boston. 
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Thus, to an old-time New Orleanian, his hometown is “Noo Wallins,” not “New Orleens.”  By thoroughly 
researching your subject, you can bring genuineness to topics that interest you, but which you don‟t know 
much about.  Also, if you are fortunate enough to be able to travel, do so.  New locales and climates, and 
new experiences enjoyed there, are great sources for poems.  I never travel anywhere without finding a 
poem or two, often more, in what I saw or did on the trip. 
    Finally, pay close attention to your dreams.  You are asleep for one-third of your life, and in sleep 
your subconscious, the unknown side of your personality, emerges in the form of dreams, some of which 
are fantastic, epic, harrowing, or grotesque.  Your dreams are a part of you that seeps out while you sleep, 
and are a fertile source for poems.  I have written innumerable poems derived or taken verbatim from my 
dreams; in fact, the poem for which I received a Pushcart Prize nomination was comprised almost 
completely of my short dream fragments recorded in chronological order, then sectionalized and edited.  
Keep a notepad next to your bed, and when you wake up from that special dream, make a few notes about 
the dream, or get up and start writing.  Don‟t chance memory in this regard; the dream will usually not be 
remembered in the morning when you wake up. 
 
 
How should I write my poems? 
 
     I recommend strongly that regardless of what you consider your natural or preferred writing style, 
you try to write all kinds of poems, free verse, rhyming and metered, prose poems, and poems in various 
forms.  Rhyming and metered poems and formal poetry have rules which force you to become more 
disciplined in your writing.  Try writing poems in different forms such as sonnets, sestinas, villanelles, 
pantoums, rhyme royals, triolets, and fibonacci.  Experiment with Asian forms such as Japanese haiku, 
haibun, and tanka, or Vietnamese luc bat.  You may find a form that you really enjoy.  Write short poems. 
Write long poems.  Try physical poetry, where the words form a picture. Try writing something 
experimental, avant garde, or of mixed genres.  Try an acrostic poem, where certain letters in the poem 
line up to create a message.  I personally enjoy writing acrostics, and I have written over one hundred of 
them, with the messages formed by the first letter of each line.  I took them up to improve in writing 
poems with rhyme and meter.  Two of them appear in this volume. 
    Even after you have found the forms and styles of poems that you like best to write, continue to 
be open to writing your poems in different ways.  Sometimes, I‟ll envision a poem in free verse, but when 
I start writing it, it seems to lend itself better to rhyme and meter.  Other times, I‟ll start on a poem only to 
realize that it is better as a song lyric.  Don‟t be rigid in your approach to your writing, and if you find 
yourself veering off-course, go with the flow, and see where it leads you. 
    As part of the writing process, you should read lots and lots of poetry.  I recommend reading at 
least five times as many poems as you write, if not more.  Reading the works of great and varied poets 
gives you an idea of what good poetry is about and how it works, so read, read! Read the classics.  Read 
Shakespeare‟s sonnets.  Read Whitman, Longfellow, Dickinson, Pound, Frost, Ginsburg, Roethke, Robert 
Bly, Sylvia Plath, Leroi Jones, Billy Collins.  Two of my favorite contemporary poets are Martin Willitts, 
Jr. and William Doreski, and I‟ve been fortunate enough to publish poems from both of them.  Many 
online journals, mine included, allow you to read scores of compiled or archived poems, and most 
websites for print journals provide sample poems for your review.  Subscribe to one or two print poetry 
periodicals; The Southern Review, Poetry, Rattle, and Tin House are among the best.  So read as you 
write, and then read some more! 
    You will soon find that a poem should be more than formal writing in verse.  A good poem tells a 
story or relates an emotion or experience in expressive words and in a way that moves the reader.  A good 
poem will sing, skip, dance, roar, or rage, and will make the reader laugh, cry, think, be angered, or be 
inspired.  A good poem evokes feeling in the reader, and employs riveting language which compels future 
readings. 
    Thus, be very careful and attentive in your choice of words and phrases, and avoid the obvious 
and the cliché.  A dictionary and a thesaurus should be your constant companions, to ensure accuracy and 
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to find synonyms for words that are too ordinary or patent.  Regardless of the level of poesy you employ 
in a poem, use simile, metaphor, imagery, irony, personification, and comparison and contrast in your 
poems to make your depictions interesting, and employ alliteration, syncopation, internal rhyme, and 
external references to help make the poem flow and aid the cognitive process. 
   

 Here are a few things to think about when writing poems: 
 

a. Humanize your poems.  
 
    We have all been inspired by beautiful landscapes or lovely scenes from nature, but just as a 
photo of a nature scene is more interesting when there is a human subject in it, a poem about nature is 
more interesting when it bears a relation to humanity.  There are hundreds of poems written about 
mountain waterfalls and snowy peaks.  No matter how beautifully they may be written, most of them are 
rote and ineffectual.  How about if there is a broken-hearted boy at the top of the waterfall contemplating 
making the leap?  What if there is a desperate she-bear and her two hungry cubs plodding across the 
snows of the mountain-side?  Instead of merely painting a pretty postcard, try appealing to the 
imagination of the reader in writing that nature vignette poem.  Separate your poem from the run-of-the-
mill nature poem by adding subjects to the poem, or by personifying elements of nature.  Remember, it is 
the perspective of the sleepy village below that makes Van Gogh‟s “Starry Night” so captivating. The 
swirling celestial bodies above are simply not enough by themselves. 
 
b. Make the familiar seem strange and the strange seem familiar. 
    

This technique is another way of piquing the interest of the reader.  When a poem approaches a 
familiar subject in an unfamiliar or atypical way, it distinguishes the poem, and the reader will perk up 
and pay attention.  Likewise, when a poem makes a strange subject seem familiar, the reader can be 
drawn to a subject that might not interest him ordinarily, and he will read the poem instead of skipping 
over it 
    My poem “Useless Fruit,” published in this volume, is an example of making the familiar seem 
strange.  The primary subject of the poem is an ordinary lime-quat tree, pretty, but not particularly 
interesting.  By personifying the tree into a grief-stricken mother mourning the waste of her children, a 
model is created to compare to the plights of the humans involved and their implied frustrations with their 
own children.  Note also the use of irony, in that the lime-quats are deemed useless in the title, but the 
narrator still finds use for them in throwing them to keep his arm in shape in the off-season. 
    Another poem of mine, which appeared in last year‟s The Chaffin Journal, is called “The Trick 
To Elevation.”  It is a description of how I (in my recurring dreams) slowly propel myself from the 
ground and then fly unassisted through the air.  The poem is written in simple, straightforward language, 
and reads like a how-to manual.  The purpose is to make the strange, i.e. a flying man, seem familiar and 
poetically plausible to the reader. 
 
c. Don‟t trip over your feet and tongue. 
    

Rhyming poetry fell out of favor in the last fifty years, but fortunately seems to be making a 
comeback.  When writing rhyming and metered poems, pay close attention to the meter, and keep to it 
once you choose it.  Too many metered poems stumble clumsily over meter, or struggle to keep within it.  
A good test is to read your poem aloud.  If portions sound strained or forced, they are.  Find new words 
that will maintain the meter and still impart the message. 
    More liberties can be taken in varying feet to the line and in rhyming.  Sight rhymes and internal 
rhymes can be employed to distinguish or accent the rhyming poem.  Again, if the rhyme sounds strained 
or forced, change it.  
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    Writing a poem that rhymes is easy.  Writing a good rhyming poem is hard, much harder than 
writing in free verse. 
 
d. Choose your words carefully. 
     

The words you choose should vary in accordance with the type of poem you are trying to write 
and the type of mood you are trying to create.  Some poems are better with fancy or uncommon words, 
some are better in everyday language.  I personally disagree with the popular notion that too many 
adjectives and adverbs detract from a poem and are a crutch.  While I don‟t want to consider a string of 
six adjectives while reading about a pine tree, I think adjectives and adverbs, used correctly, supplement 
and add impact to a poem.  Just remember that there should be no hard and fast rules in this regard.  Don‟t 
choose words hastily and sloppily, and try not to repeat a word or words over and over again unless that is 
one of the purposes of the poem.  Again, two words: dictionary and thesaurus. 

 
e. Avoid the ubiquitous “I.” 
   

Too many poems are too self-centered: “This is what I saw, this is how I felt about it, this is what 
I did.”  While there is nothing inherently wrong in writing a poem in the first person singular, the poet 
that writes all his poems that way can become one-sided.  Try writing a first person poem over in third 
person; you thereby allow a stranger to admit that gut-wrenching confession, making it easier for the 
reader to empathize more.  By writing a poem in second person singular, you let the reader to experience 
the events depicted through his or her own eyes, making the poem more personal. 
    Try also writing poems in first person plural.  In so doing, you invite the reader to join the 
narrator as the story unfolds.  An example of this technique is found in my poem “Payton Falls,” 
previously published in Poetry Quarterly.  The poem starts out like this:  
 

Come, come walk alone with me 
          on the trail to Payton Falls. 
          The broad leaves envelope us 
          in a shade to summer swelter, 
          and only birds tweet here.     

 
By including the reader as a participant, you draw his or her attention, and hopefully bring the 

reader into the poem, increasing the reader‟s enjoyment of the experience.  “I felt like I was there!” is 
high praise indeed for any poem. 
 
f. Try to show instead of telling. 
 
    Poetry is not prose or exposition, and it should tell a story by demonstration, not by literal 
reporting.  Compare the following passages: 
    

“The old man was down on his luck and homeless, and living in the park was making him sick.” 
    “His luck run out, and nowhere to go, the old man sat on his park bench, listening to his lungs 
rattle.” 
  
The first passage tells you the old man is homeless, living in the park, and sick, but the second shows you 
this. The reader can surmise the old man is homeless because he has nowhere to go.  The reference to “his 
park bench” shows that the old man has been sleeping on it, and the rattling lungs signify a chest illness.  
As an editor, I read many poems that are based on a good premise, but are simply too literal in expression, 
and my frequent comment is, “Too much tell, not enough show.”  This leads to the last observation of this 
section: 
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g. Be poetic. 
   

By this, I mean to use all the means available to you to elevate your work to the level of poetry, 
which is the highest form of writing.  Use your subject matter, word choice, syntax, and diction to create 
works of art, even if they are not works of beauty, as not all art has to be beautiful to be effective.  When 
you write your poems, urge yourself internally, “Be more poetic, be more poetic,” and when the piece is 
done, review it with an eagle eye, and ask yourself, “How can I make this poem better?  How can I 
elevate it?  How can I make it more poetic?”  Then set out to do these things.  Very few poems are perfect 
on the first writing; almost every poem can and should be improved on by re-writes.  Sometimes the re-
write will show you the first version was better; other times you can gather from varying versions of the 
poem various stanzas. lines, or phrases to compile into the best version of the poem. 
 
 
Be your own editor, and find editors/mentors. 
 
    Every time you pull up a poem, whether to read it or to submit it, you need to go through the 
whole appraisal process mentioned above all over again.  Many poets like to write poems and put them 
away to age for a time, weeks or even months, before extracting the poems to edit them and make 
changes that strengthen the poems.  As you assemble a dossier, go back to earlier poems and read them 
carefully.  Did the poem meet its goal? Will the poem reach out to its intended audience?  How can it be 
made better? 
    Before you start submitting your work to reviews, magazines, and anthologies, you need critical 
feedback on your poems.  What about them do people like? What parts are off-putting?  There are many 
poetry Internet sites where you can post and read poems, and make and receive comments on them.  But 
there are two problems with these sites that need to be pointed out.  First, many of the people that post on 
such sites are not serious about poetry, and in some instances you encounter hacks, wannabes, and/or 
crackpots; thus, their opinions are as valueless as are their “poems.”  Second, once your poem has 
appeared on such a site, it is considered by most publications (ours included) to be previously published 
and therefore not eligible for publication.  Most literary journals do not accept previously published 
pieces, so be careful what you put on the Internet if you have hopes of submitting the work elsewhere 
later. 
    Nonetheless, Internet poetry sites can be useful in helping you cultivate the acquaintances and 
friendships of like-minded poets that share similar interests.  Read the poems posted and look for poets 
whose writing seems similar to the work you are trying to generate, then through comment or discussion, 
try to form a friendship.  If you can by this method put together an e-mail poetry group of several 
members, you can e-mail poems to each other for review and critiquing without sharing them with the 
entire Internet.  Having others read your poems and offer comments, concerns, and advice can be valuable 
in improving your poems, but only if you are open-minded and willing to listen to and consider changes 
when they will make your poem better, as “fresh eyes” will pick up on aspects of a poem that the you may 
miss or take for granted, or that are lacking or missing from your poem. 
 
 
Before submitting your work for publication… 
 
     Before I discuss the actual submission process and the mechanics thereof, a few observations are 
in order.  First, when you‟re ready to submit some of your best poems to reviews and journals for possible 
publication, prepare yourself in advance for lots and lots of rejections.  Every poet gets poems rejected, 
particularly when he or she is still developing. For most poets, rejections out-number acceptances by 
many multiples.  So, unless you are a genius or a phenom, you are going to receive rejections.  Take them 
graciously, and do not allow yourself to become discouraged, as they are an inevitable part of being a 
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writer or poet.  Some editors will suggest changes or request re-writes, and that is good, as it shows that 
your work has gotten an editor‟s attention.  Other editors may tell you which of your poems came closest 
to acceptance and why, and this will guide you in future submissions, so take stock in any personal 
comments by an editor about your work, and try out suggested changes to see what effects they have on 
your poem. 
   Just remember in this regard that that the selection of poems by an editor or editorial board is a 
very subjective process, and that tastes differ.  There is no universal standard by which poems are judged.  
What one editor may find dull another may find delightful, so keep submitting the poem if you believe in 
it; of course, fine-tuning it each time it goes out to try to strengthen it.  I recently had a poem accepted 
that had been rejected no less than ten times, and my Pushcart Prize-nominated poem was rejected five 
times before it was accepted.  It is just a matter of getting the right poem into the hands of the right editor 
at the right time. 
 
 
To whom should I submit? 
 
    Reviews and journals come in all shapes and sizes; some are online only, some are print only, and 
some, like ours, are both.  Some online reviews, like ours, post new material immediately on acceptance; 
others, like the print journals, publish new material only periodically.  Some reviews and journals 
specialize in certain subjects or certain forms or styles of writing; for example, some journals feature only 
poems about fantasy or magic realism, while others may publish only formal poetry or specialty forms 
such as haiku.  You need to research before you submit to try to find journals that are interested in the 
types of poems you are writing. 
    There are several resources available to help your search in this regard. Poet’s Market is a 
paperback book that is published annually and lists potential markets for your work, both for periodicals 
and for poetry chapbooks and full-length volume publishers.  Each potential market is listed in 
alphabetical order in paragraph form, with information provided about the journal, including estimated 
time of response, and descriptions of what the journal is looking for.  Poet’s Market is also valuable in 
showing the industry-standard forms for submitting your poems and cover letters to editors.  Poets & 
Writers Magazine is a bi-monthly that not only features listings of poetry contests and the like, but also 
allows subscribers access to its compilation of reviews and journals that permit unsolicited submissions.  
Professor Louie Crew at Rutgers University has a website which lists alphabetically poetry journals that 
accept submissions electronically. 
    While all of these are valuable resources, the best source of potential publishers, in my opinion, is 
Duotrope, an on-line publishing digest for writers.  The subscription rate is $50 per year, or less than one 
dollar per week, and the service is unsurpassed.  You can search for journals by name or by description, 
and each journal listed has its own page and a link to its website.  By means of an elaborate submission 
reporting system, Duotrope compiles  statistics for each venue, including response times, acceptance-to-
rejection ratios, and what other reviews might be of similar interest to writers.  Duotrope also has a built-
in submissions tracker for your submissions.  So, if you are serious about submitting your work for 
publication, join Duotrope as a subscriber.  Just take it on faith from me—you won‟t regret it. 
    In making your submission choices, you need to be selective and start with reasonable 
expectations.  It is extremely unlikely, for example, that The New Yorker is going to publish work from an 
unknown poet, even if the work is good.  After researching to find potential publishers that might like 
your work, including reading sample poems on their websites, try submitting to some smaller venues that 
have generous acceptance-to-rejection ratios, as you stand a much better chance in getting a poem or two 
accepted that way.  As a poet, you need to build a dossier of published work, and to update it each time 
you receive an acceptance.  While some reviews want blind reading and judging only, most invite a cover 
letter and a brief biological sketch about you and your work.  An editor that sees that you have had work 
published before, and sees where you have been published, will give your work a chance faster than he 
will to the work of a “newbie,” and your previous publications listed may keep your poems out of the 
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dreaded “slush pile” of submissions the editor really doesn‟t want to read but will get around to 
eventually, or will delegate to an assistant. 
    Just remember that even small reviews like ours receive hundreds of submissions per year, while 
the major university reviews receive thousands.  Your mathematical chances of getting work accepted by 
luminaries such as The Kenyon Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, and the like are very small, but will be 
better if you have a substantial publication history supporting your work.  You have to start with the 
smaller journals and try to work your way up to the “big leagues.”  This process may take years, and it 
may never happen at all, for, as you know, there are thousands of fine baseball players out there that never 
make it to the majors. 
    Other ways of getting your work published include submitting poems to anthologies and contests.  
Some poetry journals are theme-based or have theme-based issues, but almost every anthology is based 
on a particular topic of interest.  This narrows the field of competitors, in that if you submit a poem about 
hope to an anthology seeking hopeful poems, your chances of having it accepted are much greater than if 
you submitted the same poem to a review which has no particular theme.  With an anthology submission, 
the editors will compare your poems to others on the same subject, but with most reviews, your poems are 
compared to the entirety of poems submitted during that publishing period. 
    Poetry contests have advantages and disadvantages.  The downside is that they cost money to 
enter, usually anywhere from ten to twenty-five dollars per entry, which is used to fund the prizes; 
moreover, the competing poems, since there are cash awards involved, are generally going to be of a 
higher quality that those submitted to most reviews and anthologies; plus, there are few winners of prizes.  
The upside, however, is that if you can win or place high in a contest, you will get instant credibility as a 
poet as well as a cash prize, and if the contest is for chapbooks or full-length volumes, your book or 
chapbook is going to be published by the sponsoring journal or publishing company in almost every 
instance. 
 
 
How do I submit my poems? 
 
   Some reviews allow only online submissions, some only postal submissions.  Some journals want 
contact information shown on every poem, others want to read blind and so forbid contact information on 
the poems themselves.  The key to submitting poems is to edit your poems thoroughly to make sure they 
are free from misspelled words, faulty punctuation, and typos, and to follow the journal‟s submission 
guidelines to the letter.  Thus, for example, submit only the correct number of poems; use the right 
spacing, font, and letter size; draft your cover letter in compliance with the guidelines; include an SASE 
for reply to mail submissions; and don‟t submit your poems in an e-mail as an attachment if the 
guidelines say to include the poems in the body of the e-mail, or vice versa.  Read the guidelines 
carefully, and follow them strictly when you submit work. Many reviews will discard your submission 
unread if you don‟t follow the guidelines, so if you have questions, e-mail the editors and ask them for 
answers to your questions before submitting.  Many reviews and journals today use a service called 
Submittable as their online submissions manager, and some charge two or three dollars per electronic 
submission to defray their costs.  I have no problem with this, as a regular mail submission will cost that 
much in postage anyway.  Go ahead and register with Submittable before you start submitting, as it‟s free 
to register, will save you time later, and Submittable tracks all of your submissions made through their 
service for your ready reference.  
    Finally, submit copiously and often, but judiciously.  Editors mean it when they say, “Submit 
only your best work.”  Before submitting a poem, read it with a critical eye, and ask yourself, “If I were 
an editor, would I publish this poem?”  If the answer is No, don‟t submit it, or re-work it until the answer 
is Yes.  When you get back rejected poems that you truly believe have merit, find a new potential suitable 
venue, re-edit the poems as needed, and submit them again.  Remember, most poems don‟t get accepted 
on the first submission! 
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Be polite, prompt, and professional.  
    

By polite, I mean in part that you should not only thank publishers for accepting your work, but 
also thank them for considering your work even if it is rejected, although this is not practical when 
dealing with mail submissions.  But if you get an e-mail rejection, a short reply e-mail thanking the editor 
for reading and considering your work is appropriate, and will build future good will. 
    Never whine or complain about being rejected, as it is not a personal slight.  Nor should you in 
the event of rejection denigrate the editor(s), the staff, the review in general, or the poems they have 
previously published, as not only will this not help you, it may get you banned, black-balled, or black-
listed.  Editors are a chummy bunch, and do talk about reprobate submitters. In other words, don‟t be 
“that guy.” 
    Being prompt means notifying journals that take simultaneous submissions immediately if your 
work is accepted elsewhere, and not dawdling for weeks with requested re-writes.  Editors appreciate 
submitters that make their jobs easier and not harder, and who are pleasant and easy to work with, 
particularly when it comes to requested changes to your poem(s).  Remember, it is your job to write, and 
the editor‟s job to edit.  If the editor wants to change your poem to strengthen it or make it more 
compatible with his journal, consider carefully before saying no.  Do you really want to waste a 
publication opportunity because of stubbornness or pride?  If you think your editor is changing the poem 
too much, say so politely.  Most editors will work with you to reach a version of the poem that is 
agreeable to both poet and editor. 
    Another aspect of being professional is to become a part of the poetry community, locally and 
beyond.  Most cities of any size have poetry societies and clubs; find one that suits you, and join and 
participate.  If your home town doesn‟t have a poetry club, consider forming one.  Attend readings.  Give 
readings once your dossier of poems is wide and strong enough.  Create an Internet blog for you as poet 
and for your previously published poems.  Volunteer to assist poetry journals that are short on manpower.  
These activities will place you into contact with poets and editors that can help you develop your craft, 
and will increase your name recognition, which will help you get your work published.  The poetry 
community in general is close-knit, friendly, and extraordinarily helpful.  You will benefit if you join in 
and don‟t try to write and submit in a vacuum. 
 
 
Conclusion: Do it for its own sake. 
 
   Very few poets actually make a living writing poetry, and poetry books generally sell poorly.  
Even professionally trained poets with MFAs and PhDs usually support themselves and their families by 
taking teaching positions in high schools, colleges, and universities.  So, the chances of your making a 
living writing poetry are slim to none.  If you want to make money writing, you‟d do better writing 
romance novels involving vampires and/or zombies. 
    But if you love putting words together for fun and amusement, like to tell stories, feel the urge to 
write things down and share them with others, enjoy recognition but can stand rejection, feel the need to 
record in verse your thoughts, feelings, and ideas, and yearn to be a part of the highest form of written and 
spoken art, then poetry writing and literary publishing can be an enjoyable, rewarding, and worthwhile 
part of your life, whether as a vocation or as an avocation. 
    So, keep writing and keep submitting! 
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Haiku and Me: A Short Essay 
 

Ben Moeller-Gaa 
 
  

I have been writing in some shape or form all my life.  I dictated my first book to my mom when 
I was four years old.  It was a dinosaur book that I got to draw all of the pictures for.  I have written many, 
many short stories, plays, and poems since then, and I received a bachelor‟s degree in English Writing 
from Knox College, focusing on poetry and playwriting.  Post-Knox, I have found some success with 
plays, but all through my life I struggled to find success with poetry.  A big part of the problem was that I 
was having a hard time figuring out just what it was that I wanted to say with verse.  Poetry felt like my 
calling, though, and it gnawed and gnawed at me to try and figure it out.  After many years of creative 
wandering, I finally feel like I have found my voice and a poetic home in haiku.  And while I still have a 
long way to go with the form, I am at a point in my haiku-writing career where I‟ve been asked to write 
an essay on the topic.  And so, here goes... 

The first real haiku that I ever wrote took a few months or a few years to nail down, depending on 
how you look at it.  I arrived at it after getting critiqued by the late, great haiku poet Peggy Wills Lyles, 
an editor at The Heron's Nest haiku journal.  I had submitted work to her after having found the journal 
online.  It was on a list of poetry magazines I found via Google that accepted submissions by email.  I was 
writing free verse at the time and was submitting like crazy without much luck.  Years earlier, though, I‟d 
dabbled in haiku after a college professor, poet Sheryl St. Germain, turned me on to her former professors 
book, poet Robert Hass‟s The Essential Haiku, which is a collection of the great Japanese haiku masters 
Basho, Buson and Issa. I instantly fell in love with that book.  The free verse translations that Hass made 
blew me away with their wit and accessibility. It was like nothing I‟d ever read before and inspired a few 
years worth of haiku attempts. At the time I had no idea where to submit them, so they sat in old 
computer files and hand written journals for years along with a self published chapbook that I peddled at 
open mike nights.  When I stumbled upon The Heron’s Nest, I was thrilled. There was always something 
about haiku that felt right to me, but I just never knew where to go with them.  Now, it seemed, I had 
found a potential outlet.  I quickly dusted off what I thought were my best haiku and sent them to Peggy 
who, quite quickly, responded to my submission and was very curt in letting me know that I lacked a true 
understanding as to what haiku was all about.  What I sent were a collection of short poems that were 
“haiku-like” but not haiku. 

Peggy made it quite clear to me that, if I really wanted to be serious about writing haiku, I had to 
be serious about writing haiku.  She was stern and didn‟t provide me with any real direct feedback at first.  
I had to earn the feedback by proving my interest in the genre.  That may sound sort of harsh, but it 
wasn‟t.  It was truth.  And instead of giving me direct feedback she gave me lists of essays and books to 
read and then told me to try writing and submitting again after digesting what I had read.  It was the sort 
of wakeup call that I needed at a time in my life when I was ready to receive it.  I had other writing 
teachers who preached the same sorts of things in the past, but it just never sunk in that reading a lot, 
writing a lot, rewriting a lot would be essential with writing good poems.  But it was and is, as stated 
earlier, absolutely the truth.  There is no getting around it.  And, at that moment in my life, it finally hit 
home.  I immediately dug into the list and read all the books and essays she gave me, wrote lots of haiku, 
rewrote lots of haiku and, after a few months, I went through three more rounds of submissions to her 
followed by more curt critiques and even more reading suggestions before I was finally able to write my 
first real haiku: 
 
  anniversary 
  an old dress on the line 
  fills with wind 
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 Peggy warmly congratulated me on this piece and it was accepted into The Heron's Nest XII.1 
(2010).  Now that she knew that I was serious about the form, she would go on to mentor me as I 
continued to read, write, and rewrite my way into a haiku addiction that continues to this day.  And like 
any good addiction, it has transformed my life, bringing with it a greater focus on my work as well as a 
deeper appreciation of the world around me, just as Peggy had told me it did for her when she gave 
herself over to haiku many years earlier.  

From all of that work I had come to learn that a true haiku is a short poem that is usually made up 
of two images that are somewhat related which, by themselves, don‟t mean much.  They are joined by a 
third image, or cutting word or line, that mingles with the other two images and gives them a greater 
meaning, making them pop, and giving you that “haiku moment” that this little poetic form is so famous 
for.  Getting this right is a heck of a challenge and one that can take dozens of drafts making the subtlest 
of changes.  It isn‟t just a matter of stuffing some words into a 5-7-5 syllable line format and calling it a 
day.  It is capturing a living moment and giving it that perfect balance of barebones language with just 
enough detail so that anyone reading the piece can instantly recognize the moment and see it as it is and 
as if it is their very own experience.  

In my “anniversary” haiku above, for example, the poem tells you about an “old dress” on a 
clothesline.  Everyone reading that will likely instantly think of a dress.  If asked, they could likely tell 
you what it looks like, what color it is, where the clothesline is located, what time of day it is, what time 
of year, and what the anniversary is.  None of these details are listed in the poem itself, but the haiku is 
built in such a way that the reader fills in those details, using their full life experience to draw from. 

Haiku are usually seen and thought of as poems that relate to nature.  Historically speaking, that 
is true.  They got their start, in fact, by being the beginning stanza to a longer linked form of poem called 
the renga.  The purpose of the first stanza was to establish the renga‟s season.  The use of seasonal words, 
called kigo, were used to help accomplish this.  These are words or phrases or settings that instantly take 
the reader to a specific time of year.  The kigo is something that stuck with the form after its divorce from 
the renga and they continue to be a part of haiku to this day.  And while most haiku do contain some sort 
of kigo, it is not a requirement.  There are many examples of good haiku dating back through the ages that 
do not have a direct seasonal reference.  

In my own haiku writing, I find that I cannot escape the seasons.  In fact, since devoting myself to 
haiku, my writing has become entirely based on the seasons.  I often write while looking out the window 
or on walks or when in the hammock in the back yard or on a blanket in the park.  And when doing so, the 
sights, sounds, and experiences I encounter are present in the environments I am in.  And the time of day, 
the temperature, and the weather factor in heavily into those experiences.  Here are two more examples of 
my work with a seasonal reference and one that does not.  These three haiku also help to illustrate the two 
image/cutting line structure mentioned above.  Again, the cutting line is the word or phrase of the haiku 
that spins the other two images in the poem on their heads, making them pop off the page.  Also, I‟d like 
to point out that the cutting line could come at any point in a haiku.  
 
  a little frog                             (image 1) 
  on our sundial                       (image 2) 
  passing time                        (cutting line) 
 
  “a little frog” appears in Notes from the Gean, 3:2 (2011) 
 
 
  valentine‟s day                        (image 1) 
  the warmth of old love letters (image 2) 
              in the fire          (cutting line) 
 
  "valentines day" appears in Modern Haiku, 44.1(2013) 
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  winter wind                      (image 1) 
  blowing                      (cutting line) 
  on a hot soup spoon  (image 2) 
 
  “winter wind” appears in Multiverses,1.1 (2012) 
 
 If you have noticed, not much has been mentioned about the old 5-7-5 format that everyone was 
taught in grade school.  That format is actually what most people think of first when they think of haiku.  
And people will cram anything and everything into that format and try to pass it off as a haiku.  Hopefully 
it has become apparent by now that there is much more going in a haiku than a format.  Most haiku 
written outside of Japan for the last 30-40 years has been written in or, in Hass‟s case, translated in more 
of a free verse fashion.  The reason being is that linguistically it is impossible to match the metric 
structure of Japanese.  English, for example, cannot do it.  Our syllables are too long.  The same goes for 
Spanish, French, Italian, Russian, Czech, German, and so on.  Since the 5-7-5 structure is impossible to 
replicate outside Japanese, most haiku poets and translators have abandoned this all together.  Anyone 
who is serious about learning to write haiku should start by doing the same.  It‟s not that you can‟t use it, 
but by not using it you will be forced to focus on everything else that makes a haiku a haiku and getting 
those things right instead of the haiku being right because it‟s 5-7-5. 

When thinking about writing haiku, along with the bits above about the two images/cutting word, 
getting the essential language down while still providing just enough detail so the reader can enter and fill 
out the haiku with their own experiences, it is also important to remember that haiku shouldn‟t be 
Japaneesy.  Just because the form began in Japan doesn‟t mean that the poems must be Japanese in flavor. 
If Basho or Buson were alive today, they would certainly write about the modern world around them and 
not look back to the past for things to write about.  Haiku are poems that are alive in the present moment.  
They should, therefore, speak to and of the living the world around you, the real world that you live in.  
Here are ten examples of contemporary haiku that live in today‟s early twenty-first century written by 
many of our best living English language haiku poets: 
 
  morning sneeze 
  the guitar in the corner 
  resonates 
 
   —Dee Evetts ~ Haiku: Poetry Ancient & Modern 
 
  thumbprint left 
  in the candle wax— 
  August heat 
 
   —Jim Kacian ~ Haiku: Poetry Ancient & Modern 
 

framing the space 
  where she once was 
  my mother's ring 
 
   —Don McCleod ~ Haiku: Poetry Ancient & Modern 
 
  a long meeting 
  ice cubes in the jug 
  the first to leave 
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—Matt Morden ~ Haiku: Poetry Ancient & Modern 
 

sunlight 
  bouncing off a rattan chair 
  where dad sat 
 
   —Yinghong Lu ~ World Haiku Review, April 2012 
 
  forecasted storm... 
  the low-battery 
  in my kindle 
 
   —Connie Donleycott ~ The Heron's Nest, XIV:2 (2012) 
 
  evening walk 
  a new shadow 
  at each streetlight 
 
   —Elaine Riddell ~ MU II, 2012 
 
  the flag covered coffin: 
  the shadow of the bugler 
  slips into the grave 
 
   —Nicholas Virgilio ~ The Haiku Anthology 
 
  writing again 
  the tea water 
  boiled dry 
 
   —William J. Higginson ~ The Haiku Anthology 
 
  wedding picture 
  each face finds 
  a different camera 
 
   —Lee Gurga~ The Haiku Anthology 
 
 These haiku are written from the contemporary world.  Take the references to technology, for 
example, that are light years from the days of Issa, such as Connie Donleycott‟s “kindle” poem, Lee 
Gurga‟s “wedding pictures,” and Elaine Riddell‟s “streetlight.”  And yet, while these poems have modern 
traits to them, Issa would still likely recognize them as all of these poems do have a sort of timelessness to 
them as well.  That is another important trait to what makes a good haiku good, and another way that 
these simplistic looking poems are so deceptive.  It is hard to nail these things down and make them work.  
 I must admit that the challenge of this, the working within all these limitations, is a big part of 
what draws me to this form.  I also like how haiku are not so poet-centric, meaning, when Nicholas 
Virgilio writes about the “flag covered coffin,” we don‟t know the whole backstory about Nicholas 
Virgilio‟s life and who in his life is in that coffin to understand what the poem is about.  When Yinghong 
Lu writes about the “rattan chair / where dad sat,” we don‟t get the full portrait of the specific dad and 
their detailed relationship to the poet.  It isn‟t necessary for us to know this to experience the loss of a 
father.  We all have fathers and can all relate to what it is like or would be like should that father not be 
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there.  If the haiku got into specific details about that relationship, it would lose its universal quality and 
would become another type of poetry.  
 From my own haiku writing perspective, once I took myself out of the equation, once I removed 
myself from the center of my own poems, I found clarity in my work.  I didn‟t have to focus so much on 
what I wanted to say as a poet anymore.  The poems aren‟t about me.  They are about experiences, truly 
human experience that are much greater than any single poet.  I challenge anyone to take all of the haiku 
referenced in this piece, put them on a separate piece of paper, strip away the names and journal 
references and read them as a single collection. If someone told you that they were all written by the same 
person, it would be hard to refute this.  To me, that is a beautiful thing, and something that is unique to 
haiku.  
      Should anyone out there be seriously interested in writing haiku, I would strongly urge them to do 
the following things.  Read, read, read.  Then write, write, write.  And then start submitting.  And so what 
should you read?  Here are five good books to get you started.  The first is the first haiku book I‟ve ever 
read.  Peggy suggested the middle three to me and the fifth is one that I found on my own.  I have read 
and reread each of these books many, many times and continue to find new life in each read.  Each book 
also has wonderful introductions that are well worth the read as they will further cement and expand upon 
the few rules and guidelines I‟ve detailed above as well as provide a richer history of the form and its 
place in contemporary literature.  They are: 
 

The Essential Haiku: Versions of Basho, Busson & Issa edited by Robert Hass 
The Haiku Handbook: How to Write, Share, and Teach Haiku by William J. Higginson with Penny  

  Harter 
The Haiku Anthology edited by Cor van den Heuvel 
Haiku Moment: An Anthology of Contemporary North American Haiku edited by Bruce Ross 
Haiku: Poetry Ancient & Modern edited by Jackie Hardy 

 
 I would also check out the following online journals.  They are great places to read what others 
are writing today, but also are good places to start submitting work when the time comes:  
 

The Heron’s Nest (www.theheronsnest.com) 
A Hundred Gourds (http://www.haikuhut.com/ahg/) 
Shamrock (http://shamrockhaiku.webs.com/) 
Simply Haiku (http://simplyhaiku.theartofhaiku.com/) 
World Haiku Review (https://sites.google.com/site/worldhaikureview2/whr/home) 

         
 And I would recommend the following print journals as well: 
 

Acorn (http://acornhaiku.com/) 
Frogpond (www.hsa-haiku.org/frogpond/index.html) 
Modern Haiku (http://www.modernhaiku.org/) 

 

http://www.theheronsnest.com/
http://www.haikuhut.com/ahg/
http://shamrockhaiku.webs.com/
http://simplyhaiku.theartofhaiku.com/
http://www.hsa-haiku.org/frogpond/index.html
http://www.modernhaiku.org/
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Concise and To the Point: Writing Style Matters1 
 

John J. Han 
 

 
In my writing instruction, I emphasize four areas of composition skills: content (purpose, focus, 

and development), organization (coherence and transitions), style (diction and sentence construction), and 
mechanics and grammar.  Among these skills, content and organization are more substance-oriented—
hence, I consider them more important—than style, mechanics, and grammar.   

Of course, none of the four areas is unimportant.  Anyone who wants to write must first master 
English grammar, which is, after all, not that difficult.  Reading an essay that displays little knowledge of 
basic grammar can be a tortuous experience.  As a lifelong editor and long-time professor, I have read 
numerous essays written by both students and scholars who do not seem to know how to construct a 
sentence grammatically.  When I edit, I am willing to fix a small number of grammatical mistakes for the 
contributors.  When I read a student paper, I am willing to overlook a few surface mistakes.  However, if 
the same problem is repeated paragraph after paragraph, page after page, I become depressed.   

Based on my experience, writing style is a problem less severe than grammar.  However, as many 
fellow instructors and editors would agree, style matters a great deal in forming a general impression 
about an essay.  A composition written in crisp, lucid style is pleasant to read, whereas a composition 
written in convoluted style pains the reader.  That is why most writers‟ handbooks dedicate at least a 
chapter or two to these stylistic matters—word choice and sentence construction.   

What are the characteristics of good style?  An essay written in effective style uses exact, 
appropriate words, and its sentences are structured in a succinct, varied, and elegant manner.  It is not 
easy to teach a good writing style.  Students may understand it in their heads, but practicing it is a 
different matter.  It takes a long time—years, sometimes decades—to master the art of effective style. (As 
noted above, many college students struggle with grammar in the first place.)  As we improve our overall 
writing skills, we gradually learn to differentiate between good style and bad style.   

Below are some of the features of good style I have identified through my editorial and teaching 
experience since the early 1980s.  Of course, there are no absolute rules for writing (it is risky to over-
generalize things in fine arts), and professional writers create an effective style in different ways.  
However, it is not impossible to come up with a set of safe, general rules for aspiring writers.  Once they 
gain experience and confidence as writers, they can develop their unique styles that can appeal to 
different types of readers.  

 
 
Six Characteristics of Effective Style 
 

1. Words are simple.   
 

Good prose does not sound pompous, and readers in general do not appreciate pretentious style.  
Cicero (106 BC-43 BC), the Roman author and orator, stated, “When you wish to instruct, be brief; that 
men‟s minds take in quickly what you say, learn its lesson, and retain it faithfully.  Every word that is 
unnecessary only pours over the side of a brimming mind” (“Historical Quotes”).  

When writing an academic paper, some students (and some scholars) tend to become suddenly 
uptight and use ostentatious words and phrases—the kind of expressions they normally do not use.  They 
think that written language should be more pedantic than everyday language.  Of course, academic 
writing does not use the kind of language used in texting or twittering.  However, it does not mean that 
academic writers must use the expressions that sound overly conceited.   
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“Skill” (one syllable) sounds simpler than “proficiency” (four syllables), and “buy” (one syllable) 
sounds simpler than “purchase” (two syllables).  “Due to the fact that” (5 words) can be replaced by 
“because” (one word).  “I am of the opinion that” (6 words) sounds self-important; “I think” (2 words) 
would do just fine.  More examples follow: 

 
Simple   Wordy     
 
use   utilize      
fast   expeditious    
indicates  is indicative of  
reflects  is reflective of 
very  extraordinarily    

 
Most writers‟ handbooks will provide a list of wordy expressions and their simpler versions. 
 

2. Words are concrete.   
 

There are many English words that sound good but unclear.  It is impossible to avoid abstract 
nouns (such as justice and beauty), yet overusing abstract words will prevent the reader from having a 
clear picture of what is being described.  “Teardrops” is more concrete than “sadness,” “smile” is more 
concrete than “happiness,” and “corpse” is more concrete than “death.”  Below are some more examples: 

 
Concrete   Abstract 
 
rose    flower  
pocket knife  weapon 
pick-up truck  vehicle    
 

It is a good practice to combine abstract and concrete words so that readers can clearly conceptualize an 
abstraction.                
 

3. A good sentence includes approximately 17 words.   
 

Of course, it would be silly to count words after completing each sentence to make sure that it has 
17 words.  Some sentences will have more than 17 words, and others will have fewer than 17.  Some 
words may even be very short or very long depending on the stylistic effect the writer has in mind.  
However, it is a good idea for a sentence to have approximately 17 words for maximum 
comprehensibility.  The 17-word rule has been in place for many years.  Here is good advice on the length 
of an ideal sentence:        
 

When you are writing about highly technical subject matter, it is easy to construct long 
sentences that become hard to read.  The military standard for many years has been 17 
words per sentence.  Other standards allow up to 25 words per sentence.  It‟s not that 
sentences can‟t be significantly longer or shorter than these standards—it‟s just that the 
average ought to stay somewhere within the 17- to 25-word range.  However, any 
sentence over 35 or 40 words probably needs to be broken up.  And while an occasional 
short sentence (say, 5 to 10 words) can be very effective, lots of them can cause writing 
to be choppy and hard to follow. (“Online Technical Writing”)  

 
Considering that most academic papers are technical (that is, informative and persuasive) in nature, this 
advice is worth keeping in mind.     
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4. Good prose is neither overly descriptive nor lacking in description.   

 
Many prose writers today have a problem using vivid details that appeal to the five senses (sight, 

hearing, smell, taste, and touch).  In an age when texting is more common than letter writing, some 
students are not patient enough to rack their brains for sensory details.  Concrete nouns, action verbs, 
dialogue, and other devices used for detailed description do not come easy.  Writing is a time-consuming 
endeavor that takes time to create concrete and specific examples.   

On the other hand, some good-intentioned writers overexert themselves by describing something 
in too much detail.  The problem is that over-description can baffle the reader as much as insufficient 
description.  Indeed, plowing through a passage replete with numerous flowery details is an exhausting 
experience.  Below is the first paragraph of Chapter 3 in John Steinbeck‟s novel The Grapes of Wrath.  
An intercalary chapter sandwiched between two narrative chapters, it describes a sun-baked highway in 
which a turtle narrowly escapes death: 
 

The concrete highway was edged with a mat of tangled, broke, dry grass, and the grass 
heads were heavy with oat beards to catch on a dog's coat, and foxtails to tangle in a 
horse‟s fetlocks, and clover burrs to fasten in sheep's wool; sleeping life waiting to be 
spread and dispersed, every seed armed with an appliance of dispersal, twisting darts and 
parachutes for the wind, little spears and balls of tiny thorns, and all waiting for animals 
and for the wind, for a man‟s trouser cuff or the hem of a woman‟s skirt, all passive but 
armed with appliances of activity, still, but each possessed of the anlage of movement. 
(14) 

 
This is an excellent description, but Steinbeck seems to be over-explaining here.  The whole paragraph 
consists of a single sentence of 112 words, thereby using 95 more words than the ideal 17-word limit (see 
#3 above).  Steinbeck spent much time composing so many details, which is admirable, but his flowery 
style can annoy hurried readers.  More importantly, the description does not seem essential to Chapter 3, 
in which Steinbeck uses a land turtle as a controlling image.  The turtle slowly crawling on the highway 
symbolizes both humans‟ vulnerability in hostile environments and their persistence to survive those 
environments.  Similar to the turtle, the migrants to California during the Dust Bowl will face hardships 
but survive them with perseverance.  The chapter consists of four rather long paragraphs, and the turtle 
appears in paragraphs two, three, and four.  If I were Steinbeck, I would remove paragraph one, 
incorporating part of it into the second paragraph for the sake of readability.   
 

5. In a light-hearted essay, simple and compound sentences are more effective than complex 
and compound-complex sentences.   

 
Because of their brevity, simple and compound sentences sound clear and energetic.  Here are the 

last two sentences of Chapter 3 of John Grisham‟s novel The Street Lawyer: “Silence was what I wanted.  
Tomorrow I would talk” (35).  They are crisp and interesting and make readers want to read more.   In the 
same novel, Grisham uses a number of compound sentences.  One of them reads, “She was a sport for the 
first few months, but she grew weary of being neglected” (32).  Another example: “You come face to face 
with death and you need to talk about it” (33).  All of these sentences are so clear that the reader does not 
have to go back to the previous sentence or paragraph to learn what is going on.  Simple and compound 
sentences are good to use, but if overused, they sound choppy and elementary.  Again, this is a matter of 
maintaining balance in sentence construction.    
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6. In a more serious essay, use all four types of sentences: simple, compound, complex, and 
compound-complex.   

 
Complex sentences include such words as “because” and “while.”  Here is an example, again, 

from Grisham‟s The Street Lawyer: “Because we did not practice communication, it did not come easy” 
(35).  Many inexperienced writers would express the same idea by using a compound sentence: “We did 
not practice communication, so it did not come easy.”  The two sentences are identical in meaning, but 
the first one is easier to understand and sounds more mature.  The reason is the word “because” shows the 
relationship (cause/effect) between the two independent clauses early enough.  A compound-complex 
sentence consists of two independent clauses and one or more dependent clauses: “Although I like to go 
camping, I haven‟t had the time to go lately, and I haven‟t found anyone to go with.”  A compound-
complex sentence can be useful in expressing a complex idea.  However, if overused, it can impede the 
reader‟s understanding.   
 
 
Two Examples of Wordy Prose  
 

An example of convoluted style can be found in the following excerpt from T. S. Eliot‟s essay 
“Notes on the Blank Verse of Christopher Marlowe” (1921): 
 

Shakespeare is “universal” (if you like) because he has more of these tones than anyone 
else; but they are all out of the one man; one man cannot be more than one man; there 
might have been six Shakespeares at once without conflicting frontiers; and to say that 
Shakespeare expressed nearly all human emotions, implying that he left very little for 
anyone else, is a radical misunderstanding of art and the artist—a misunderstanding 
which, even when explicitly rejected, may lead to our neglecting the effort of attention 
necessary to discover the specific properties of the verse of Shakespeare‟s 
contemporaries. 
 

An educated reader who has knowledge of British poetry will be able to understand it after a very careful, 
repeated reading.  However, most readers will find it a little puzzling, although the text sounds really 
good.  The whole sentence consists of 100 words interspersed with a period, four commas, three 
semicolons, a pair of quotation marks, a pair of parentheses, and a dash.  Sounding “good” is different 
from sounding “clear,” though.   

If you enjoyed deciphering the text above, you may want to strive to understand the following 
text, “Hamlet” (1920), again by T. S. Eliot: 
 

We know that there was an older play by Thomas Kyd, that extraordinary dramatic (if not 
poetic) genius who was in all probability the author of two plays so dissimilar as the 
Spanish Tragedy and Arden of Feversham; and what this play was like we can guess 
from three clues: from the Spanish Tragedy itself, from the tale of Belleforest upon which 
Kyd‟s Hamlet must have been based, and from a version acted in Germany in 
Shakespeare‟s lifetime which bears strong evidence of having been adapted from the 
earlier, not from the later, play.  From these three sources it is clear that in the earlier play 
the motive was a revenge-motive simply; that the action or delay is caused, as in the 
Spanish Tragedy, solely by the difficulty of assassinating a monarch surrounded by 
guards; and that the “madness” of Hamlet was feigned in order to escape suspicion, and 
successfully.  In the final play of Shakespeare, on the other hand, there is a motive which 
is more important than that of revenge, and which explicitly “blunts” the latter; the delay 
in revenge is unexplained on grounds of necessity or expediency; and the effect of the 
“madness” is not to lull but to arouse the king‟s suspicion.  The alteration is not complete 
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enough, however, to be convincing.  Furthermore, there are verbal parallels so close to 
the Spanish Tragedy as to leave no doubt that in places Shakespeare was merely revising 
the text of Kyd.  And finally there are unexplained scenes—the Polonius-Laertes and the 
Polonius-Reynaldo scenes—for which there is little excuse; these scenes are not in the 
verse style of Kyd, and not beyond doubt in the style of Shakespeare.  These Mr. 
Robertson believes to be scenes in the original play of Kyd reworked by a third hand, 
perhaps Chapman, before Shakespeare touched the play.  And he concludes, with very 
strong show of reason, that the original play of Kyd was, like certain other revenge plays, 
in two parts of five acts each.  The upshot of Mr. Robertson‟s examination is, we believe, 
irrefragable: that Shakespeare‟s Hamlet, so far as it is Shakespeare‟s, is a play dealing 
with the effect of a mother‟s guilt upon her son, and that Shakespeare was unable to 
impose this motive successfully upon the “intractable” material of the old play.  

 
Eliot‟s essay was written for readers equipped with knowledge of British drama, who may be able to 
understand his line of logic.  Yet, it still takes time for most readers to figure it out.  In this single 
paragraph, Eliot uses a variety of punctuation marks (commas, double quotation marks, dashes, periods, 
parentheses, colons, and semicolons).  It is generally good to use various punctuation marks, but Eliot 
seems to use just too many of them, including the semicolon, which English can do without.3  

An essay written in good style can delight the reader.  As mentioned earlier, becoming a better 
stylist needs time and practice.  Popular bestseller novels will serve as models of good prose.  Based on 
my limited experience with popular fiction, the novels of John Jakes, John Grisham, and Nicholas Sparks 
adopt efficient styles.  Although their stories may lack depth in content, their style is lucid and pleasant—
probably better than the style of many serious fiction writers.   
 
 
Three Tips for Stylistic Elegance  
 
 I remember reading a high-school journalism textbook a decade ago.  Its style was concise, 
precise, and to the point.  It was highly readable.  However, after reading it for a while, I became bored.  
The style was too predictable and lacked variety and a rich texture.  The sentences were perfectly 
grammatical but were mostly simple and compound.  I could not find the author‟s personal warmth in his 
text, and the dry style turned me off.  His clear but unfurnished style was the opposite of that of Steinbeck 
and Eliot, the detailed but exhausting one.    

So how do we become better stylists?  As the saying goes, there is no royal road to anything.  
Also, a certain style is not always better than another style.  We become better writers only gradually, and 
most of us will never become perfect stylists.  However, we can improve our styles significantly by doing 
three things on a daily basis.  First, we should read a variety of texts and learn to identify a good style.  
The reading materials do not have to be masterpieces by Charles Dickens or Herman Melville—at least in 
learning to become a better stylist.  In addition to Jakes, Grisham, and Sparks suggested above, I would 
recommend national newspaper and magazine articles available for free online.  It is unnecessary to read 
anything outside your interest areas; you will find plenty of pieces that interest you.4  Also, we do not 
have to try to “learn” a writing style from those materials.  As we read more and more, we learn 
something about style subconsciously.   
 Second, we should write on a regular basis.  It is impossible to become a better writer only by 
memorizing rules for writing.  Successful writers tend to write on a daily basis.  Flannery O‟Connor 
(1925-64), the author of excellent short stories such as “A Good Man Is Hard to Find,” wrote all morning 
before she did anything else during the day.  Without self-discipline, it is hard to become a better writer.  
Also, writing daily helps overcome the fear of writing.  As a lifelong editor (since 1981), I have witnessed 
many scholars who have extensive knowledge but cannot bring themselves to write—or complete—a 15-
page essay.  The less often you do write, the more intimidating the task will become, no matter how many 
ideas swirl in your head.       
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Third and finally, we become better writers by sharing our writings with other people, getting 
feedback from them, and learning from mistakes.  It would be an excellent idea to become a member of a 
local writers‟ group that provides honest, constructive feedback on your work.  Student writers could seek 
assistance from the writing lab which almost all colleges and universities provide nowadays.  I belong to a 
poetry group which meets every Thursday, have a haiku partner whom I meet every month, and belong to 
a poetry group in another county whose meetings I attend once or twice a month.  In addition, I attend the 
quarterly critique sessions of a haiku group in Edwardsville, Illinois, and am a member-at-large of two 
California haiku groups.  In the past, I also had critique partners for my memoirs and fiction, but because 
of my busy schedule, I am focusing only on poetry at this time.  Attending all of the meetings makes my 
life very busy, yet without those meetings, I would not make much progress with my writing.  Beth 
Groundwater, the author of the mystery novel A Real Basket Case (2007), emphasizes the importance of 
having peer readers this way: 

 
I think it is vitally important for authors to have either a critique group or a few trusted 
first readers to run our manuscripts through before they go to our editors. We need fresh 
eyes to read those words and fresh brains to try to decipher those sentences and 
understand those characters and plot points so mistakes can be found. And there are 
always mistakes! No matter how carefully I pour over my chapters before submitting 
them to critique group, they always find things I've missed.   

 
Peer readers may not always give valid critique, but they allow us to see how our works are received by 
others.  In addition, critique sessions provide an opportunity to share information on publishing 
opportunities and upcoming contests.  Writing groups can even provide lifelong friendships.  I have made 
a few close friends by attending critique meetings.  It feels pleasant to steer away from my daily routine 
and spend a couple of hours with my fellow poets and writers who share the same passion for words.    
 
 
Notes 
 
1 This essay is a revised transcript of my presentation given at Missouri Baptist University‟s EXCEL 
(concurrent enrollment) summer workshops for high school English teachers in 2011 and 2012.  I also 
presented it to two EXCEL English classes at John F. Hodge High School, St. James, MO, 27 January 
2013.   
 
2 Some students are unclear about the different between “grammar” and “style.”  Grammar concerns the 
correctness of writing, whereas style is about the way something is expressed in a composition.  A 
grammatically correct sentence can be stylistically poor, although it may not necessarily be “incorrect” in 
style.  Muriel Harris and Jennifer L. Kunka explain the two terms this way: “Grammar refers to the rules 
of standard edited English, such as the correct tense for verb endings and the need to write complete 
sentences instead of fragments…. Style refers to choices writers make.  Is it better to use the abstract noun 
beverage or a specific word, such as lemonade?” (219)          
 
3 I have observed that most students who use a semicolon in their papers misuse it anyway.  It is not a 
“cool” punctuation mark that adds delight to the text, such as a colon and a dash. 
 
4 Every day I read online newspaper articles related to college football, higher education, health, politics, 
poetry, and international culture.  My favorite websites include cnn.com, yahoo.com, omaha.com, 
journalstar.com, and espn.com.   
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Haiku as a Playful Tool for Writing Instruction1 
 

John J. Han  
 
 
Introduction 
 

Anyone who teaches college English will agree that many students today come to college without 
proper writing skills.  Common weaknesses student papers exhibit include the lack of ability to compose 
concise, precise prose; the lack of concreteness; and the lack of effective ending.   

Numerous writing guidebooks have been published, colleges and universities emphasize written 
communication skills for students, and writing instructors invent many strategies for struggling student 
writers.  However, as all successful professional writers would testify, writing well is an art that comes 
with years of practice—years of trials and errors.  One simply cannot memorize rules for writing and then 
expect to become an excellent writer in a short period of time.  Writing competency comes from reading a 
variety of texts on a regular basis and learning to distinguish between good prose and bad prose.   

The aim of this essay is to discuss how I incorporate the Japanese poetic form of haiku into 
writing instruction as a playful tool for teaching effective prose.  Writing haiku for a dozen years, I have 
learned some skills that have helped me become a better prose writer.  Haiku is a minimalist poetic form 
that relies on simple diction, concrete images, and surprises.  Haiku poets are conditioned to count the 
syllables in their work so that they do not exceed a certain number of syllables. (The maximum number of 
syllables allowed in contemporary English haiku is 17.)  Haiku poems speak through images without 
preaching or explaining.  Simple diction, vivid imagery, and an effective ending—these are the skills 
essential for haiku writing and the skills that can be transferred to prose writing.    
 
 
The Kinds of Haiku Used in My Writing Instruction  
 
 There are three common types of haiku in America today: nature haiku, senryu, and humor haiku.  
Traditional nature haiku portrays the beauty and wonders of the natural world or expresses the poet‟s 
emotions by using images from nature and seasonal changes.  Nature haiku typically include a season 
word (kigo).  Haiku is also used as a blanket term for several haiku-related poetic types, including senryu 
(satiric haiku on human behavior) and humor haiku (joke haiku on a variety of contemporary topics, such 
as pets, sports, vampires, aliens, and electronics). 
 Writing a traditional nature haiku can be both easy and difficult.  There are many rules to follow, 
and beginners typically write nature haiku that are wordy and one-dimensional (and sometimes 
humorous).  Although haiku is ultimately more about humans than nature, some traditional haiku 
masters—such as Yosa Buson and Masaoka Shiki—also believed that haiku must be about external 
nature rather than about nature as a reflection of human emotions.  Accordingly, there is nothing wrong 
with describing the natural world through haiku, especially for beginners.  In my composition classes, I 
encourage students to write a shasei (sketch from life), a nature haiku that “depict[s] the thing just as it is” 
(Reichhold 60).  I also encourage students to write senryu and humor haiku, which are much easier to 
write than nature haiku.  These two haiku-related poetic forms are free from the many rules that govern 
nature haiku writing and are more straightforward than traditional haiku.    
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Five Steps of Using Haiku in the Writing Classroom   
 

1. Briefly explain the origins, structure, and characteristics of haiku.  
 

Most students will know that haiku is a Japanese poetic form.  Explain that it is an art form 
originating in renga (linked verse written in collaboration) which first appears in the Manyoshu (a poetry 
anthology compiled after 759 A.D.) and has been popular in Japan since the 12th century.  Haiku, which 
used to be called hokku until the turn of the 20th century, was the first three lines of renga and eventually 
became an independent poetic form in the late 17th century.  Typically a haiku includes a reference to 
nature or a season.     

Most students think that a haiku is written in three lines of 5-7-5 syllables.  This is both correct 
and incorrect.  Traditional Japanese haiku were written in 5-7-5 onji (sound units), which are different 
from English syllables.  Some English-language haiku use 5-7-5 syllables (it is a requirement in the 
annual Kiyoshi & Kiyoko Tokutomi haiku contest, sponsored by the Yuki Teikei Haiku Society in 
California), but almost all professional haiku poets today consider it too long for an English haiku.  Some 
poets follow a 3-5-3 syllable structure (11 syllables altogether), and other poets follow a 2-3-2 syllable 
structure (7 syllables altogether).  However, according to research, almost all contemporary haiku poets 
use around 11 syllables altogether arranged in three—short, long, and short—lines.   

Haiku is a deceptively simple art.  It may be the shortest poetic form, but perhaps there is no other 
poetic form that has more rules and regulations.  Accordingly, it is impossible to teach all the rules.  
Beginners will be able to produce a decent haiku by learning several basic rules of haiku writing.  In her 
book Writing and Enjoying Haiku, Jane Reichhold suggests six tips.  Below are the six rules I have 
slightly modified:   

 
1. Write in three lines that are short, long, short by using less than 17 syllables 

altogether.  
2. Make sure the haiku has a fragment and a phrase.2 
3. Have some element of nature in the case of a nature haiku, but senryu and humor 

do not need a reference to nature.   
4. Use verbs in the present tense. 
5. Avoid capital letters or punctuation. 
6. Avoid rhythms. (Reichhold 52)  

 
 

2. Read aloud a few select haiku poems by prominent Japanese poets; many of their works are 
available online in English translation.  If you are a haiku poet, you can also share your 
work with students.  
 
Before inviting students to compose haiku, I present examples of nature haiku, senryu, and humor 

haiku as models.  Some published haiku, especially the poems written by contemporary English-language 
haiku poets, are vague and esoteric, so I pick the poems that are easy to understand.  Here are some 
examples. 

 
Nature Haiku (Shasei) 
 

  
 
yuku aki ya 
te o hikiaishi 
matsu futaki 
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autumn is leaving 
tugging each others‟ branches 
two pine trees 
  

—Masaoka Shiki (1867-1902) 
 

 
 
yuku ware ni 
todomaru nare ni 
aki futatsu 

 
I am going 
you‟re staying 
two autumns for us 

 
—Masaoka Shiki (1867-1902) 

 
spring sunbeam 
a squirrel swinging 
upside down 

   
—John J. Han ~ kernels, Spring 2013 

 
Senryu 
 
elevator— 
waiting for two minutes  
for a two-second ride  
  

—John J. Han ~ Prune Juice: Journal of Senryu & Kyoka, 6 (Summer 2011)   
 
out of boredom 
he sends himself a text 
it isn‟t delivered 
  

—John J. Han ~ Prune Juice: Journal of Senryu & Kyoka, 6 (Summer 2011)   
 
Humor Haiku    
 
My conscience is clear. 
 It‟s not me that kills people, 
it‟s the loss of blood. 
  

—Ryan Mecum (Vampire Haiku) 
 
Though clearly creepy— 
 despite evil foreboding— 
coffins are comfy. 
  

—Ryan Mecum (Vampire Haiku) 
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“thunder thighs” 
the best way to control weight? 
avoid thunderstorms  
 
“her muffin top” 
I‟ve never seen her  
eating muffins  
  

—John J. Han (Thunder Thighs) 
 
 

3. Ask students to write three haiku based on three respective structures, and then invite them 
to read their works out loud.    
 
Now is the time for students to compose haiku on their own.  I typically invite them to write one 

nature haiku (shasei), one senryu, and one humor haiku.  The topic of humor haiku can be anything that is 
not about nature or human behavior, such as pets, road signs, sports, food, and electronics.  Below I 
present ten poems written by some of my students in a sophomore-level English class.  They are not 
necessarily better than other poems, but I have selected them because they provide some material for 
teaching how to write effective prose. (My primary goal is not to teach them how to write an effective 
haiku.)  These poets knew almost nothing about haiku before the class, and they wrote these poems based 
on a mini lecture on haiku.         

 
Nature Haiku (Shasei) 
 
1. 
winter‟s coming 
after the summer heat 
the cold 
 
2. 
track and field 
I try to run fast 
but the wind blows 
 
Senryu 
 
3. 
shadows fall 
we hide our secrets 
from ourselves  
 
4. 
I like shopping 
shopping likes me 
although it takes all of my money 
 
5. 
Angie 
must wait on 
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Jack  
(Names changed —editor)  
 
6. 
moving back and forth 
tied to a string and a pole no one knows I go  
I am your representation all across the world  
 
7.  
millionaires with no worries 
buying clothes, jewels and all the pearls 
I‟m moving slow[ly] in this fast world.   
 
Humor Haiku (baseball haiku) 
 
8. 
it‟s hit deep to left 
these seconds last a lifetime 
bliss in Saint Louis  
 
9. 
Cardinals baseball 
historic world series win 
let‟s do it again 
 
10. 
Cards win the series 
and the crowd is going wild 
yet the manager retires  
 
  

4. Offer constructive critique, focusing mostly on what we can learn about prose writing 
through haiku.       

 
1. “winter‟s coming / after the summer heat / the cold.”  I like the clarity of this poem.  The 

words “winter” and “summer” also show a good contrast, and the two lines grab the reader‟s 
attention.  However, the last line sounds redundant and unsurprising.  We already know that 
winter is cold.  Could we replace “the cold” with something that contributes to the poem?  
Here is one possibility: “winter‟s coming / after the summer heat / where‟s autumn?”    

 
2. “track and field / I try to run fast / but the wind blows.”  This poem is both concise and lucid; 

I particularly like the twist in line 3 that begins with “but.”3  Some people may feel that this is 
a simplistic poem, but this poet has the potential to write good senryu.   

 
3. “shadows fall / we hide our secrets / from ourselves.”  This interesting poem makes the reader 

re-read for a deeper meaning.  I am unclear about the identity of “we.”  Does “we” include 
me?  If so, how?  Exactly what does the poet mean by “shadows”?  This is a tantalizing that 
needs more explanation.            

 
4. “I like shopping / shopping likes me / although it takes all of my money.”  This is a clever, 

funny poem all shopaholics can relate to.  The second line sounds particularly interesting; not 
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many people are used to thinking that way about shopping.  The poet used exactly 17 
syllables, which is fine.  However, the last line consists of nine syllables, which makes the 
whole poem a little unbalanced.  Could it be rewritten as “though it takes all my money” 
(seven syllables)?         

 
5. “moving back and forth / tied to a string and a pole no one knows I go / I am your 

representation all across the world.”  This eye-catching poem seems to say something 
personally profound.  The first half of the poem seems to talk about a puppet, but the second 
half is unclear.  It is important to communicate ideas clearly.  It is okay to use a figure of 
speech, even in a haiku, but an educated reader must be able to understand it.       

 
6. “Angie / must wait on / Jack.”  Like the previous poem, this work is hard to understand, 

although we can easily paraphrase it.  Angie and Jack know each other (they sit next to each 
other in class), so the poem may be clear to the two of them.  However, the context isn‟t clear 
for the rest of us.  What does the poet mean by “wait on”?   

 
7. “millionaires with no worries / buying clothes, jewels and all the pearls / I‟m moving slow[ly] 

in this fast world.”  Apparently, the poet is a poor man who has many worries, unlike the 
millionaires who have nothing but money to burn.  I like the use of details in lines 1 and 2, 
and I like the poetic tone in line 3.  As a haiku, however, the poem is very long.  It could be 
part of a longer, free verse poem.  If the poet wants it to be a haiku, we could revise it as 
something like this: “millionaires adorned / with jewels and pearls… / I have nothing.” 

 
8. “it‟s hit deep to left / these seconds last a lifetime / bliss in Saint Louis.”  This is a baseball 

haiku.  The poet takes an ordinary circumstance and makes sound interesting.  I like the 
progression of the poet‟s thought, the last line being the conclusion.  Watching the St. Louis 
Cardinals win the World Series must have been a personally exciting event for the reader.       

 
9. “Cardinals baseball / historic world series win / let‟s do it again.”  This is another baseball 

haiku on the Cardinals.  This simple poem begins with a statement of what happened and 
ends with the poet‟s call for action.  In structure, it is similar to an argumentation paper which 
ends with a conclusion that serves as a call for action.         

 
10. “Cards win the series / and the crowd is going wild / yet the manager retires.”  This is the last 

Cardinals baseball haiku.   I like the twist in line 3.  The somber mood is contrasted with the 
excitement described in lines 1 and 2.     

 
Based on my experience, students typically produce sentimental, simplistic, and sometimes silly 

haiku.  That should be understood, considering that most students had no previous experience with haiku 
and that they wrote their works on the spot, spending only 5-10 minutes.  As stated above, the primary 
goal of this writing exercise is not to make students better haikuists but to help them express their ideas in 
clear, precise prose in the form of haiku.   

The ten poems above are generally clever and are fun to read because they contain what the poets 
genuinely think and feel.  Writing and sharing haiku is a great way to deepen our understanding of other 
people.  As students read their works out loud, I notice other students chuckling, smiling, or nodding their 
heads.  Sometimes the audience will be puzzled by what the poets are trying to say in their work.  
Nevertheless, when students recite their works, other students become all attentive, which is a good thing: 
Being attentive means that students are interested in what is going on in class.   
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Conclusion  
 

Haiku can be a useful tool in composition instruction in several areas.  Students will learn to 
understand the concept of a syllable, because counting syllables is an essential part of haiku writing.  
They will also learn to write in clear and concise prose.  Many student writers today are poor at 
expressing their ideas in a lucid style, thereby losing the reader‟s attention.  When composing a haiku, 
they must choose simple, direct words instead of long, complex, and pompous-sounding ones.  
Furthermore, students will learn to use vivid images instead of abstractions; haiku is an imagistic poetic 
form that speaks through an image.  Finally, students will learn that writing, whether it is prose or poetry, 
is a form of communication.  I make it a rule to invite students in my general education courses to write 
haiku once a semester.  Students learn in different ways, and many students consider a composition class 
a tedious one.  Haiku can allow students to learn how to write good prose through a fun-filled activity.      
 
 
Notes  
 
1 This essay was originally delivered at the Midwest Modern Language Association Annual Convention, 
St. Louis, MO, 3-6 Nov. 2011.    
 
2 By “a fragment,” Reichhold probably means a long (two-line) phrase/clause, and by “a phrase,” she 
probably means a short (one-line) phrase.  For the “fragment” part of her own haiku, she sometimes uses 
a complete sentence, which is different from a “fragment” (grammatically speaking, an incomplete 
sentence).  Here is an example: 
 
 waiting room 
 a patch of sunlight 
 wears out the chairs (Reichhold 68) 
 
Here “waiting room” is a “phrase” and “a patch of sunlight / wears out the chairs” is a full sentence.       
 
3 In many Japanese short-form poems, the turn is indicated by words such as “nevertheless,” “however,” 
“yet,” and “but.”  Here is a tanka (waka) by Fujiwara no Mototoshi (1060-1142): 
 
 Your fine promises 
 Were like the dew of life 
 To a parched plant, 
 But now the autumn 
 Of another year goes by. (Rexroth 53; italics mine) 
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_________________________________________________Notes on  
        Contributors 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Writing is a dreadful labor, yet not so dreadful as Idleness. 
—Thomas Carlyle  
 
In our time political speech and writing are largely the defense of the indefensible. 
—George Orwell 
 
You fail only if you stop writing. 
—Ray Bradbury  
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Faye Adams is a freelance writer who has published three poetry chapbooks and four hardback books: 
one children‟s book, a book of poetry, and two books of poetry and nonfiction.  She also writes fiction 
and memoirs.  Faye has won numerous awards for poetry, fiction, and nonfiction and has published in 
local newspapers and in magazines, poetry journals and anthologies.  She has been named Senior Poet 
Laureate of Missouri twice, has helped conduct poetry workshops in classrooms and for writers groups, 
and serves as an Advisory Board Member of the Missouri State Poetry Society (MSPS).  Faye served as 
co-editor of the MSPS Annual Anthology of Poetry and Nonfiction published by the De Soto chapter, On 
the Edge.   
 
C. D. Albin‟s poems, stories, and reviews have appeared in a number of journals, including Arkansas 
Review, Big Muddy, Cape Rock, Christianity and Literature, Georgia Review, Harvard Review, Natural 
Bridge, and Roanoke Review.  Dr. Albin is Professor of English at Missouri State University-West Plains, 
where he edits Elder Mountain: A Journal of Ozarks Studies. 
 
Bethany Altis, a senior English major at Missouri Baptist University, walked at graduation in April 2013.  
She hopes to eventually get an internship with her favorite author, Brandon Sanderson.  As for her 
hobbies, Bethany enjoys reading and writing, though most often she prefers to spend time with her friends 
and family. 
 
Ashley Anthony is a graduate student in English at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.  She graduated 
from Missouri Baptist University in 2012 with a degree in English.  Passionate about both teaching and 
the discipline of English, Ashley hopes to teach at the college level when she graduates, instilling within 
her students the same fascination of literature and writing that she possesses.  In her free time, Ashley 
likes to read, travel with her husband Matthew, and spend time fixing up and decorating their home in St. 
Peters, Missouri.  
 
Walter Bargen has published sixteen books of poetry.  His most recent books are Days Like This Are 
Necessary: New & Selected Poems (BkMk Press of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, 2009), 
Endearing Ruins/Liebenswerte Ruinen (Bilingual Edition [German/English], Liliom Verlag, 2012), and 
Trouble Behind Glass Doors (BkMk-UMKC, spring 2013).  He was appointed the first poet laureate of 
Missouri (2008-2009).  www.walterbargen.com. 
 
Gretchen Graft Batz has a B.S. and M.S. in Elementary Education with a  music minor from Western 
Illinois University, Macomb, IL.  Her love of nature and simplicity comes from growing up on a small 
farm along the Mississippi River.  Over the years, she has eagerly embraced photography, writing 
(especially haiku), traveling “off-the-beaten-track,” and performing/appreciating music (including 
singing, dancing, and playing piano, recorder, and mountain dulcimer).   
 
Jane Beal, Ph.D., is an associate professor of English at Colorado Christian University where she teaches 
creative writing and literature.  As a poet, she has produced more than a dozen poetry collections, 
including Sanctuary (Finishing Line Press, 2008) and The Roots of Apples (Lulu Press, 2012), as well as a 
CD of her poetry read aloud, Songs from the Secret Life (Shiloh Studio of Sound, 2009).  As a literary 
scholar, she has authored John Trevisa and the English Polychronicon (ACMRS, 2012) and edited 
Translating the Past: Essays on Medieval Literature (ACMRS, 2012) and Illuminating Moses: A History 
of Reception from Exodus to the Renaissance (Brill, forthcoming 2013).  She has published biographical 
essays on early women writers, including Marie de France, Julian of Norwich, Margery Kempe, and 
Elizabeth I, as well as creative non-fiction essays on midwives in history.  In her free-time, she enjoys 
bird-watching, music-making and nature-walking through Colorado with her beloved dog, Joyful.  To 
learn more, please visit http://sanctuarypoet.net. 
 

http://www.walterbargen.com/
http://sanctuarypoet.net/
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Landon Bland is a freshman at Missouri Baptist University.  He enjoys reading, from which came a 
passion for writing.  His days are spent either with a book in his hand or in front of a computer screen.  
He loves singing, playing the one song he knows on the piano, and increasing his collection of iPhone 
apps.  He hopes one day to combine his love of structure and math and his love for art and new ideas to 
become a computer programmer. 
 
Mark Burgh lives in Fort Smith, Arkansas, where he teaches creative writing.  He has published poetry, 
fiction, and made films.  Please feel free to contact him by email: mburgh@cox.net.  
 
William J. Byrne, M.A., graduated from St. John‟s University in Queens, New York, with a degree in 
Contemporary Literature.  He teaches Writing and Rhetoric classes at Oakland University in Rochester, 
Michigan.  He spent thirty years in marketing for Volkswagen of America before returning to teach at the 
college level. 
 
Andy Chambers serves as Vice President for Student Development and Professor of Bible at Missouri 
Baptist University in St. Louis.  He earned his B.S in Mechanical Engineering from the Missouri 
University of Science and Technology and his M.Div. and Ph.D. degrees from Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary.  He recently published his first book for Broadman and Holman Academic entitled 
Exemplary Life: A Theology of Church Life in Acts.  He and his wife Diana have been married for twenty 
six years and have four children, Amanda, Bethany, Eric, and Michael.  
 
Charlotte Digregorio publishes poetry that is translated into five languages in journals and anthologies. 
She has won many awards, and has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize.  Her poetry is exhibited on 
public transit, in stores, banks, and venues where she does readings, such as art galleries, major 
public/academic libraries, and bookstores.  It is also featured on DVDs with art.  She has hosted her own 
radio poetry program.  Digregorio is Midwest Regional Coordinator of the Haiku Society of America. 
Further, she is the author of four nonfiction books including You Can Be A Columnist and Beginners’ 
Guide to Writing & Selling Quality Features, both Featured Selections of Writer‟s Digest Book Club.  
They have been adopted as supplemental texts at many universities here and abroad, as with Everything 
You Need to Know about Nursing Homes.  She has been on university faculties in the Foreign 
Language/Writing Departments, and holds graduate and undergraduate degrees in Italian and French 
literatures from the University of Chicago and Pomona College, respectively.   
 
Jennie Dodson is in her eleventh year as a high school language arts teacher.  Currently, she teaches 
advanced placement and dual credit English literature and composition to seniors at Seckman High 
School in Imperial, Missouri.  Prior to teaching she worked in marketing/public relations for nearly a 
decade.  She received her bachelor of arts degree in philosophy from the University of Colorado-Boulder 
and her teaching certification from Missouri Baptist University.  Dodson earned a master‟s degree in 
English Literature from the University of Missouri-Saint Louis.  She lives in Imperial with her husband 
and two children.   
 
Dale Ernst is the author of three books of poetry.  He has read at the May Fine Arts Festival (Eureka 
Springs, AR), Harrison Library (Harrison, AR), Poets and Arts/Austin Historical Society (Austin, TX), 
Southwestern Illinois College (Belleville, IL), and is invited to the read annually, as part of the spring 
poetry program at Three Rivers College (Poplar Bluff, MO).  He has also read as the featured reader at 
Barnes & Noble Books and Borders Books.  Dale is a long-time member of the Missouri State Poetry 
Society, serving as President for two years, as well as being a board member for many years, and is 
currently serving as Publicity Director.  He currently lives in West Plains, MO.   
 
Robert David Grotjohn is a professor in the Department of English Language and Literature in the 
College of Humanities at Chonnam National University, South Korea.  He teaches British/American 

mburgh@cox.net
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Culture and Poetry, English Conversation and Composition, and American Society and Pop Culture, 
among other courses.  Dr. Grotjohn graduated from the University of Minnesota and obtained his M.A. 
and Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  Prior to his move to South Korea, he taught at 
Wittenberg University and Mary Baldwin College.   
 
John J. Han is Professor of English and Creative Writing at Missouri Baptist University.  An award-
winning poet and memoirist, he has published three haiku volumes: Little Guy Haiku, Chopsticks and 
Fork, and Thunder Thighs.  His poems have also appeared in periodicals and anthologies worldwide, 
including the Asahi Haikuist Network, Cave Region Review, Confluence, Elder Mountain, Four and 
Twenty, Frogpond, Geppo, Harvests of New Millennium, A Hundred Gourds, Intégrité, kernels, The 
Laurel Review, the Mainichi Daily News, Mariposa, Nepali Art and Literature, Prune Juice, Simply 
Haiku, South by Southeast, Steinbeck Studies, Taj Mahal Review, and Wilderness.  Simply Haiku selected 
him as the world‟s sixth-best English-language haiku poet for the year 2011, and Cave Region Review 
honored him as Featured Poet for its 2012 volume.  Academically, Han is editor of Wise Blood: A Re-
Consideration (Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2011) and has published hundreds of scholarly articles, 
reference entries, and book reviews.  A native of South Korea, he earned his M.A. and his Ph.D. from 
Kansas State University and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, respectively.        
 
Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Mary Kennan Herbert currently lives in Brooklyn, NY, where she 
teaches literature and writing courses at Long Island University.  Her poems have been published in 
literary, theological, and professional journals in the USA and other countries, and her work appears in 
several anthologies.  Five collections of her poems have been published by Ginninderra Press in 
Australia.  In the state of Missouri, her poems have appeared in Big Muddy, The Mid-America Poetry 
Review, Rockhurst Review, The Mochila Review, Fugue: The Saint Louis University of Women and 
Women’s Studies, and Missouri Life.  She has received several awards for her work, and is a former first-
prize winner in the Midwest Conference on Christianity and Literature poetry competition.  Professor 
Herbert earned a B.A. at George Peabody College for Teachers/Vanderbilt University and an M.A. at the 
City College of New York. 
 
†Betty Hindes passed away on July 15, 2012.   When she submitted her essay “A Cat Present for Miss 
Betty” (pp. 95-97), she also sent us the following biographical sketch: “Betty Hindes has a degree in 
Sociology from Duchsene College, Omaha, NE.  She wanted to travel and live in the Far East ever since 
she had sat on the seawall in Mission Beach, CA, with her sister and her grandmother during World War 
II.  They would watch the sunset and pray for their Uncle Milford who was fighting on some jungle island 
in the Pacific.  After marrying in France and moving to St. Louis, she attended a community college to 
study computer processing.  She spent 30 years in that field before retiring.  Now she is trying to record 
all her memories.”  The two pictures accompanying her essay were taken in South Korea in 1962.   
 
Carol Sue Horstman, a graduate of Washington University in St. Louis, is a sculptor, painter, filmmaker, 
photographer, poet, and illustrator.  After teaching all of these subjects, as well as music, for 40 years, she 
retired to become an independent artist pursuing sculpture sites in communities and gallery venues.  She 
has a large sculpture in front of the Art Center in Quad City, Iowa.  Carol also constructed a 96-pound 
book of milled steel that has garnered many awards; the pages turn, and the book is called My Mystery.  
Carol has been published as a newspaper cartoonist as well as in the NLAPW magazine.  She is a member 
of the On the Edge poetry group in De Soto, MO, which she finds is friendly and supportive.   
 
Donald Horstman has been an artist for 65 years and an art educator for 47 years.  He holds a B.A. 
degree in art education from Washington University in St. Louis and a master‟s degree in media 
technology from Webster University in St. Louis.  As well as printmaking and poetry, Donald excels in 
sculpture, film, photography, painting, ceramics, and drawing.  He shares a studio with his wife Carol in 
their home on beautiful Lake Fond Du Lac located in Fenton, Missouri.  www.sculpture.org.  

http://www.sculpture.org/
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Terrie Jacks graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in education.  She has taught school, 
substituted, and currently is volunteering as a tutor and reads to children in preschool.  She has lived in 
several different states and spent three years in England.  As a child, she entertained her sister and cousins 
with stories when they gathered during Thanksgiving and Christmas.  When her two sons were young, 
she made up stories to tell them.  Now, it‟s her grandchildren‟s turn to be entertained with her story 
poems.  Sometimes the grandchildren suggest the theme for the story and help writing it.  Other times, the 
things going on in the world around her are the subject of her writing.   
 
Bri Jones is currently studying at Missouri Baptist University and is planning to graduate in the spring of 
2014 with a B.A. in English, a minor in Psychology, and a writing certificate.  She hopes to teach English 
as a second language and serve the Lord Jesus Christ through ministering to those she teaches in many 
different cultures and countries.  She has been published in Cantos and Fireflies’ Light: A Chapbook of 
Short Poems, both of which are published by MBU.  She also is proud of her self-published poetry 
chapbook.  When she is not studying or working, she enjoys spending time with her friends, family, and 
her new puppy, Bear. 
 
Jessica L. Kostelic graduated from Missouri Baptist University with a B.A. in English in April 2013.  
She is from Point Reyes Station, California.  In addition to reading and writing, Jessica enjoys creating art 
and playing computer games.  When she is at home in California, she enjoys her summers at the beach 
and exploring San Francisco.  
 
John Lambremont, Sr. is a poet from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, where he serves as editor of Big River 
Poetry Review (see bigriverpoetry.com).  John has a B.A. in Creative Writing and a J.D. from Louisiana 
State University, and he is the author of four full-length volumes of poetry.  His poems have been 
published internationally in many reviews and anthologies, including The Chaffin Journal, Picayune, The 
Louisiana Review, Words & Images, Suisun Valley Review, A Hudson View, and Taj Mahal Review, and 
he has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize.  John has work forthcoming in The Mayo Review, Indian 
River Review, The Zip Code Project, and The Ampersand Review.  His blog of his previously published 
poems can be found at http://jlambremontpoet.blogspot.com. 
 
Stephen Manning was born in Tennessee, grew up in Mississippi and Arkansas, joined the USAF in 
1961 and traveled the world.  He retired after service in Europe, Saudi Arabia, and Guam during the 
Vietnam War.  Those experiences provide a rich background for his poetry.  As a graduate of Syracuse 
University, he holds a degree in broadcast journalism.  He also has degrees in Fine Art and International 
Relations.  His wide range of assignments included magazine editor, speechwriter, press liaison, 
broadcast commander, and foreign community relations advisor.  Stephen currently resides in the 
woodlands of the Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas.  The natural setting of his home was the perfect place 
to complete his first book, Camera of the Mind. 
 
Alex “Brick” Mathis graduated from Missouri Baptist University with a B.A. in English (a writing 
concentration) in the spring of 2013.  A native from Florida, he moved to Illinois when he was eight.  His 
passion for writing started during his freshman year of high school.  He enjoys writing science fiction, 
medieval fiction, and historical fiction; he also enjoys reading books of the same genres.  He has written 
mostly prose, but also began poetry during college.  Alex plans to go on a 2-3 year mission trip to Chile.  
Once he returns, he wants to work for a newspaper/magazine where he can do what he loves to do: write. 
 
James Maxfield has taught English composition, creative writing, and other undergraduate English 
courses at a number of colleges and universities in Ohio.  He is currently completing two books for 
publication:  A History and Anthology of Folk-Rock Lyricism (a book all about the 1960s) and Poetry in 
Mind (a book of insights into the philosophy of writing poetry).   

http://jlambremontpoet.blogspot.com/
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Ben Moeller-Gaa has a writing degree from Knox College, is a contributing editor to River Styx literary 
magazine, and is also a member of both the Haiku Society of America and the Haiku Foundation.  He has 
over 80 published haiku that have appeared and are forthcoming in fifteen journals and several 
anthologies spanning four continents, six countries, and four languages.  Ben has two haiku chapbooks, 
Wasp Shadows and Blowing on a Hot Soup Spoon, due to hit the shelves in 2013 from Folded Word Press 
and J. K. Publishing, respectively.  For more information on Ben and his work, please visit his web site at 
www.benmoellergaa.com. 
 
Linda O’Connell is a teacher, an award-winning poet, and multi-genre writer.  Her works have appeared 
in Grist, Sacred Fool’s Press, Mochila Review, Mid Rivers Review, Lucidity, Lavenderia, Flashquake, 
Silver Boomers, fourteen Chicken Soup for the Soul books, Writer’s Journal, Voices of Autism, Voices of 
Breast Cancer, Reminisce Magazine, and more.   Linda blogs at Write from the Heart, 
http://lindaoconnell.blogspot.com. 
 
Gregory Ramirez was born in Fresno, California, where he was raised and currently resides with his 
wife Stephanie and their children, Gabriella and Nicholas.  His poetry has appeared in Flies, 
Cockroaches, and Poets, hardpan: a journal of poetry, Heyday Books‟ reprinting of Highway 99: A 
Literary Journey through California’s Great Central Valley, and The Broad River Review.  He teaches 
full time at the Madera Community College Center. 
 
Anna Roberts-Wells was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, and grew up in a nearby farming community.  
She attended Little Rock Central High School, graduating the year the school was embroiled in the 
integration crisis.  She graduated from Hendrix College with a degree in English and taught junior high 
English and speech for one year.  She left the teaching field and became a social worker in the foster care 
system.  After attending graduate school at the University of Tennessee, she lived in several states before 
settling in St. Louis.  Anna is married and has four grown children and four grandchildren.  She presently 
is retired and living in Festus, Missouri, where she does volunteer work and writes.  She is a member of 
the Society of Children‟s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) and On the Edge chapter of the 
Missouri State Poetry Society.    
 
Victoria L. Scheibe plans to graduate from Missouri Baptist University in April 2014; she majors in 
English (writing concentration) and minors in journalism.  In Fall 2013, she will study at the University of 
Oxford.  In her short stories with genres from horror to romantic comedy, she explores the various states 
of the minds of humans.  She hopes to one day publish her own books and work towards making other 
authors‟ dreams come true.   
  
Cordell P. Schulten is an associate professor of American and International Law at Handong Global 
University in Pohang, Korea.  He has also taught at Fontbonne University and Missouri Baptist 
University.  Before teaching, he practiced law for ten years specializing in commercial litigation and 
death penalty cases.  Schulten earned his M.A. in Theological Studies from Covenant Theological 
Seminary in 2004 and his J.D. from Saint Louis University School of Law in 1986.  He has also done 
graduate studies in Theology and Culture at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis. 
 
Ryan Schuessler is a junior at the University of Missouri-Columbia where he double-majors in 
Convergence Journalism and Political Science and studies Spanish.  In Spring 2013, he studied 
journalism as a study-abroad student at the University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain.  In the past three 
years, he has worked at the St. Louis Beacon, the Washington Diplomat, The Maneater, the International 
Foundation for Electoral Systems, and the Religion News Service.  He won first place in Editorial 
Writing at the 2010 Missouri College Media Association conference.  He enjoys photography both as a 
hobby and as a profession. 

http://www.benmoellergaa.com/
http://lindaoconnell.blogspot.com/
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Timothy S. Sedore is an ordained Baptist minister and serves as Professor of English at The City 
University of New York, Bronx Community College, where he teaches composition, literature, and 
religious rhetoric, and is involved in campus ministries.  His B.A. in English and economics is from New 
York University, his M.A. in English is from Arizona State University, his seminary degrees (an M.A.R.S. 
completed and an M.Div. in progress) are from Liberty University, and his doctorate in English education 
is from Columbia University.  The Rev. Dr. Sedore‟s book, An Illustrated Guide to Virginia’s 
Confederate Monuments, was published in 2011 by the Southern Illinois University Press.  His recent 
yearlong academic sabbatical was devoted to a study of Tennessee Civil War monuments.  That project is 
now under contract with the University of Tennessee Press under the working title “Tennessee Civil War 
Monuments—The Illustrated Field Guide.”  Landscapes—physical, social, and spiritual—are a distinct 
interest of Dr. Sedore, who also takes the measure of the American landscape as a runner, rower, and 
cyclist. 
 
Mark E. Tappmeyer lives in Bolivar, Missouri, and has taught for thirty-five years in the Department of 
Language and Literature at Southwest Baptist University.  His poetry has appeared in Discipleship 
Journal, Journal of the Missouri Philological Association, St. Anthony Messenger, Penwood Review, 
Manna, Riverrun, and Mobius.  Dr. Tappmeyer earned a B.A. in English from SBU, an M.A. in English 
from the University of Missouri-Kansas City, and a Doctor of Arts in English from Illinois State 
University. 
 
John Samuel Tieman‟s award-winning chapbook, A Concise Biography of Original Sin, is published by 
BkMk Press of the University of Missouri at Kansas City.  Another collection, Morning Prayers, is 
published by “The Pittsburgh Quarterly Online.”  His poetry has appeared in The Americas Review, The 
Caribbean Quarterly, The Chariton Review, Cimarron Review, The Iowa Review, River Styx, and many 
other venues, and has been translated into French, Japanese, Arabic, Serbo-Croatian, and Spanish.  A 
teacher in the St. Louis Public Schools, Dr. Tieman is also a widely published essayist.  He earned a 
bachelor‟s degree and his M.A. from Southern Methodist University, and his Ph.D. from St. Louis 
University.  
 
At age twelve, Marcel Toussaint first published holiday cards he had designed.  An award-winning 
writer, her has published poetry in dozens of anthologies.  Toussaint has read his poetry on NPR, and has 
been featured in major newspapers and magazines.  He represented Saint Louis at the 2011 National 
Veteran‟s Creative Arts Festival in Fayetteville, Arkansas, with a reading/performance of Shadow under 
the Bridge.  The poem earned him a National Gold Medal.  Remember Me Young, his first anthology, was 
published in 1997, and his autobiography Poetry of a Lifetime was published in 2009.  Toussaint‟s first 
novel, Terms of Interment, was published in 2011; further information can be found at 
www.nacgpress.com.  Reflective Reflection, a collection of poems, will be published in the near future.     

http://www.nacgpress.com/
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From the Intern’s Desk… 
 
 This past year I have had the privilege of acting as the assistant editor of Cantos.  I have 
been able to read stories, poems, and articles written by people all over the world.  With the 
guidance of Dr. Han, I have been able to improve my editing, revision, and writing skills.  It has 
been a wonderful experience.   

As this academic year draws to an end, and as a graduating senior, I have been 
experiencing the same nervousness many other students have about leaving school and finally 
becoming an adult.  What will that mean for my future?  Who will I become?  Where will I, or 
should I, go?  For me, the answer is obvious: I am going home.  
 Three years ago, I moved from Point Reyes Station, California (a town of under 400 
occupants, approximately 45 minutes north of San Francisco) to Saint Louis, in order to attend 
Missouri Baptist University.  Throughout my time here, I have met people from around the 
country, and world, who have chosen MBU for their education.  It is this congregation of people, 
so different yet utterly the same, that I value about MBU and I will miss.  Similarly, Cantos has 
been depicting this variety through our submissions, which came from fellow students, faculty, 
and friends of MBU around the world.   
 My hope is that, through this edition of Cantos, we can continue to appreciate from 
where our colleagues and community members come.  I also urge our readers to write 
submissions about their lives, their experiences, or themselves for Cantos.  It is through our 
differences that we can learn from one another.  Collegiate life is intended to open our eyes to 
the world; we just need to remember to bring these memories back with us.   

 
Jessica L. Kostelic  


